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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation was a qualitative examination of the band participation of three 
adolescents with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). This investigation of 
individual experiences and perceptions could help readers understand what adolescents 
with ADHD value about their band participation and what academic, interpersonal, and 
behavioral challenges adolescents with ADHD face during band participation. Research 
questions included: (a) What is the nature of band participation for three adolescents who 
have been diagnosed with ADHD? (b) How do adolescents with ADHD, their music 
teachers, and their parents describe the band participation of adolescents with ADHD? (c) 
In what ways do adolescents with ADHD interact with their music teachers and peers in 
bands? Data collection methods included interviewing, observing, and a researcher 
joumaling; analysis involved data coding, selecting representative quotes, sorting 
thematically, and summarizing. Important themes included isolation from peers, a sense 
ofbelonging, the perception of peers as family, music learning and achievement 
motivations, behavior management strategies such as self-monitoring and hyperfocus, 
and ADHD-symptoms of impulsivity, inattentiveness, and hyperactivity. All participants 
Vl 
were high-achieving musicians. Notable findings included close relationships with band 
directors, the use ofhyperfocus to manage individuals' ADHD impulses or to be 
musically expressive, diminutive descriptions of individual skills by adolescents with 
ADHD, unknowingly supportive behaviors of band directors toward students with 
ADHD, and positive social interactions with peers when advanced musical skills coupled 
with leadership roles exist for adolescents with ADHD. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
During a marching band trip several years ago, I observed Tom, a band student, 
eating lunch and socializing. It was my second year of leading the band program, and this 
particular young man was new to me. Tom had recently re-entered the high school band 
program after two years of nonparticipation. As he visited with friends, his eyes 
wandered slowly, seeming to survey the football field with no particular interest. He 
seemed unaware that I was observing him. His eyes stopped on the wide, brassy bell of a 
sousaphone just 10-12 feet away. Tom fixated on that bell for a moment and popped a 
few red and yellow peanut M&M's into his mouth. Then, just as casually, he began 
tossing the M&M's into the sousaphone bell. Each one clinked the brass, slid into the 
bell, and moved smoothly down into the body of the instrument. 
Throughout the rest of that term, Tom continually demonstrated a pattern of 
off-task behavior. When Tom did not return at the end of the teim, I learned that his 
temporary membership was an attempt to replace an "F" grade in ninth grade band to a 
better one on his transcript. His prior band membership was riddled with impulsive 
behavior, and he had been dropped from band. At the end of his turbulent ninth grade 
year, Tom was diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). I 
wondered what adolescents with ADHD experienced during their band participation, 
what challenges they faced, and whether having ADHD played a role. 
Background 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) affects individuals throughout 
childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. Researchers in behavioral and health sciences, 
sociology, and education have explored the causes, prevalence, perceptions, and 
implications of this disorder. In this section, I present prominent research from these 
fields to give members of the music education community background knowledge about 
ADHD and briefly introduce research about related broad issues. 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
2 
Authors of the DSM IV TR, the authoritative diagnostic manual for qualified 
mental health professionals, defined ADHD as, "A persistent pattern of inattention and/or 
hyperactivity-impulsivity that is more frequent and severe than is typically observed in 
individuals at a comparable level of development" (American Psychiatric Association, 
2000, p. 85). A recent proposed revision to this definition not yet in print specifies that 
ADHD consists of a "behavior pattern" of inattentiveness, impulsivity, and/or 
hyperactivity, which directly impacts social and academic/occupational activities 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2012). Individuals diagnosed with the disorder have 
pervasive symptoms and exhibit behaviors in one or more of the following areas: (a) 
attention span (inattentiveness), (b) impulse control (impulsivity), and (c) hyperactivity 
(National Institute of Mental Health [NIMH], 2006). Because ADHD is described in 
terms of observable behaviors, researchers continue to explore the causes of those 
behaviors. By definition, ADHD is pervasive-meaning that symptoms are observable in 
more than one setting. An estimated 30-60% of individuals with ADHD have a comorbid 
condition such as Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), a Learning Disability (LD), a 
mood disorder, Tourette's syndrome, anxiety, or a Pervasive Developmental Disorder 
(PDD) (Klein & Biederman, 1999). The present study is focused on adolescents with 
3 
ADHD and no known comorbid conditions. 
Researchers have presented conflicting assertions of what may cause ADHD. 
Some researchers have approached the study of ADHD from an anatomical perspective, 
stating that a neurological problem rooted in language dysfunction (Baird, Stevenson, & 
Williams, 2000) or that hereditary genetic predisposition causes ADHD (Spencer, 
Biederman, Wilens, & Farone, 2002). Chemical testing, MRis, and PET scans have been 
employed to verify differences in neurology and brain dopamine levels of individuals 
with ADHD when compared to individuals without ADHD (Baird et al., 2000). Others 
have stated that environmental toxins cause ADHD (Braun, Kahn, Froehlich, Auinger, & 
Lanphear, 2006; Wang, Chen, Yang, Ma, Wang, Tang, Hao, & Ruan, 2008). External 
factors, such as cigarette smoke and lead poisoning, have been investigated for their 
possible role in the presence of ADHD (Braun, et al., 2006). Research in the field of 
environmental toxins that might cause ADHD continues to develop, with dear scientific 
data to support these theories (Wang et al., 2008). Some researchers have suggested that 
ADHD is a byproduct of parental conditions, such as maternal anxiety (Van den Bergh & 
Marcoen, 2004), or is a constructed disorder based on societal perceptions (Jacobsen, 
2003). For example, Jacobsen noted that in England, ADHD labels were discouraged, 
because they were perceived as limiting the individual's potential to contribute to the 
entire society, whereas in the United States, labels were encouraged as a means to 
improve educational opportunities to benefit the individual (Jacobsen, 2003). Although 
the DSM IV TR specifically identifies diagnostic procedures for ADHD, conflicting 
etiological assertions from the research community still exist. 
4 
Prevalence in the Adolescent Population 
The diagnosis of ADHD in young people aged 12-1 7 has increased over time. In 
a 1997 survey, it was estimated that 6.8% of adolescents aged 12-17 were diagnosed by 
health professionals as having the disorder (Westat, 2003). In 2004, 10.3% of the same 
population received a diagnosis of ADHD (Zaff, Calkins, Bridges, & Margie, 2002). 
More recently, 11.2-13.6% of adolescents aged 11-17 from a national sample of73,123 
children aged 4-17 were reported as having been diagnosed with ADHD (CDC, 201 0). 
The increased prevalence of ADHD diagnoses could be the result of increased awareness 
of the disorder, an actual increase in the number of individuals who have the disorder, or 
a combination of awareness and presence. 
Implications for School Settings 
ADHD symptoms can significantly impair a student's ability to learn or 
participate appropriately in the learning process, can affect how others learn, and may 
even influence how effectively the teacher delivers a lesson (Green, Beszterczey, 
Katzenstein, Park, & Goring, 2002). Individuals with ADHD often overestimate their 
own performance at challenging tasks (Hoza et al., 2004). Students with this potential 
disability may act impulsively, be unable to sit still, talk while others are talking, and 
appear distracted or to be daydreaming more than peers without ADHD of the same age 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Historically, children with ADHD have 
reportedly been assigned to special classes at school for "behavior disordered" or 
"emotionally disturbed" children (Barkley, 1990, p. 785). 
Twenty-first century educational models involve inclusion-the integration of 
5 
children and adolescents with disabilities into the main student body of a school (Cooper, 
1999; Johnson & Darrow, 1997). Inclusion developed under the Individuals with 
Disabilities Act (IDEA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Henderson, 
2008). ADHD is a federally recognized disability (Henderson). Young people and 
adolescents with ADHD are included in regular education settings but may qualify for 
special education services in an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP). Students with 
ADHD may fall under Section 504 protection if learning or participating in the learning 
process is substantially impaired without the need for specific educational services 
(Richards, 2002; Wright & Wright, 2006). Students who qualify under section 504 are 
entitled to accommodations that provide a free and appropriate public education (F APE), 
including education "provided at no cost to the parents, designed to provide educational 
benefits despite the child's disabilities, and provided in the environment that affords the 
greatest exposure to non-disabled peers" (U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil 
Rights, 2007). The need for an IEP or 504 plan depends on the degree to which ADHD 
symptoms, and those of any comorbid conditions, limit learning and academic 
performance at school (Henderson). 
In an era of educational inclusion, classroom teachers regularly interact with 
children and adolescents who have various disabilities and educational needs. Teachers 
share many simultaneous roles, bearing a burden of responsibility to recognize 
ADHD-symptomatic behaviors, to instigate evaluation referrals, and to develop 
instructional strategies to accommodate the needs of students with ADHD and various 
other disorders (Liesveld, 2007). Educators are often trusted to initially refer students for 
6 
screenings and evaluations that may lead to a diagnosis of ADHD (Doak, 2003; Glen, 
2006; Shields, 2001). Psychosocial treatments, largely implemented by teachers, are often 
designed by mental health practitioners and educators to provide modifications for 
children in school settings (Glen, 2006; Mayes & Bagwell, 2005). Teachers' perceptions 
of students with ADHD influence the degree to which teachers are willing to respond to 
student behavior and to implement interventions in school settings (Mayes & Bagwell, 
2005). Teacher perceptions strongly affect the success of students who have ADHD 
(Mayes & Bagwell, 2005; Newton, 2009). 
Teachers of varied ages and experience levels have reported significantly greater 
stress, frustration, and engagement in their interactions with students who had ADHD 
when compared to students without ADHD. In one study, band directors indicated that a 
high degree of job-related stress resulted from student behaviors also described as typical 
of ADHD (Heston, Dedrick, Raschke, & Whitehead, 1996). Brady, Swank, Taylor and 
Freiberg (1992) reported that teachers were unresponsive and gave inadequate feedback 
to students with various disabilities, including learning disabilities, in the classroom. In 
contrast, it was reported that rather than being unresponsive to students with ADHD, 
teachers responded with significantly more frequent interactions that were positive, 
negative, and neutral (Greene et al. 2002). This finding suggests that children who have 
ADHD may require more teacher attention and interaction than children with learning 
disabilities alone. 
In the field of general education, researchers offer some guidance to develop the 
necessary strategies and accommodations for disabilities, reporting that specific 
instructional support and strategies can help students with ADHD learn and manage 
behaviors more effectively (Colwell, 2003). According to Colwell, students who have 
ADHD need additional repetitions, prompts, reinforcers, models, learning style options, 
and response time. Educators without some understanding of these needs will likely be 
less effective with students who have ADHD. As a part of the school community, music 
educators will likely interact with adolescents who have ADHD and will need to 
understand the challenges and implications potentially associated with having students 
with ADHD in music classes. 
Rationale for the Study 
7 
ADHD affects many students in schools. ADHD has been described as "the most 
common neurobehavioral disorder of childhood which often persists into adulthood" 
(CDC, 2010, p. 9), and 11.2-13.6% of adolescents aged 11-17 have been diagnosed with 
ADHD. Adolescents with ADHD face academic, social, and behavioral challenges 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2012; Loe & Feldman, 2007). Children and 
adolescents with ADHD have reported that they experienced peer dislike, a sense of 
being different, and trouble "fitting in" at school (Daniels, 2006; Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 
2000). Having ADHD presents challenges for individuals who have the disorder as well 
as for peers and teachers with whom they interact at school. 
Adolescents with ADHD participate in school bands. Band memberships include 
a more balanced breadth of personality types than either orchestras or choirs (MacLellan, 
2011), and individuals of all personality types initially join bands in proportions similar 
to personality types that exist in general school populations (Cutietta & McAllister, 
8 
1997). Therefore, it is logical to assume that the percentage of adolescents with ADHD in 
bands is likely to be similar to the percentage of adolescents with ADHD in the general 
population. 
Band ensembles are a unique culture (Adderley, Kennedy, & Berz, 2003; 
Morrison, 2001), and ensemble teachers face a higher student-teacher ratio and spend 
more time with their students than teachers of most other subject areas (Heston et al., 
1996; Revelli, 1963). The team environment typical of a band ensemble depends on all 
members working together to create something expressive that is greater than what one 
can accomplish alone (Wilcox, 2008). Many ensemble members find value, identity, 
pride, pleasure, and social satisfaction through participation (Adderley et al.). 
ADHD manifests itself in particular ways in a music ensemble and creates 
difficulties for teachers, peers, and the individual with ADHD. Adolescents with ADHD 
present behavioral symptoms that impact social and academic activities (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2012), as well as frequent off-task behaviors (Courtney, 2010). 
Adolescents with ADHD may face social challenges in band because they may be intense 
and may struggle to get along with their peers (Whalen et al., 2002). These traits can 
diminish the potential for adolescents with ADHD to comfortably enter the ensemble 
hierarchy and understand implicit social norms of the group (Hall, Petersen, Webster, 
Bolen, & Brown, 1999). Adolescents with ADHD may face interpersonal challenges with 
their band directors, because adolescents who exhibit ADHD-like behaviors, such as 
inattentiveness and being off-task, contribute to band directors' job dissatisfaction, stress 
level, and ineffectiveness (Heston et al., 1996). Without proper training to work with 
adolescents who have disabilities, music educators may resort to emotionally-driven 
methods that include offering sympathy, giving extra attention, or allowing special 
privileges to keep the student occupied and happy (Schnackenberg, 2004). The presence 
of at-risk students in band ensembles, such as adolescents who have social adjustment 
deficits common to ADHD, "is loosely associated with chaos and sometimes negative 
energy" (Shields, 2001, p. 283), frustration from other students, a slower learning pace, 
diminished quantity of learned repertoire, and excessive rehearsal time spent on 
discipline (Courtney, 2010; Shields, 2001). 
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No research has been identified that directly addresses the experiences or 
perceptions of adolescents with ADHD in music classes. Strategy-oriented texts for 
music educators about working with adolescents who have behavioral challenges are 
largely based on general education and psychology research (De l'Etoile, 2005; Robe, 
2004; Weinstein, 1995). Literature regarding instructional and behavioral management 
strategies for the music classroom based on music education research is sparse and a 
recent development (Hammel & Hourigan, 2011). Educational researchers have studied 
perceptions of general subject teachers and student-teachers regarding ADHD (Berglof, 
2007; Doak, 2003; Eng, 2007; Small, 2006), accommodation strategies for working with 
adolescents who have ADHD in general education classrooms (Doak, 2003; Higgins, 
1999; Schmalzer, 2007), and school experiences of children and adolescents with ADHD 
(Daniels, 2006; Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 2000). Researchers in music education have 
investigated adolescents with disabilities in music classes (Darrow, 1999; Jellison & 
Flowers, 1991; Johnson & Darrow, 1997; Schnackenberg, 2004), adolescents' band 
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participation experiences (Abril, 2011; Adderley et al., 2003; Shields, 2001), and band 
director perceptions of ADHD (Courtney, 2010). However, few studies of ADHD in the 
music class exist, and no research about the experiences or perceptions of band students 
who have ADHD has been found. Discovering the experiences of adolescents with 
ADHD who participate in band ensembles will add to the body ofknowledge regarding 
what adolescents experience and value about their band participation and help readers 
understand what behavioral symptoms and academic and social challenges are presented 
during band participation for adolescents with ADHD. 
Conceptual Framework 
A conceptual framework based on existing literature was developed for this study 
as a system of assumptions, concepts, and beliefs to explain the "main things to be 
studied-the key factors, concepts, or variables-and the presumed relationships among 
them" (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 18). The creation ofthis framework was inspired by 
the writings of Shields and Tajalli (2006), who presented the use and application of 
conceptual frameworks as essential to successful graduate research studies; the related 
conceptmap was recommended by Miles and Huberman (1994). Two broad concepts 
emerged as relevant to understanding the experiences of adolescents with ADHD who 
participate in middle school bands: (a) contexts of school bands, and (b) ADHD as a 
behavioral disorder that potentially causes disability. The following section includes an 
introduction to concepts identified from related literature that comprise the conceptual 
framework, relationships between selected concepts, and assumptions. 
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Contexts of School Bands 
Band experiences of adolescents with ADHD are bound by the context of school 
bands, which includes non-musical aspects, music learning and achievement, and 
interpersonal relationships. These three domains are related components of band culture 
and have been introduced as themes in several published works (Adderley et al., 2003; 
Morrison, 2001; Scheib, 2006). Adolescents with ADHD who participated in the present 
study were assumed to be fully-included in band classes and to have experienced band 
culture. 
Non-musical aspects. Bands are contexts where young people can experience 
personal development and other non-musical aspects. Participating in bands, where 
music-making occurs, can lead to identity formation (Abril, 2011). The choice to 
participate in music-making by joining band does not depend on personality, because 
individuals of all personality-types initially join band (Cutietta & McAllister, 1997)-
membership is not specific to a "type" of adolescent (MacLellan, 2011 ). Band members 
generally value their membership because through participation, they can develop 
personality traits such as leadership skills, focus, self-confidence, and increased maturity 
(Adderley, 2009). The non-musical aspects of band participation are assumed to include 
identity development, the growth of positive character traits, individual achievement, and 
related areas (Adderley et al., 2003; Scheib, 2006). The concept of"non-musical aspects" 
is one category that is used to describe and discuss the experiences of adolescent band 
participants who have ADHD in the present study, and to relate these experiences to 
music learning, achievement, and social aspects of band participation. 
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Music learning and achievement. Adolescents learn musically in school bands, 
interact with musical content, and develop musical skills (Abril, 2011). In a related area, 
band members value music (North, Hargreaves, & O'Neill, 2000) and music-making 
(Campbell, Connell, & Beegle, 2007; Parker, 2011) as integral to their personal identity. 
Identity development is closely tied to music learning and the achievements of both the 
individual and the band. Band participation activities related to music learning include 
interacting with music curriculum, taking private lessons, and practicing at home 
(Adderley et al., 2003). The perception of band or music class as a "break" during the 
school day (Wayman, 2004) is related to the music domain because music learning is 
notably different than other academic learning young people experience in school settings 
(Elliott, 2005), and adolescents value music learning and expression (Abril, 2011). The 
musical domain of band participation is assumed to include all musical activities, 
including music-making and musical achievements. 
Social domain. School bands are a "culture," which involves student-peer 
relationships, student-teacher relationships, group hierarchy-such as implicit and 
explicit student leadership, and belonging (Morrison, 2001 ). The concept of "belonging" 
was presented in several studies (Abril, 2011; Adderley, 2009; Adderley et al., 2003; 
Morrison, 2001) as a common sentiment ofband members. Although not all band 
participants can be expected to experience the same quality of relationships in bands, in 
the present study, I assumed that social interactions would likely occur in band contexts, 
based on previously published research (Adderley, 2009; Adderley et al., 2003; Scheib, 
2006). 
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The absence of peer and student-teacher interaction is conceptualized by the term 
social isolation, modeled after the invisible student concept Hourigan (2007) introduced. 
In Hourigan's follow-up article (2009), the invisible student term was broadened to refer 
to "any student who is challenged socially within our music programs and has become 
overlooked in our daily classes and rehearsals" (Hourigan, 2009, p. 35). Because music 
ensembles are primarily social organizations (Bowman, 2007), the categories of student-
peer relationships, student-teacher relationships, and social isolation may interact in the 
present study and may relate to other components of band participation. 
Disability and Health Strategies Associated with ADHD 
Investigations of the experiences of adolescents' who have ADHD are bounded 
by the description of ADHD as a "behavioral disorder" because its diagnosis stems from 
behavioral symptoms (American Psychiatric Association, 2010) and functional deficits 
(Loe & Feldman, 2007); and by the concepts of"health and disability" as framed by the 
World Health Organization [WHO] (2012). This section is focused on the framework of 
ADHD as a potentially disabling condition and the related adaptive health strategies 
individuals who have ADHD may utilize. 
ADHD is a behavioral disorder. ADHD is neurobiological and is manifest 
through behavioral characteristics, such as academic underachievement, poor academic 
performance, educational problems, externalizing behaviors, and aggression (Barkley, 
DuPaul, & McMurray, 1990; Loe & Feldman, 2007). Specific knowledge of ADHD and 
related symptoms informed an understanding of study participants' potential challenges 
and was assistive in developing research and interview questions for the present study. 
ADHD symptoms were assumed to be potentially disabling because the diagnostic 
criteria requires "a persistent pattern of behavior" that directly impacts both "social and 
academic/ occupational activities" for a diagnosis (American Psychiatric Association, 
2012). 
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The range of health and disability. The World Health Organization developed a 
new conceptualization of health and disability to situate disability as a universal human 
experience and acknowledge contextual factors, rather than only medical/functional 
aspects (WHO, 2012). By viewing both health and disability as a range rather than a 
designation, people with disabilities can be viewed as complex individuals and identified 
as experiencing both disability and health. 
When applied to ADHD, the WHO's health and disability concept has served to 
describe impairments in educational settings, such as affected intellectual function, 
emotional control, organization, learning, and managing one's own behavior (Loe & 
Feldman, 2007). These impairments were described as disability for individuals who 
have ADHD by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, when they impact 
major life activities such as "caring for one's self, learning, reading, concentrating, 
thinking, communicating, and working," regardless of whether medication is taken to 
manage the disorder (ADA). Because the diagnosis of ADHD is largely based on 
observed behavioral symptoms that actually occur and impact the individual diagnosed 
with ADHD, impairments and symptoms of having ADHD will be referred to throughout 
this dissertation as behavioral challenges, a potentially disabling condition, or disability. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework illustrating the main ideas being studied: the context of 
junior high bands, the behavioral challenges or disabling condition of having ADHD, 
health strategies, relationships with band directors and peers, and overall band 
participation. 
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Individuals with ADHD develop "coping mechanisms and adaptation strategies" 
(Holmes, 2005, p. 6) to manage their ADHD symptoms, such as hyperfocusing in order 
to tune out distractions and become successful. Holmes (2005) presented the idea of 
hyperfocus by adults with ADHD as a means to channel normally unregulated attention. 
Children with ADHD have also reported developing their own strategies to overcome 
ADHD symptoms, such as ignoring others to focus on a teacher, listening more, self-
monitoring, encouraging one's self, and purposively managing anger and frustration (Sik, 
2000). Considering the adaptive behaviors of both adults and children with ADHD 
reported in the literature, adolescents with ADHD in the present study are assumed to be 
capable of having the same types of strategies, including hyperfocus. These strategies 
will be referred to as health strategies throughout this dissertation, as modeled by the 
"health" concept from the WHO framework ofhealth and disability (2012). The term 
strengths will be used more generally throughout this dissertation to refer to apparent 
health strategies used by adolescents who have ADHD that they may not be aware they 
are using, such as an individual who seems to hyperfocus without knowing he or she is 
doing so, or to positive behavioral aspects that may or may not be related to overcoming 
ADHD symptoms. 
Summary 
The context of school bands and conceptualization of ADHD on a continuum of 
health and disability allowed me to approach adolescents with ADHD who participate in 
bands as fully-included band members, to explore common aspects of band participation, 
and to consider the impact of having ADHD on band participation based on a conceptual 
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framework. The framework was considered in the creation of research questions for this 
study and the use of qualitative methods to explore the complex phenomenon of having 
ADHD as a band participant. Ultimately, I used this framework as a tool to shape my 
analysis and discussion, presented in chapter seven of this dissertation. Additional 
discussion of the literature used to develop this framework is provided in chapter two. 
Purpose of the Study 
This dissertation was a qualitative examination of the band participation 
experiences of three adolescents with ADHD. The purpose of this study was to discover 
what three middle school band students with ADHD experienced and valued, if anything, 
about their band participation. The following research questions were addressed: 
1. What is the nature of band participation for three adolescents who have been 
diagnosed with ADHD? 
2. How do adolescents with ADHD, their music teachers, and their parents 
describe the band participation of adolescents with ADHD? 
3. In what ways do adolescents with ADHD interact with their music teachers 
and peers in bands? 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A large body of literature about band participation, adolescents with ADHD, and 
disabilities in education provides a basis for the present study. In this chapter, I review 
literature from these three general areas as it relates to the topic of adolescents with 
ADHD who participate in bands. 
Adolescents and Music Participation 
Research about adolescents and music participation has focused on two areas: 
meanings adolescents derive from music-listening and music-making, and adolescent 
ensemble participation experiences. In the following section, I present and discuss 
literature from each of these areas. 
Musical Meanings: What Do Adolescents Value Musically? 
Research about the meaning derived from music-listening has involved both 
adolescents who participated in performing ensembles and those who did not. The 
meaning adolescents derive from music-making in school choir and band classes has 
been a specific research interest. Understanding what adolescents value about music-
listening and music-making in general is relevant to the present study, because these 
values may relate to what adolescents experience or value about their band participation. 
Adolescents valuing music-listening. Adolescents in England (n = 2,465, ages 
13-14) were surveyed regarding the importance of music-listening in their lives (North et 
al., 2000). The researchers administered detailed questionnaires and quantitatively 
evaluated the responses . Findings indicated that participants listened to music an average 
of 2.45 hours per day and perceived music as central to their lives. Participants' responses 
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indicated that they valued music as a means to form identity, manage moods, and meet 
social, emotional, and cognitive needs. Of all musical styles, respondents valued popular 
music the most; they expressed negative views of Western Classical music as neither 
trendy nor socially acceptable with peers. Although over 50% of study participants had 
chosen to learn to play an instrument at one time, only 17% were currently playing an 
instrument either in school or at home. North et al. concluded that school music is out of 
touch with adolescent needs and does not connect with listening and other involvement 
outside the school setting. North et al. presented strong evidence that adolescents value 
music listening generally and care about the image their listening portrays to outsiders. 
This study informs the present study by serving as support for the idea that adolescents 
identify with their favorite music and find meaning through music listening, which could 
be a sentiment shared by study participants. 
Although adolescents in North et al. 's study (2000) did not seem to value school 
music participation generally, later researchers reported that adolescents valued both 
music-listening and school music ensemble participation (Campbell et al., 2007). Contest 
entry essays, statements, and reflections written by adolescents aged 13-18 in Grades 7-
12 (n = 1,155, 78% female) were analyzed to investigate the value of music and music 
education to participants. The adolescents included individuals both participating and not 
participating in school music ensembles. Adolescents expressed meanings gained from 
music both in and out of school and, as North et al. also reported, described music as 
integral to identity formation. Principal themes from analysis included musical, social, 
emotional, and personal benefits. Participants stated that they believed music was a 
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necessary aspect of adolescent life but reported both positive and negative impressions of 
school music. Some students referred to music itself as a "culture" (p. 227), and many 
stated that music ensembles allowed them to make new friends, belong, and feel as if part 
of a family. Further, participants reported learning self-discipline, work ethic, and 
character development through their music experiences. 
Study data were contest essays, in which participants might have romanticized 
their feelings and beliefs about music in attempts to win a contest. This sentiment was 
echoed by the researchers, who wrote, "An essay competition is not the likely occasion 
for stimulating writers to express themselves in negative terms" (p. 234). 
Notwithstanding these limitations, the findings supported North et al. 's findings that 
adolescents value music, and Morrison's (2001) assertions that music participation 
includes a strong social dimension promoting identity formation and personal 
development. These findings support the focus of the present study because they allow 
readers some understanding of what adolescents may value about music-listening, music-
. making, and the non-musical benefits of school ensemble participation. Study findings 
also support Wayman's (2004) conclusion that adolescents reported music to be stress 
relieving and a break from other pursuits. 
Adolescents and music valuing in ensembles. Moving beyond the study of 
general adolescent populations and their perceptions of music, Parker (2011) purposively 
sampled 18 adolescent choir participants in three high schools to determine what they 
valued about music-making. During qualitative interviews, participants responded within 
the recurring themes of(a) music expressed as "feeling," (b) music making as 
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"enlightening," (c) music making as interpersonal knowing, and (d) music making as 
"simultaneously feelingful" (p. 305). These findings included participant statements that 
music symbolized life, gave participants imagination, reassured participants that they 
were not alone, and allowed participants to blend in with society and to feel emotions 
together with others. Parker's results concurred with those of other research (Adderley et 
al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2007) in describing music making as conducive to personal 
growth and development, expression, confidence, and a sense of community. Parker 
noted that a broader spectrum of participants, including band students, could be studied in 
the future to more fully investigate the meaning, values, and beliefs adolescents associate 
with music making. 
In contrast to choir students, who valued social and musical aspects of music-
making (Parker, 2011), marching band members have valued their marching band 
involvement primarily for its non-musical components (Adderley, 2009). Adderley 
(2009) interviewed high school marching band members about their motivations to join 
and continue participating, their perceptions of skills development, and their social 
understandings within the band. The purpose of the study was to determine the meaning 
adolescents constructed from their marching band experiences. Participants valued 
marching band for its non-musical benefits, which included teambuilding, leadership, 
respect for others, focus, helpfulness, acceptance, "people skills," sensitivity to diversity, 
increased maturity, social roles, self-confidence, and life lessons-all of which 
transferred to other settings outside the marching band. Some participants valued 
marching band as an avenue for social growth and development. One study participant 
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stated, "We've become a family" (p. 219). Participants also valued marching band as a 
venue for learning teamwork and commitment. Although participants expressed a desire 
to continue participating in music ensembles after high school, most emphasized the 
non-musical value of marching band in their responses. Adderley asserted that marching 
bands function as extracurricular activities, entertainment, and a service organization, 
overshadowing musical value with tradition and crowd-pleasing music. Adderley's 
(2009) fmdings informed the present study because musical, personal, and social 
understandings aspects of band participation were highlighted as components that most 
adolescents value during their band memberships. Additional research is needed to 
determine whether these concepts are also central to band participation for adolescents 
with ADHD, who may experience social relationship challenges. 
School Music Participation Experiences of Adolescents 
Band ensembles have been investigated to determine whether band is different 
from other school courses. These studies are relevant to this dissertation because band 
culture and traditions comprise a large portion of adolescent participation experiences, 
and a discussion of this culture expands the present study's conceptual framework. 
Music ensembles comprise a unique culture. In a research-based narrative, 
Morrison (2001) introduced the idea that school bands have their own customs, 
conventions, and conversational manners. Students do not merely take band class; they 
join the group. New members experience indoctrination and must pass some significant 
milestone, like band camp or the first concert, before they are full-fledged members of 
the group. Ensemble members spend a lot of time together, thus becoming socially close 
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over time. Custom shirts, letter jacket ornaments, and uniforms signify membership. 
There are practical and personal boundaries resulting from group membership. The group 
includes its own hierarchy, where student elders indoctrinate less-experienced members 
in their musical and social expectations. Value and meaning are derived from learning 
within the culture, not from learning about it from the outside. In short, Morrison (200 1) 
described common aspects of music ensemble participation that adolescents are likely to 
experience and identify, in any geographical area. Although Morrison's narrative 
included a thorough description of ensemble culture for typical participants, the 
discussion regarding whether this could be expected for adolescents who have diverse 
traits, including those with potentially disabling conditions, such as ADHD, was outside 
the scope of this narrative. Further, Morrison' s text relied on the research of others to 
present the concept of music ensemble culture rather than from a first-hand investigation. 
Following Morrison ' s (2001) introduction to "band culture," Adderley et al. 
(2003) explored the nature of typical music ensemble membership through qualitative 
research. Adderley et al. conducted structured interviews with 60 high school students, 
equally representing band, choir, and orchestra. Responses were grouped by ensemble 
type and gender, and analyzed for patterns and themes. Participants explained that they 
joined ensembles for musical, social, academic, and family reasons, and that they 
benefited in musical, academic, psychological, and social ways. The roles of the 
ensemble social climate and relationships in developing well-being and personal growth 
were significant themes present in participant responses. Adolescents acknowledged that 
they liked music, were exposed to music early in life, enjoyed playing instruments and 
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hearing their timbres, and thought about music development (potential music careers, 
having a good school music program, learning musical skills, playing solos, etc.). 
Adolescents also reported that "they perceived music ensembles as a break from their 
rigorous schoolwork and were becoming more 'well rounded' by participating" (p. 195). 
Social benefits included "feel[ing] a part of something" and "mak[ing] friends" (p. 195). 
In contrast to the typical band experience outlined by Morrison (200 1 ), Adderley et al. 
(2003) ultimately determined that music ensemble participation experiences varied 
widely among group members. According to Adderley et al. (2003), 
The description of [adolescents ' ] participation in each select ensemble varied 
from being viewed as a class like any other classroom, a home away from home, a 
club, a family, or something unlike anything else they experienced at this 
particular school. (p. 203) 
This finding supports the purpose of the present study by suggesting that individual band 
experiences may be unique, warranting further investigation of band participation for 
individuals who have ADHD. 
In addition to researchers reporting what adolescents experienced and valued 
about their music ensemble participation (Adderley et al., 2003), the beliefs of three 
middle school-aged general music students were probed in order to determine how music 
class experiences shaped their views about music education (Wayman, 2004). The 
students studied held low expectations for school music classes and did not expect to 
work hard at learning music. Participants' statements implied that they believed music 
was a passive art, primarily for the talented. Wayman suggested that general music 
classes shaped adolescent views of music education as non-serious, stress relieving, and 
entertaining. Wayman also debated whether general music benefited these students and 
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concluded that the utilitarian roles of music education prevailed in student perceptions. 
These conclusions supported some results obtained by Adderley et al. (2003) and inform 
the present study's conceptual framework non-musical benefits domain by including the 
belief that adolescents in middle school view music participation as a "break" during the 
school day (Wayman, 2004). 
In contrast to Adderley et al. 's (2004) exploration of music ensemble culture, and 
Wayman's (2004) investigation of how general music students perceive music education, 
Scheib (2006) explored the middle school band experience from the student's 
perspective. Scheib interviewed and observed "Lindy" over a 2-month period, which 
allowed for a broad sample of her band experiences over time. The researcher found that 
Lindy's band experience was rooted in extrinsic rewards, achievement pressures, 
competition, and discipline rather than music learning and valuing. Scheib suggested that 
Lindy's experience was typical and recommended a reassessment of instructional 
practices and priorities by music educators. Scheib concluded that the middle school band 
experience is typically not about music at all but merely uses music as a vehicle to 
achieve other goals, including competition and character trait development. The present 
study could be considered a "next step" following Scheib's research, investigating 
whether adolescents with unique characteristics, such as ADHD, from several bands 
experience band similarly to Lindy, Scheib's study participant. 
Within band ensembles, there are various social subgroups defined by a variety of 
criteria. One such group, the hardcore students studied by Abril (20 11 ), was described as 
the older, high-achieving members of a band. Another designation, the invisible student 
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studied by Hourigan (2007 & 2009), was described as a unique young person who 
seemed ignored, rejected, or otherwise out of place within the band. These studies are of 
particular interest because they include reports of individual experiences from non-
average band members, and investigators found social aspects and music learning as 
important themes throughout their data. 
Abril (20 11) examined the role that adolescents played in school bands and the 
values they embraced. Abril's case study was focused on the experiences of five 
extremely dedicated high school band members, ages 17-18, referred to as hardcore band 
students. Participants described distinct roles and hierarchy that existed in the band and 
distinguished three groups: hardcore, popular and high performers; middle, average 
performers; and slacker, underperformers. The hardcore students interviewed described 
their band participation as a means through which they "could fmd identity, lose 
themselves in music making, and work with peers to collectively meet goals more 
ambitious than they could ever accomplish on their own" (p. 27). Although adolescents 
focused their responses on the importance of the collective mindset in band, they seemed 
divided as to social acceptance for and from their band peers. In Abril's study, 
participants admitted that they criticized, bullied, and hazed nonconforming band 
members. 
Abril's (20 11) findings seem to support the following conclusions of other 
researchers: (a) there are specific elements of culture present in ensembles that make 
them unique (Morrison, 2001); (b) music ensembles aid with identity formation and are a 
break from typical school classes (Adderley et al., 2003); (c) music participation is fun 
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and stress-relieving (Wayman, 2004); (d) adolescents perceive music participation largely 
as a tool for character development and goal-oriented behaviors (Scheib, 2006); and (e) 
music is meaningful to adolescents, and ensemble participation aids in identity formation 
(Campbell et al., 2007). Abril found that hardcore students deeply valued music learning 
and musical expression over the achievement and rewards valued highly by participants 
of other studies. Abril cautioned readers that the findings may not be the same for other 
adolescents within a band, and that perceptions and experiences of middle and slacker 
band students should be explored. Abril's research informs the present study by 
providing an exceptional case of adolescents who valued musical components of their 
band participant differently than adolescents reported in prior research. 
Although other researchers focused on adolescents from general populations, one 
study was found that highlights the band experiences of a middle school student with a 
disability from the student's perspective. Using a qualitative case study approach, 
Hourigan (2007) observed and interviewed a seventh-grade band student with Traumatic 
Brain Injury (TBI) to explore the nature of his band experience. The student reported that 
he continued band membership because he enjoyed the music itself, despite his extremely 
limited relationship with his band director and failure to bond with classmates or succeed 
in the social realm. Hourigan asserted that some individuals in music ensembles might 
seem invisible, receive little or no interaction with others, and fail to experience positive 
social identity formation through ensemble membership. Hourigan suggested that many 
children or adolescents may fall prey to the invisible student role because they are shy, 
have disabilities or special needs, or are new to the local area (Hourigan, 2009). The 
student participant was described as being severely bullied in school and failing to 
develop socially in other environments outside of the band class as well. Clearly, this 
young man's band experience differed greatly from Morrison's (2001) description of 
typical band culture and the varied experiences discussed by Adderley et al. (2003). 
Additional research is needed regarding what band participation is like for specific 
populations, including individuals with disabilities and potentially disabling conditions 
such as ADHD. 
Summary 
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Adolescents value music and music making for social, cognitive, and personal 
reasons. Morrison (2001) presented positive aspects ofband membership as a culture, 
without addressing negative factors or dropout students. Adderley et al. (2003) critically 
evaluated Morrison's description ofband culture, challenged this description as being 
inconsistent among ensemble participants, and failed to address group members who 
discontinue participation. As noted in research regarding adolescent perceptions of 
music's value, many young people emoll in music ensembles, but a high percentage of 
members eventually dropout (North et al., 2000). Scheib (2006) studied one middle 
school band student and found nonmusical aspects of participation dominating her 
experience, suggesting that her experiences were common and generalizable. Adderley 
(2009) reported similar perceptions of nonmusical benefits dominating participant 
statements about the value of high school marching band participation. In contrast, Abril 
(20 11) and Hourigan (2007) reported that certain students valued music and music 
learning as a central component of band participation. 
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Some disagreement among researchers exists regarding what band participation is 
like for adolescents and which factors are most motivating or important. This 
disagreement might imply that there is no singular band participation experience. Closely 
examining the band experiences of adolescents with ADHD can lead to the discovery of 
what these individuals value about their participation and what challenges they face. 
These discoveries could help readers understand what benefits, challenges or disabling 
conditions, and compensating strategies adolescents experience during their band 
participation related to having ADHD, as well as whether experiential commonalities 
exist. Although researchers have probed participation and musical meanings for students 
without disabilities, only one study has been found to have a focus of the band 
participation of an adolescent with a disability (Hourigan, 2007). No reports have been 
found that specifically focus on the experiences ofband students who have ADHD. 
Disabilities and ADHD in Education 
In the following section, literature about adolescents with ADHD in music 
education is presented using a "funnel" approach, moving from broad to narrow topics. 
First, I briefly review research about adolescents with disabilities in general education 
and music education, because ADHD is considered a potentially disabling condition (see 
Conceptual Framework, chapter 1) with related cognitive and behavioral impairments 
that can inhibit learning and functioning in educational settings (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2012; Loe & Feldman, 2007). To consider adolescents with ADHD who 
participate in bands, which are educational settings, an overview of relevant literature 
about adolescents with disabilities in general education settings and music education 
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settings can provide background information based on research already completed in the 
field. Second, I present research focused on ADHD as a potential disability. Next, I 
present research involving first-hand accounts of adolescents with ADHD in general 
education settings. Finally, I introduce research about adolescents with ADHD who 
participate in music classes. 
Disability Research in General Education 
Disabilities have been explored within the field of general education to determine 
the attitudes and training of teachers and the experiences of young people with 
disabilities. These studies are also relevant to this dissertation because ADHD is a 
behavioral disorder that potentially causes disability (see Conceptual Framework, chapter 
1 ). General education teachers' attitudes toward their students who have disabilities are 
relevant to the present study because teacher relationships and interaction influence the 
overall educational experiences of children and adolescents who have disabilities. 
Teacher perspectives. Brady et al. (1992) investigated the effectiveness of 
separate instruction for individuals with disabilities in educational settings. The 
researchers focused on teacher behaviors and the overall attentiveness of all students, so 
specific disabilities other than learning disabilities were not specified in the study. Brady 
et al. found that many adolescents with disabilities were lower-achieving students and 
received fewer resources when placed with peers who did not have disabilities. 
Adolescents with learning disabilities received twice as much negative feedback from 
teachers and were twice as likely to be ignored in class. The researchers concluded that 
practicing teachers did not use instructional models and questioning adequately until 
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trained to do so, suggesting that teachers needed increased awareness in the classroom to 
better serve adolescents who had disabilities. 
Shippen, Crites, Houchins, Ramsey, and Simon (2005) compared undergraduate 
and graduate pre-service teacher participants' (n = 326) hostility, receptivity, anxiety, and 
calmness toward adolescents with disabilities. Although the researchers did not 
specifically identify ADHD as one of the surveyed disability areas, they included the 
broad category of"behavior disorders," a diagnostic category known to include ADHD 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2012). The findings included improved receptivity 
and decreased anxiety/hostility in participants after completing an educational course 
about working with adolescents who have disabilities. The researchers concluded that in 
general, education helps teachers become more accepting and less anxious toward 
teaching adolescents with disabilities. The studies ofBrady et al. (1992) and Shippen et 
al. (2005) indicated that teachers might not receive adequate training and resources to 
work with adolescents who have disabilities, including learning disabilities or behavioral 
disorders, resulting in diminished effectiveness in working with these students. 
Student experiences. In addition to exploring educators' perceptions and 
practices toward adolescents with disabilities (Brady et al., 1992; Shippen et al, 2005), 
researchers have investigated the perceptions and experiences in educational settings of 
adolescents with disabilities (Belaney, 2008; Plata, Trusty, & Glasgow, 2005). Belaney 
(2008) studied urban adolescents with disabilities attending alternative schools to better 
understand their lives. The disabilities included learning disabilities and "behavioral 
difficulties" (p. 91), coupled with at-risk characteristics such as a history oftruancy, 
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suspensions, expulsions, "chronic inappropriate behavior, and continual academic failure 
in the school setting" (p. 91 ). Belaney found that adolescents with disabilities were 
resilient, had goals and dreams for the future despite hardships, and were self-aware. 
Through analysis, Belaney developed the "resolve in life theory," which describes 
resilience and future hope adolescents embrace in the face of difficulties. This theory has 
yet to be tested by additional research and is therefore limited in its generalizability. 
Although adolescents with disabilities may hold positive views of themselves and 
their futures (Belaney, 2008), their experiences also largely depend on perceptions and 
expectations of other people (Plata et al., 2005). Plata et al. investigated adolescent 
perceptions to better understand whether adolescents with learning disabilities were 
allowed by peers to participate in activities and determined that adolescents without 
learning disabilities varied widely in their willingness to allow students with learning 
disabilities to participate in activities. Plata et al. 's findings indicate that peers and peer 
pressures have a strong influence over whether or not adolescents with disabilities are 
accepted and permitted to participate in activities alongside adolescents who are 
typically-abled. More research is needed regarding how peer perceptions of adolescents 
with mental or intellectual disabilities influence their participation in specific activities, 
including music ensembles where peer interactions play a large role. 
Adolescents with Disabilities in Music Education 
Teacher preparation, inclusion, adolescent relationships, and motivation have 
each been studied as influential aspects of the music education experience for children 
and adolescents who have disabilities. These studies are relevant to this dissertation 
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because teacher training directly influences student experiences (Cooper, 1999), as does 
the process of inclusion (Hourigan, 2007; Lapka, 2005; and Moss, 2009). Although I 
found no research regarding music teacher preparation to teach adolescents with ADHD 
or specific research focused on the inclusion of adolescents with ADHD in music 
ensembles, several studies regarding the broader category of disabilities in music 
education and inclusion are described below. 
Teacher preparation. Music educators have reported a low level of training in 
special needs areas (Cooper, 1999; Frisque, Niebur, & Humphreys, 1994). Many have 
stated that they feel compelled to be more involved in placement decisions, to have 
adequate information about adolescents' disabilities, and to collaborate with special 
education staff (Darrow, 1999). These statements indicate a general teacher perception 
that some understandings and practices are needed to successfully work with children 
who have disabilities. The notion that teachers may be aware that they play a role in 
working with school teams to assist young people with disabilities informs the present 
study because it suggests that band directors may also feel compelled to accommodate 
children who have disabilities, such as ADHD. 
Teachers reported inadequate training to work with young people who have 
disabilities (Frisque et al., 1994). Frisque et al. conducted a survey of Arizona music 
teachers regarding their training and actual teaching experiences in mainstreaming. 
Findings indicated that 84% of study participants taught children or adolescents who had 
disabilities or special needs, but only 40% of these teachers reported having training in 
special education methods. Specific disabilities included emotional and behavioral 
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disorders, a category that would have included ADHD, according to the DSM III that was 
current during the period ofthis study (American Psychiatric Association, 1980), and the 
present descriptions of ADHD (American Psychiatric Association, 2012). Frisque et al. 
concluded that teachers received inadequate preparation to work with children or 
adolescents who have disabilities. Teacher preparation may influence teacher-student 
interactions and relationships, which are one component of the present study. 
In addition to discovering that many music teachers received inadequate 
preparation to work with adolescents who have disabilities (Frisque et al., 1994 ), 
researchers have shifted their focus to determining what preparation is provided during 
university coursework (Salvador, 201 0). Salvador investigated the availability of music 
teacher training in university courses to work with children or adolescents who have 
disabilities. Of 109 responding higher-education representatives in the study, only 38.9% 
stated that their universities offered a course in teaching music to special learners, 29.6% 
stated that their universities required such a course, and 59.8% stated that their university 
content regarding disabilities was embedded in other coursework (Salvador, 201 0). These 
findings confirm that music teacher preparation programs may still lack sufficient 
training in working with children or adolescents who have disabilities. Additional 
research is needed to determine how inclusive music classrooms can be accomplished 
with minimal training, or whether this is possible. 
Inclusion. Including children and adolescents who have disabilities in regular 
education settings together with their peers who do not have disabilities through 
accommodations and interventions has become a common educational practice now 
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referred to as inclusion (Henderson, 2008). The inclusion of adolescents with disabilities 
in bands has been investigated in bands (Hourigan, 2007; Lapka, 2005; Moss, 2009). 
Lapka (2005) investigated the band participation of adolescents with disabilities 
(n = 14) in a unique rural school program, where adolescents with disabilities represented 
approximately half of the total band membership (n = 29). Participants included eight 
adolescents classified as either Trainable Mentally Retarded (TMR) or Educable 
Mentally Retarded (EMR) with possible Autistic Spectrum disorders, three adolescents 
with Learning Disabilities, two adolescents with ADHD, and one student with an 
unspecified disability. Lapka found that adolescents with a wide variety of disabilities 
learned musically, participated as integral performers in the band, and contributed to the 
band's high festival ratings. Daily participation of the special education teacher was 
required, and the band director spent additional time planning mdividualized instruction, 
curriculum, and assessments. Lapka considered the involvement of all eight adolescents 
with disabilities (including ADHD) successful full-inclusion that depended upon positive 
teacher attitudes, collaboration and mutual respect, and parent support. Although Lapka's 
study was focused on program practices rather than specific student experiences, fmdings 
suggest that supportive adults and appropriate accommodations promote the success of 
adolescents with ADHD and other disabilities in band ensembles. 
In addition to studying the inclusion practices for adolescents with a variety of 
disabilities (Lapka, 2005), other researchers have studied the band participation 
experiences of large, specific student groups who had full or partial blindness (Moss, 
2009). Moss (2009) investigated the mainstreaming and inclusion of adolescent band 
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students with blindness or visual impairments. Participants included blind (n = 7) and 
partially blind (n = 4) adolescents in grades 9-12. It was found that participants rated 
musical factors-such as music-making, meeting musical goals, and enjoying musical 
processes-as their greatest motivation to participate in band. Other important themes 
reported by participants were similar to those described by Adderley et al. (2003). Moss' 
findings were all similar to Adderley et al. 's with the exceptions that Moss' participants 
also reported close relationships with adults and other helpers as integral to their band 
participation and enjoyment of music; and participants reported that music participation 
allowed them to find an identity outside that of being "disabled." Moss' findings inform 
the present study by suggesting that adolescents who have disabilities may experience 
close relationships with adults and may be motivated by the enjoyment of music and 
music making. Additional research is needed regarding the student-teacher relationship in 
bands involving adolescents with other disabilities, such as ADHD, to determine whether 
close relationships exist between adolescents with ADHD and their teachers. 
Relationships and motivation. Although social identity is a concern for all 
members of school music groups (Adderley et al., 2003), adolescents who have 
.disabilities may not be accepted by music group members (Hourigan, 2007). Hourigan 
reported that a student with a Traumatic Brain Injury (Jason) participated in band without 
communicating to the teacher or other students. Jason appeared to be socially ignored and 
outside the band culture of his ensemble. This student reported that enjoyment of making 
music motivated him to continue participating in band. Hourigan advocated building 
relationships, creating a safe and positive atmosphere, modeling appropriate social 
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behavior, talking with students, standing in the hall to greet ensemble members before 
class, and being vigilant to prevent bullying and hazing (Hourigan, 2009). Hourigan's 
participant was motivated by music similarly to Moss' (2009) study participants and 
appeared to enjoy band participation despite a lack of social connections (Hourigan, 
2007). This finding suggests that adolescents who struggle socially, a condition for many 
adolescents who have ADHD (see, for example Pugsley, 2008), may enjoy band 
participation for reasons other than social engagement. 
Johnson and Darrow (1997) explored the attitudes ofband students (n = 757, 
grades 5-12) toward children and adolescents with unspecified cognitive, behavioral, 
physical, or sensory disabilities in band classes. Participants were randomly assigned one 
of four groups in a Solomon 4-group design. A 30-minute video was presented as the 
treatment variable. The video portrayed children and adolescents with disabilities 
participating in band classes and interviews with video participants. Results indicated that 
participants who received the treatment variable demonstrated significantly more positive 
attitudes toward children and adolescents with disabilities both during the posttest and in 
a 6-week follow-up test. Females were more positive toward mainstreaming situations 
than males. Senior high students were less positive toward children and adolescents with 
disabilities than younger participants, suggesting that attitudes do not always improve 
with maturity. Johnson and Darrow suggested that although attitudes improved with 
education but persisted over time, this effect would likely be even more significant and 
lasting if positive inclusion strategies were modeled by band directors. Johnson and 
Darrow's study pertains to the present study because the researchers selected 
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instrumental music students as their subjects and asserted that band was the "area of 
music education perceived to be the most challenging setting for including students with 
disabilities" (p. 176). The assertion that band may be a challenging setting in which to 
include adolescents who need accommodations or special strategies suggests that 
adolescents who have ADHD may face challenges in band settings when 
accommodations are needed. 
Children and adolescents with disabilities, including ADHD, may have music 
interests and goals similar to those of children and adolescents without disabilities. 
Jellison and Flowers (1991) observed and interviewed children and adolescents (n = 228, 
ages 3-14), described as either "disabled" (n = 73) or "nondisabled" (n = 155), in music 
class. Jellison and Flowers questioned the common belief that students with disabilities 
do not need to meet learning objectives as accurately as their peers who do not have 
disabilities. Jellison and Flowers reported that both children and adolescents with 
disabilities and their peers who did not have disabilities liked music, wanted to play an 
instrument, and enjoyed participating in music activities both at home and at school. The 
researchers concluded that children and adolescents with disabilities need appropriate 
academic programs and not inclusion alone to learn effectively, and that individual 
preferences and interests should be considered when working with these young people 
(Jellison & Flowers, 1991). Additional research in music education is still needed 
regarding the perceptions and experiences of children and adolescents with disabilities, 
including those with behavioral disorders such as ADHD. 
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Adolescents with ADHD 
Research about adolescents and ADHD has focused primarily on the medical and 
functional deficit viewpoint of ADHD as a disability. Concerns about stigma and 
marginalization of individuals who have disabilities such as ADHD have prompted 
researchers to explore the coping mechanisms or health strategies of individuals with 
ADHD (Holmes, 2005; Loe & Feldman, 2007). In the present study, ADHD is defined as 
a behavioral disorder that potentially causes disability and may involve related health 
strategies (American Psychiatric Association, 2012; Loe & Feldman, 2007; WHO, 2012). 
With the assumption that the percentage of individuals with ADHD participating in bands 
may be similar to the percentage of individuals with ADHD in the larger population, an 
understanding of ADHD seems essential to exploring the experiences of adolescents with 
ADHD who participate in bands. In the following section, I will present literature about 
the nature of ADHD. Research about adolescents with ADHD is relevant to the present 
study because an understanding of ADHD will allow study findings to be contextualized 
and interpreted within the scope of current research. 
The nature of ADHD. The nature of ADHD, as evidenced by life experiences of 
individuals with ADHD, and the self-perceptions of individuals with ADHD compared to 
the perceptions of peers without ADHD, have been studied to inform researchers and 
practitioners. These studies are relevant to this dissertation because ADHD behavioral 
symptoms may present academic and social challenges during band participation for 
individuals who have ADHD. 
In order to more fully define and describe the nature of ADHD, its symptoms, and 
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subtypes, Barkley et al. ( 1990) evaluated clinic-referred children ( n = 140) in a larger 
sample than those in previously completed studies. The authors conducted laboratory 
tests of vigilance and impulse control, administered intelligence and achievement tests, 
interviewed parents, and observed both child behavior and parent-child interaction, 
among several additional measures. The researchers determined that children with both 
ADD and ADHD experienced behavioral, academic, and social challenges. Some of the 
primary symptoms of ADHD were described as behavioral inhibition-such as 
aggression, hyperactivity, poor self-regulation, substance abuse, and low-working 
memory-measured through cognitive testing. Participant children with ADHD reported 
being assigned special school classes for "behavior-disordered" or "emotionally 
disturbed" children (p. 785), which implies at least partial separation of children with 
ADHD from their peers who did not have ADHD during the period of Barkley et al. 's 
study. Barkley et al. noted that individuals with ADHD tended to be placed more 
frequently in behavioral modification programs and family therapy due to related 
externalizing behaviors and aggression, and individuals with ADD tended to be placed 
more frequently in special education for learning disabilities. A large, diverse sample 
size, thorough methodology, and a subsequent high-degree of generalizability 
strengthened the study. This literature serves as an introduction to other research 
regarding ADHD in this dissertation, yields support to the present study's 
conceptualization of ADHD as a behavioral disorder that potentially causes disability, 
and serves as background information about past educational practices. 
Although some children with ADHD may have experienced some separation from 
their peers who did not have ADHD (Barkley et al., 1990), other children were later 
found to respond to external reinforcement in ways similar to their peers who did not 
have ADHD (Stevens, 2000). Stevens evaluated 152 children, equally divided between 
those with ADHD and those without. Stevens found that children with ADHD had 
deficits in inhibition control and working memory. These results were consistent with 
Barkley et al. (1990). One noteworthy contribution of Stevens' study was that no 
significant difference between groups existed in their responsiveness to external 
reinforcement, an area not explored in Barkley's study. This finding suggests that 
although children who have ADHD differ from children without ADHD in the areas of 
inhibition, self-regulation, and memory, they may share similar motivations with their 
peers who do not have ADHD (Stevens, 2000). Children in both groups shared similar 
self-perceptions of their performances during experimental sessions, a finding that was 
later contradicted by other research about positive illusory bias among youth who have 
ADHD (Evangelista, Owens, Golden, & Pelham, 2008; Glen, 2006; Hoza et al., 2004). 
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Adolescents' daily life experiences were investigated by Whalen et al. (2002), 
who sampled from an entire school population of ninth graders. Whalen et al. concluded 
that adolescence may be a turbulent period of life for individuals with ADHD. Whalen et 
al. found that participants "with high, as opposed to low, ADHD symptom levels" (p. 
209) had diminished alertness, spent more time with peers, and spent more time 
entertaining rather than achieving. Whalen et al. concluded that children with ADHD 
continue to have difficulties throughout adolescence, and boys with ADHD have 
significantly higher levels of intensity, including energy-level and physical activity, than 
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their peers who do not have ADHD. Whalen et al. described the general difficulty youth 
with ADHD have making and keeping good friendships and being successful in life both 
socially and occupationally. These findings support the need for a focus on relationships 
and achievement in the present study because they imply that adolescents with ADHD 
may experience strained social interactions with others. 
Fischer and Barkley (2006) followed children with ADHD (n = 149) and a control 
group of children without ADHD (n = 72) from Southeastern Wisconsin for 13-15 years 
to examine leisure time, gambling, financial habits, and social activities. Study findings 
indicated that the individuals with ADHD spent significantly more time each week 
pursuing leisure activities than their peers without ADHD, supporting the fmdings of 
Whalen et al. (2002). Overall, study participants with ADHD struggled to make and keep 
quality friendships as young adults, had fewer close friends, and more trouble keeping 
friends, worked more and enrolled less frequently in college, and struggled to become 
self-sufficient. These findings suggest continued challenges through adulthood related to 
having ADHD and support the conceptual framework of the present study situating 
ADHD as a potentially disabling condition. 
In a phenomenological study, Holmes (2005) interviewed four successful adults 
with ADHD to determine their coping mechanisms and adaptation strategies. Holmes 
reported that participants managed their ADHD symptoms by exercising regularly, 
moving throughout the workday to reduce hyperactivity, using organizational tools, and 
learning to recognize social cues. All participants still struggled with problematic social 
skills, inattentiveness, and hyperactivity. Notwithstanding these challenges, participants 
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acknowledged positive traits related to ADHD, including creativity, resilience, 
hyperfocus, intensity, and drive. In particular, participants stated that the aspect of 
hyperfocus allowed them to see things clearly in ways others did not, tune out all 
distractions in order to work intensely and productively, and creatively solve problems. 
Although Holmes (2005) reported the experiences of adults rather than adolescents, 
Holmes elaborated the concept ofhyperfocus and suggested that both disabling 
conditions and coping-strategies related to ADHD may persist through adulthood. These 
findings add credibility to the notion that ADHD is a potentially disabling condition that 
may be accompanied by health strategies as conceptualized in the present study. 
Self-perceptions of individuals with ADHD. Initial studies of the perceptions of 
individuals with ADHD were psychology-based and compared self-perceptions of young 
people with ADHD to self-perceptions of their peers who did not have ADHD. 
Inconsistencies between self-perceptions and reality have been termed "illusory bias" 
(Evangelista et al., 2008; Glen, 2006; Hoza et al., 2004). 
Children with ADHD were evaluated for illusory bias and compared with parent 
and teacher perceptions of the children (Hoza et al. , 2004). The researchers sampled a 
culturally homogenous group of males and females (n = 487), 7-10 years old. 
Participants received medication to treat ADHD symptoms and were evaluated using 
Harter's Self-Perception Profile for Children several times during a two-year period, to 
measure self-perception. Findings indicated that children with ADHD held inflated 
self-perceptions of competency compared to parent and teacher perceptions of them and 
compared to control group children's self-perceptions. In Hoza et al. 's study, children 
with ADHD were unable to accurately gauge their own abilities when compared to the 
abilities of other children who did not have ADHD, even after intensive medical 
treatment. 
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Glen (2006) concurred with Hoza et al. and found that boys with ADHD (n = 38) 
estimated their performance at tasks as the same as comparison boys (n = 43), despite 
performing significantly worse. Generally, the worse individuals with ADHD performed, 
the more highly they rated themselves. Glen's findings may indicate that children with 
ADHD report inaccurate perceptions of their own negative performances to mask their 
feelings or avoid facing the reality of failure . This possibility could explain the 
conflicting results obtained by Stevens (2000) regarding self-perceptions of children with 
ADHD. 
Evangelista et al. (2008) explored the self-perceptions of children with ADHD (n 
= 67) compared to children without ADHD (n = 40) using a smaller sample than Hoza et 
al. (2004) and a different methodology than Glen (2006). Participants rated the 
competence of video actors using the SelfPerception Profile for Children. Child ratings 
were then compared to ratings of the children's teachers. Quantitative analysis indicated 
that control children gave realistic perceptions of their own and others' competence. In 
contrast, children with ADHD overestimated their own competence compared to non-
ADHD peers, indicating a positive illusion of self in children with ADHD and supporting 
the findings of both Hoza et al. (2004) and Glen (2006). Both groups indicated similar 
patterns of perceptions of others' competence. Findings suggest that positive illusions are 
more common when an individual has ADHD and are exclusive to perceptions of self. 
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Findings from all three self-perception studies indicate that young people with 
ADHD may view themselves unrealistically or struggle to accurately judge their own 
performances and peer interactions (Evangelista et al., 2008; Glen, 2006; Hoza et al., 
2004). Although children reported varying degrees of inaccurate self-perceptions, the 
reporting of these perceptions might indicate an awareness of poor performance masked 
by the attempt to hide negative feelings (Glen, 2006). Positive illusory bias theory could 
mean that adolescents with ADHD who participate in band do not perceive their musical 
skills accurately when compared to their non-ADHD peers, or that they may hide 
mistakes in order to suppress feelings of failure rather than acknowledging and correcting 
them. Additional research is needed to investigate the perceptions of adolescents with 
ADHD who participate in bands, to determine whether they accurately assess their own 
performance at musical tasks. 
Researchers agree that young people with ADHD face behavioral symptoms that 
lead to academic and social challenges (Barkley et al. 1990; Stevens, 2000). The 
symptoms of ADHD can potentially be disabling and continue throughout the lifespan 
(Fischer & Barkley, 2006; Whalen et al., 2002). In some circumstances, individuals with 
ADHD use health strategies to overcome the potentially disabling effects of ADHD 
symptoms (Holmes, 2005). Research about individuals who have ADHD and related 
health strategies provide a foundation for exploring the experiences of band members 
with ADHD in the present study. 
Adolescents with ADHD in Schools 
Research about children and adolescents with ADHD in educational settings has 
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largely focused on teacher perceptions, training, and use of interventions and strategies 
with students who have ADHD. The literature in these areas is vast and has led to 
meta-analysis studies (DuPaul & Eckert, 1997; Fitzpatrick-Lewis & Thomas, 2010), 
reviews of the existing literature that are in themselves research reports (DuPaul, 2007; 
Kos, Richdale, & Hay, 2006), and many variations on similar themes. Although research 
regarding the perceptions of teachers and other educational professionals about young 
people with ADHD are many, first-hand accounts from children and adolescents who 
have ADHD themselves are few. In recent years, researchers have noted that individuals 
with ADHD often struggle to gain social acceptance and frequently display socially 
inappropriate behaviors (Daniels, 2006; Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 2000). Research focused on 
the first-hand experiences of individuals who have ADHD is fairly limited and worthy of 
further investigation. 
Children with ADHD (n = 6) reported their perceptions of teacher strategies in 
the classroom and their own self-help strategies (Sik, 2000). Sik interviewed 3 
sixth-grade children and 3 seventh-grade children using nine open-ended questions. Sik 
triangulated data sources by interviewing seven local teachers and recording reflections 
about interactions with participants in a research journal. Children perceived their 
problems as being blamed, ignored, friendless, called names, unorganized, confused at 
times, and forgetful. Although the study purpose was to discover how students with 
ADHD perceived teacher strategies, additional data disclosing the children's peer 
relationships were also reported. Children indicated that teachers helped them by 
listening, correcting behavior privately, talking out problems, using group-focusing 
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reminders rather than personal corrections, and giving positive encouragement. Most of 
the children interviewed believed they had taught themselves coping strategies 
independent of help from others, such as learning to listen, taking notes, writing reminder 
notes, using an assignment calendar, and ignoring other people and distractions. One 
child stated that she had learned to be her own friend and said kind things to herself when 
rejected by others. Teachers reported few special strategies for working with children 
who had ADHD and generally received no special training other than three who attended 
workshops. Sik concluded that teacher training to help children who have ADHD is 
needed but recommended additional research to substantiate these findings (Sik, 2000). 
Daniels (2006) studied a group of 12 high-school aged adolescents with ADHD, 
using a series of semi-structured interviews to explore their school experiences. 
Participants shared the common belief of having a performance deficit, experiencing 
academic and social-engagement challenges, and feeling pressured to become more 
independent. One participant specifically described having more successful relationships 
with adults than with other adolescents his age. All participants seemed to "float" along 
in life with little resolve to act for themselves and a great need to be accountable to 
others. These findings imply that adolescents who have ADHD may benefit from close 
relationships with their teachers or other important adults in their lives in order to 
facilitate accountability. Additional research into relationships between adolescents who 
have ADHD and significant adults at home or school is needed to better understand 
whether such relationships promote increased independence for adolescents with ADHD. 
In a similar study, Pugsley (2008) probed five adolescents with ADHD to better 
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understand their school experiences. Pugsley reported that group members interrupted 
and talked over each other frequently, played with paper on the table nearby, took out 
markers to draw pictures during the meeting, and frequently changed conversation topics 
to subjects unrelated to the focus group-all behaviors associated with ADHD (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000). Pugsley noted that all participants discussed feeling 
different and being bullied at school regarding attentional issues and physical traits. 
Pugsley's findings support Daniels' report of understanding a performance deficit. Both 
Daniels and Pugsley described participants knowing that they are unlike others but 
feeling powerless to change or to clearly identify the difference. Additional research is 
needed to further investigate the experiences of adolescents who have ADHD, sampling 
diverse culture, age, ability, and gender groups using multiple methods. The present study 
partially meets this need through an investigation of the experiences adolescents with 
ADHD have in bands. 
Research on the school experiences of young people who have ADHD has 
indicated that these individuals suffer from social skill deficits, peer dislike, the sense of 
being different, and trouble "fitting in" (Daniels, 2006; Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 2000). School 
experiences of adolescents with ADHD may be painful because of social rejection, 
bullying, and academic challenges. Experiential studies of individuals with ADHD 
provide increased understanding of what these individuals find motivating, satisfying, 
and valuable in order to help practitioners improve interactions and social success. 
First-hand adolescent accounts of having ADHD are few, and additional research 
exploring their perceptions and experiences is needed in a variety of life and educational 
fields including music education and bands. 
Adolescents with ADHD in Music Education 
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The experiences of adolescents with ADHD who participate in band classes have 
not been reported in the literature. Hammel & Hourigan (2011) recently published a book 
aimed at instructional practices for working with children who have special needs, 
including a section devoted to working with behaviorally-challenged adolescents. In the 
book, the authors purposefully chose not to label behavior challenges as ADHD in order 
to discourage the potential stigma associated with labeling children and adolescents and 
apply suggestions to a wider spectrum of children; they listed the primary symptoms of 
ADHD ("inattention, impulsivity, hyperactivity," p. 17) as an example ofbehaviorally-
challenged student behavior. The inclusion of specific ADHD symptoms in Hammel & 
Hourigan's presentation of teacher strategies suggests that behaviors associated with 
having ADHD need to be addressed in music education settings. 
Only one preliminary study regarding ADHD in instrumental music ensembles 
was found. Courtney (20 1 0) surveyed band directors across the United States (n = 31) 
regarding their perceptions of students with ADHD. The survey instrument was pilot 
tested at the time of its administration, and no evidence of validity and reliability were 
included in the fmal report. Additionally, the sample size was small. Notwithstanding 
these reservations, Courtney's findings are important because they were the first study to 
emerge in this area. Participating directors indicated that adolescents with ADHD in their 
bands displayed low social skills, indications of low self-esteem, poor attention span, a 
low degree of self-control, and the need for extra attention. Adolescent band members 
with ADHD and those without ADHD were equally able to perform musically and 
respond to music instruction, but adolescents with ADHD were reported to have 
significantly elevated off-task behaviors (Courtney, 2010). 
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Band directors view student behaviors that are similar to ADHD symptoms as a 
contributor to job dissatisfaction. According to a survey of band directors from the 
Midwest, directors (n = 120) indicated that the top two causes of job dissatisfaction and 
job-related stress were negative and apathetic student attitudes, and off-task and 
inattentive student behavior (Heston et al., 1996). Heston et al. noted that off-task student 
behavior during rehearsals diminished teacher effectiveness by demanding more 
attention, interrupting rehearsals, and interfering with classmates' efforts to improve 
performance levels. Although the behaviors were not stated as being indicative of 
ADHD, off-task and inattentive behaviors are known to be behavioral symptoms of 
having ADHD. These findings may suggest that adolescents who have ADHD and 
individuals who display the same behaviors contribute to band director job dissatisfaction 
and stress. Such a connection may prompt researchers to investigate relationships 
between band directors and adolescents who have ADHD in order to determine the nature 
of any relationships that exist. 
Summary 
Investigations in the field of music education research regarding adolescents with 
ADHD are extremely limited. Researchers have concluded that educators in both general 
education and music education infrequently receive training or use accommodation 
strategies to assist young people who have ADHD (Cooper, 1999; Shippen et al., 2005). 
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Adolescents with ADHD reportedly experience social isolation, rejection, and bullying 
(Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 2000). One researcher found that band directors reported adolescents 
with ADHD as having consistent behavior problems regardless of musical ability 
(Courtney, 2010). Additional research regarding adolescents with ADHD in music 
classes and ensembles is needed. 
Chapter Summary 
ADHD is a legitimate, potentially disabling condition that manifests itself in 
particular ways in educational settings, creating difficulties for teachers (Courtney, 2010) 
and peer relationships (Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 2000). Despite behavioral symptoms that may 
impact academic performance and social relationships (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2012), adolescents who have ADHD perform musically as well as their 
peers who do not have ADHD (Courtney, 2010). Individual experiences vary (Adderley 
et al., 2003); however, much of the research about ADHD in education does not seem to 
easily apply to band experiences (Abril, 2011; Adderley et al. , 2003; Scheib, 2006). There 
are few experiential studies of band participation, with only one such study investigating 
a student with a disability (Hourigan, 2007). No research has been identified that directly 
addresses the experiences or perceptions of adolescents with ADHD who participate in 
band classes. My study is necessary to help readers understand what adolescents with 
ADHD experience and value about their band participation and to explore the challenges 
they face related to having ADHD. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
This dissertation was a qualitative examination of the band participation 
experiences of three adolescents with ADHD. The purpose of this study was to discover 
what three middle school band students with ADHD experienced and valued, if anything, 
about their band participation. The following research questions were addressed: 
1. What is the nature of band participation for three adolescents who have been 
diagnosed with ADHD? 
2. How do adolescents with ADHD, their music teachers, and their parents 
describe the band participation of adolescents with ADHD? 
3. In what ways do adolescents with ADHD interact with their music teachers 
and peers in bands? 
I investigated the perspectives of three adolescents with ADHD, their parents, and 
their band instructors, to build a substantive description of the adolescents' experiences in 
band class. Specifically, I queried the individual experiences of each student with ADHD 
during a 3-week period by using a combination of two semi-structured interviews using 
open-ended questions, six observations in band classes, and one observation at an 
extracurricular event. I also interviewed parents and band directors for their perspectives 
regarding adolescents' participation, achievement, music learning, and interactions with 
others in band. I maintained a research journal to record my observations and thoughts 
about my own interactions with the individuals who participated in my study, focusing 
specifically on what these young people with ADHD have experienced in band classes 
and aspects of band participation that may be unique or challenging for them. 
Overview of Research Design 
This study was an exploration of the band participation experiences of middle 
school students with ADHD. ADHD is a complex disorder that involves the subjective 
perceptions of individuals who have ADHD and those with whom they associate 
(Berglof, 2007; Glen, 2006; Mayes & Bagwell, 2005). The qualitative paradigm was 
appropriate for this investigation because it is flexible, with the potential to change 
research questions or data collection methods as the study developed develops (Bresler, 
2005). Experiential studies in band ensembles and in having ADHD have not been 
developed in-depth, but initial studies published to date have included qualitative 
methods (Abril, 2011; Adderley et al., 2003; Daniels, 2006; Hourigan, 2007; Pugsley, 
2008). 
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Qualitative inquiry has become more prevalent since the late 20th century, with 
flexible methods aimed at exploring the meaning individuals and groups assign to a 
social problem (Creswell, 2009). In qualitative research, investigators aim to explore 
experiential meanings that may be different from one individual to the next (Phillips, 
2008). These differing meanings and associated value systems can be described, 
interpreted, and placed in context to convey subjective, multiple realities (Bresler, 1995). 
The underlying philosophical assumption, that individuals create their own meanings, is 
support for an investigation of perceptions and individual experiences that can be 
reported through textual description (Phillips, 2008), such as the present study of band 
participation for adolescents who have ADHD. 
I developed a literature-based conceptual framework to organize and describe key 
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concepts, beliefs, and assumptions pertinent to the present study (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). In the framework, I contextualize bands as unique educational settings (Adderley 
et al., 2003; Morrison, 2001; Shields, 2006) and situated ADHD as a behavioral disorder 
that potentially causes disability and may involve health strategies (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2010; Loe & Feldman, 2007; WHO, 2012). Elements ofthe framework were 
useful guides to locating appropriate literature for review, developing research questions, 
and designing a research proposal. 
A multiple-case study design was implemented for this study, which included a 
"cross-case analysis following the presentation of [three] separate, single cases" (Yin, 
2009, p. 20). The multiple case study design has also been called a "collective case 
study" (Stake, 1995). According to Miles and Huberman (1994), "Multiple cases offer 
the researcher an even deeper understanding of processes and outcomes of cases" (p. 26). 
By selecting multiple cases, I expected to discover what adolescents with ADHD 
experienced and whether commonalities between cases existed. The inclusion of 
individual cases as well as later discussion of cross-case comparisons allowed me to 
present adolescent participants in terms of their uniqueness as well as the commonalities 
they shared-two distinctive traits of case study research (Stake, 1995). 
Identification of Participants 
Participants included three adolescent junior high band students who were 
initially identified by their band directors as having ADHD. The instrumental music 
teacher and one parent of each student were included as additional participants. Students' 
music teachers were essential to this study to offer an external perspective of their 
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participation, interaction, achievement, and music learning. A parent added an additional 
perspective regarding the student's participation. 
Emollment in this study required a music teacher willing to be interviewed for up 
to 4 hours, an administrator who permitted the study, a parent who consented to his/her 
own and his/her child's participation, and a child with ADHD who assented to be 
observed and interviewed. Because approximately 10% of adolescents between 12-17 
years old may have ADHD (Pastor & Reuben, 2008), and approximately 10% of a 
school's population participates in school bands (Dataquest, 2009) I predicted that 
instrumental music teachers would have between one and five adolescents with ADHD in 
the band ensemble during any one grading period, depending on the size of the music 
program. Needing only three sites, I began by contacting band directors or school 
administrators at 10 times the number of sites actually needed to increase the likelihood 
of eventually finding three sites. I predicted the incidence of adolescents with ADHD in 
instrumental music ensembles according to the literature (CDC, 2010; Cutietta & 
McAllister, 1997) and initially contacted 30 school administrators by e-mail requesting 
permission to implement the study. 
Schools 
All secondary schools with willing music teachers and existing instrumental 
music programs in a designated California county were considered as potential sites for 
this study. Sites were considered within a local region for feasibility of travel to conduct 
interviews and record observations. Principals of 30 schools were contacted to gain 
permission to conduct the study. 
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In e-mails and telephone conversations, I introduced myself, presented the 
research purpose, time constraints, and participant access considerations, and requested 
approval to implement the study. This request was accompanied by an informative letter 
about the study (see Appendix A). Ofthe administrators at these school sites, 10 
responded by e-mail, one returned a failed-delivery notification, and 19 did not respond. 
Seven responding administrators gave permission to contact their band teachers with 
solicitations to participate in my study, and three responding administrators declined to 
give their permission. 
Teachers 
I informally contacted the band teachers at the seven schools with administrator 
approval while at a local music educators' association meeting and sent follow-up 
invitations by e-mail (see Appendix B). Any band teacher with administrator approval 
was eligible to participate, provided that a student in one of the band teacher's classes 
could also be successfully enrolled in the study. 
Five band teachers who were invited responded with interest, and two declined 
potential participation. I attempted to determine if any of these five individuals who 
responded with interest were willing to participate in the study, believed they had at least 
one student with ADHD, could contribute up to 4 hours oftime for interviews and 
member checks, and were willing to permit observations and interviews. One of the five 
band teachers failed to respond to my phone messages and e-mails over a 2-month 
period, which led me to assume that he was either not willing to invest the necessary time 
to participate or would likely not complete participation if enrolled. The remaining four 
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band teachers who indicated a willingness to participate were given participant 
recruiting/screening forms (see Appendix C) to send home with potential student 
participants. Each of the four band directors returned one recruiting/screening form for a 
student to be considered for study participation. 
Students 
Band directors at each ofthe four qualifying schools were supplied with 
participant recruiting/screening forms to share with band members and their parents to 
facilitate the recruitment process, but none were actually willing to generally distribute 
these letters. Instead, band directors eventually gave these letters to students they knew or 
believed had ADHD, which may have impacted the selection of typical band members. 
Locating students with ADHD in instrumental music classes proved to be a more 
challenging task than anticipated, because one of the participating band directors did not 
initially know the disability status of his students, and another appeared too busy to 
become fully involved in recruitment for the first several weeks of my contacting him. 
Willing Grade 7 through 12 students described by their parents as having been 
previously diagnosed with ADHD, who were members ofband ensembles in one of the 
four schools with principal and band director approval, were considered for study 
participation. Adolescents with additional impairments, including learning disabilities 
and Autism spectrum disorders, were excluded from eligibility to participate in this study 
to avoid possible confounding factors in data reporting. Recruiting/screening forms were 
distributed to potential participants identified by their band directors at the four potential 
study sites. Each band director received one response, which was returned to me for 
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evaluation. The recruiting/screening form included a short form with a brief survey of 
conditions a student may have, including ADHD, Autism, and other disorders. This letter 
included an optional Survey Monkey website address for parents who wished to complete 
the screening online. Of the four band members who returned forms completed by a 
parent, one of these also completed the same recruiting/screening form online through 
Survey Monkey. One student was disqualified from participation because she was 
identified as also having Asperger's Syndrome and had been dropped from band. All 
three ofthe remaining interested adolescents were enrolled in the study. 
Parents 
Parents were initially contacted by band directors for participation in this study. 
Parents who consented to participate and to allow their child to participate were enrolled 
as study participants using an informed consent form (see Appendix E). All participating 
parents were mothers of adolescent participants. Parents were interviewed to provide 
additional perspective and data regarding the band participation of their child. 
I questioned all participants about their availability to participate fully in this 
study in an effort to find faithful participants. These three adolescents, their parents, and 
their band directors were then formally enrolled to participate, using informed consent 
and assent forms (Appendices E-G). The three final student participants were all male, 
aged 12-14 years old, and members of their middle school bands. Pseudonyms were 
given to these three participants, identifying them as Charlie Smith, Sam Jones, and Luke 
Miller in this dissertation. All three band directors were also male, given the pseudonyms 
of Mr. Stevens, Mr. Lynch, and Mr. Brown; and all three parent participants were the 




I investigated the experiences of adolescents with ADHD in instrumental music 
ensembles through three methods of data collection: interviewing, observing, and 
recording my reflections in a research journal. Interviews and observations of 
participating adolescents and their band directors took place in a natural setting (Lincoln 
& Guba, 1985)-the adolescents' schools during instrumental music classes and concerts. 
Parent interviews were conducted by telephone. Participating adolescents, teachers, and 
parents were each interviewed, with follow-up meetings and e-mails implemented to 
verify transcripts and summaries. I took detailed records of study-related activities and 
personal reflections in a research journal to improve reliability, participate actively in the 
process, and add another data source. I entered records and reflections on recruitment, 
interviews, and observations in the research journal on a regular basis throughout the 
process. All study procedures were conducted under the approval of the Boston 
University Institutional Board (IRB) (see Appendices H & I). 
Interviews 
Adolescents were each interviewed on two occasions at their school sites, either 
during or after band class. Band directors were each formally interviewed one time, with 
two to three informal conversations taking place after selected classroom observations. 
Parents were each interviewed one time by telephone, using a speakerphone to facilitate 
digital recording. All interviews were scheduled in advance, considering participants' 
personal availability. The interview protocol included a semi-structured interview with 
predetermined questions (see Appendices J, K, & L). 
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Interviews followed the procedure outlined by Fontana and Frey (2000). This 
procedure progressed as follows: "(a) begin by 'breaking the ice' with general questions, 
(b) transition gradually to more specific questions, (c) avoid providing personal opinions 
in a conversational manner, and (d) observe nonverbal cues, such as proximity, body 
movement, vocal inflection, pacing, and silence" (p. 649). Nonverbal cues were not 
evident in the parent telephone interviews. During face-to-face interviews, I engaged 
participants through eye contact, nodding, and responding to indicate I was listening. If 
participants mentioned a detail I wished to revisit, I made a brief note on the protocol 
form for later reference and returned to the topic at the end of the interview. 
I used an original paper copy of these questions for each participant interview, to 
allow space for brief note taking as needed. Face-to-face and telephone interviews were 
digitally recorded on a Zoom brand digital MP3 recorder, because the device was reliable 
and stored data on a removable disc for easy transfer to a computer. 
Student interviews. Each student was interviewed two times for up to one hour 
per session. Charlie was interviewed after band on two separate days, by parent request, 
because his mother stated that she did not want his "band time" interrupted. The first 
interview took place in the band room, and the second interview took place in the junior 
high school office. I interviewed Sam in the school office during the band period and 
later in the band director's office after school. Luke was interviewed during the class 
period on two separate days by band director request, because the band director seemed 
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to think this would be more convenient for me. For both interviews with Luke, he and I 
stood outside the band room to avoid sound interference on the recording. Luke stated 
that he did not want to sit during his interview. I recorded all interviews using a digital 
MP3 recorder and transcribed the interviews using Hyper Transcribe within one week of 
the interviews. 
The student interview protocol was loosely modeled after the one used by Daniels 
(2006), who interviewed 12 adolescents with ADHD to determine their perceptions of the 
school experience. The protocol included broad "starter" questions and specific follow-up 
questions in each area of the interview, aligned with my research questions. I asked each 
student to tell me about himself, his school, his band, and his role in the ensemble. I 
continued by inquiring about his peers in the ensemble, the music teacher, his 
achievement and perceived music learning, and behavior, following the semi-structured 
protocol I created for this study (see Appendix J). Although student interviews were 
conducted twice for each participant, the same protocol was used for each interview. 
During the first interview, there was enough time to ask about half of the questions. 
During the second interview, I reviewed what had been discussed previously, asked if the 
participant had additional comments, and proceeded to ask the remaining questions. 
Music teacher interviews. Teachers in this study were interviewed one time 
formally and shared additional thoughts about voluntary topics during conversational, 
informal visits before or after class. Informal visits were generally initiated by the 
participant band directors. I conducted formal interviews using a semi-structured 
protocol, and interviews all took place during a mutually agreed upon preparation period 
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or after school, at the school site. 
During formal interviews, I asked about band programs, students in the program, 
teachers' knowledge and beliefs about ADHD, typical classroom interactions, music, 
extracurricular activities, and the specific student participating in this study (see 
Appendix K). I anticipated that through interviews, participating teachers might indicate 
perceptions of the student and possible bias, or a lack thereof, regarding ADHD. Above 
all, teacher interviews were expected to add relevant data regarding the student with 
ADHD that would give depth to the study and further illuminate the student's 
expenences. 
Mr. Stevens, Charlie's band director, was formally interviewed after my last 
observation visit in the band room after school. I visited with him after classroom 
observations on my first and third visits to his class. During these informal visits, Mr. 
Stevens volunteered information about his band, his philosophies, and his goals for 
students. I did not expect these informational encounters and subsequently recorded 
details from these visits with Mr. Stevens in my researcher journal. 
Mr. Lynch, Sam's band director, wanted to meet with me before I began 
observations to ask questions about obtaining a doctoral degree and talk about his band 
program. I considered this meeting an informal interview and recorded it to add any 
pertinent data to this study. I formally interviewed Mr. Lynch after completing 
observations on my last observation day. I interviewed Mr. Brown, Luke's band director, 
after completing my second observation. I recorded all interviews using a digital MP3 
recorder. All interviews were approximately 30 minutes long. 
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Parent interviews. One parent of each student participant was interviewed once 
each, for approximately 30 minutes by telephone, using a semi-structured protocol (see 
Appendix L). By interviewing parents, I looked for another perspective of experiences 
the student with ADHD had in the school instrumental music ensemble. I hoped to learn 
what the parent saw the student doing as a member of the band and how the parent 
perceived the student's band ensemble experience. 
Mrs. Smith, Charlie's mother, agreed to be interviewed by telephone only, and I 
scheduled this interview for an afternoon. I used the speakerphone setting on the 
telephone to facilitate digital recording. After I conducted this interview, I attempted to 
meet Mrs. Jones, Sam's mother, for a face-to-face interview unsuccessfully and 
subsequently interviewed her by phone. To keep data collection consistent for all three 
parent participants, I interviewed Mrs. Miller, Luke's mother, by telephone as well. 
Post-interview procedures. Toward the end of each interview, participants were 
asked, "Is there anything more you would like to share?" Following any closing remarks, 
the digital recorder was turned off, my notes were stored, and the participant was thanked 
for being available to be interviewed. I then recorded reflections about the process in my 
research journal. I set dates for any additional interviews or observations and confirmed 
observations, to ensure continued participation in the study. At the close of the final 
interview, after all observations were complete, I set an appointment with each band 
director and each student to review final transcriptions and summarizations. I then left the 
interview location, downloaded MP3 data from the Zoom recorder onto a personal laptop 
computer, and burned this to a CD to back-up data. All data were transcribed within one 
week of the original interview, to maintain expedience throughout the progress of 
conducting this study. 
Observations 
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Adolescent participants were observed in seven separate sessions; six sessions 
took place during the junior high band classes, and one session took place during a 
concert. During these observations, I sat quietly toward the back of the room behind 
students and took notes using an ink pen and spiral notebook. These observations all took 
place within a period of three weeks per case. 
Adolescent participants and teachers were observed during instrumental music 
classes on three occasions using sequential, systematic observation with some 
modification, on three occasions using event observation (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997), 
and at one concert using a mixed-observation approach. Seven total observations 
occurred for each case. Three observations centered on Research Question 1 (the nature 
of ensemble participation for the student who has ADHD), and three observations 
focused on Research Question 3 (interactions between the student with ADHD, the 
teacher, and peers). The seventh observation of an extracurricular rehearsal or 
performance was focused on both the nature of participation and interactions between the 
student with ADHD and others. 
During systematic observations (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997), I observed five 
minutes of band rehearsals, focusing primarily on the student participant, followed by 2-3 
minutes of writing what I observed. Although I initially planned to record a code for each 
noteworthy observation, as suggested by Bakeman and Gottman ( 1997), I modified this 
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approach to include specific narrative descriptions of observed activities and interactions 
for added depth and coded these narratives during the analysis process. Each time I 
recorded my observations, I also recorded the time to keep myself on schedule. Because I 
focused solely on the adolescent who had ADHD and was my study participant, I noted 
any musical activities, participatory actions, interactions with other band members or the 
band director, and behaviors that appeared to be hyperactive, inattentive, or off-task. I 
focused these observations on the first research question. I consistently followed the 
procedure of observing for five minutes followed by writing for 2-3 minutes throughout 
observation sessions on three occasions, in sequential time blocks as described by 
Bakeman and Gottman (1997). 
During event observations (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997), I did not time segments 
of the observation but simply observed all that was happening around the adolescent 
study participant as well as his actions during the session. The primary goal of event 
observations was to note interactions between the adolescent who had ADHD and his 
peers or band director. Each time I observed interactions occurring, I observed these for a 
moment to determine what occurred, then I wrote what took place. I focused the event 
observations during band classes on research question 3. 
The student with ADHD and the teacher were directly observed. Peers were only 
observed to the degree they were considered to be interacting with the participating 
student. Video recording was not used, to minimize disruption to the natural setting and 
common activity patterns. Observation methods included interval recording during 
systematic observations and event recording during event observations (Bakeman & 
Gottman, 1997). Interval recording was easy to implement but occasionally truncated 
important behavioral observations (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). For example, I may 
have been observing the participant interacting with others in a specific way but missed 
part of the interaction when it was time to write about it. 
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I pilot-tested my observation methods implemented for this study in a partner 
teacher's classroom on three occasions, to learn how to use them and to establish 
consistency observing, timing, and recording behaviors. During pilot testing, I observed 
only my colleague, a teacher from my own school site. After pilot testing, observation 
records from each trial were compared, and it was determined that no additional practice 
was needed because sufficient consistency was achieved. I determined that a five-minute 
interval was optimal for observing several minutes of student behavior during interval 
recording, with a two to three-minute interval in which to write with enough detail to 
describe what I observed. Event recording was more realistic because I could observe 
events unfolding without stopping to write about them. Event recording was triggered by 
evident behaviors. Generally, this type of recording requires onset and offset time 
recording to avoid losing information (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997), however I did not 
record specific times during event recording. Through observations, I attempted to 
capture evidence of participation in instrumental ensembles for the student with ADHD, 
interactions with the teacher, and interactions with peers. 
Research Journal 
Throughout the process of seeking participants, collecting data, analyzing data, 
and preparing the final report, I kept a research journal. In this journal, I recorded my 
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thoughts about participants, the study, and all activities associated with this project. The 
journal allowed me to be a more involved participant in the data collection process and to 
reflect on my involvement with participants (Bloor & Wood, 2006, p. 151). My journal 
became another set of data to code, analyze, and add to the fmal report. The journal 
served as a tool to establish reliability and expose researcher bias. 
Data Analysis 
My approach to data analysis followed two methods as outlined by Ryan and 
Bernard (2000). The first level included transcribing data from interviews and 
observations and typing data from the research journal (Tesch, 1990). The second level of 
data analysis included coding data by thematic content, sorting according to theme, 
selecting specific quotes, and summarizing (Ryan & Bernard, 2000). 
Transcribing Data 
Transcribing text is, to linguists, a form of data analysis. This perspective comes 
from the linguistic tradition (Tesch, 1990), allowing the text to directly represent human 
experience. Some interview data appear in transcribed form without alteration or 
summarization in this final report. Selection criteria for direct-quoted material in the final 
report included the degree to which quoted material reflected unique, individual 
perspectives and helped answer the research questions. I transcribed the interviews word 
for word, with parenthetical references to indicate pauses and voice inflection using 
Hyper Transcribe software. To improve reliability, I listened to all interviews a second 
time, comparing them with typed transcripts and correcting transcription errors (Creswell, 
2009, p. 190). Participant interviews were edited for coherence, with pauses, repetitive 
words, and repetitive statements removed. I transcribed observation records and the 
research journal by typing handwritten notes into Microsoft Word and checking for 
accuracy after I entered data. 
Whole Text Analysis 
The method I chose to analyze transcribed data was whole text analysis, which 
involved coding segments of text (Ryan & Bernard, 2000). Data from interviews, 
observations, and my research journal were all coded and further analyzed, to keep 
analysis methods consistent throughout this study. 
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Coding. The qualitative analysis software HyperResearch was used to efficiently 
code and manage data. I divided texts into phrases and sentences using this software, and 
each segment of text was treated as a unit of analysis. Divided segments were coded by 
theme manually through the software interface. A priori codes derived from the research 
questions included participation, behavior, music achievement, teacher interaction, peer 
interaction, and music learning. New codes were added as themes emerged during the 
coding process and subcategories appeared, warranting further data set division (Ryan & 
Bernard, 2000, p. 781 ). The most prominent new coding categories became headings in 
each of the individual case studies. As I created new codes, I reviewed and recoded 
previously transcribed material as appropriate with respect to newly added codes and 
subcategories. All codes were organized using the recordkeeping capacity of the 
HyperResearch program. Codes and data were stored as printed and electronic files, with 
frequent back-up copies generated to guard against data loss. 
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Thematic relationships. Transcript contents were coded and analyzed using 
whole text analysis (Ryan & Bernard, 2000), which involved dividing text into shorter 
statements or sentences, coding these segments thematically, and grouping by theme to 
identify thematic relationships. I also selected narrative quotes and presented these 
together in the final repmt. Coded statements were grouped to illuminate individual 
perceptions, experiences, and details as themes. I wrote summarizing statements to 
capture many of the themes that emerged during and after the coding and sorting process. 
After all coding and data organizing were complete, I reviewed the findings for 
relationships, convergence, and divergence among themes in the data. I also reviewed 
narrative quotes I had marked from participant transcripts for later use, wrote narratives, 
and prepared the final report. I presented the data thematically by case, in chapters 4, 5, 
and 6 of this dissertation. Additional discussion and conclusions are presented in chapter 
seven. 
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
Trustworthiness, also labeled "qualitative validity" by Creswell (2009, p. 190), 
includes all procedures I used to verify the accuracy of study findings and improve the 
understanding of study participants (Denzin, 1989). Reliability describes the accuracy of 
my procedures used to complete the study (Bloor & Wood, 2006). 
Establishing Trustworthiness 
Trustworthiness procedures included member checking, triangulation, 
peer-debriefing, external auditing of the entire project, and clarification of researcher bias 
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(Creswell, 2009). These procedures were integral to the design of this study because they 
were conducted throughout the process of data collection, analysis, writing, and revising. 
Member checks. Member checks were conducted with all participants. 
Transcripts were compared to recorded interviews once completed, then e-mailed or 
printed and delivered to participants within two weeks of the interview for member 
checks (Creswell, 2009), to validate what was said and what was actually meant (Bloor & 
Wood, 2006). Participants were given the opportunity to review interview transcripts to 
approve what was said, how it was interpreted, and how they would be represented in the 
report. Any comments from participants at this point would have been considered as data 
corrections or additional research notes to reflect the process, but no comments were 
given. All participants reviewed the transcripts and approved their contents; therefore, no 
editing was necessary. Summaries generated after coding transcripts were shared with 
participants for validation, with no discrepancies noted by any participants; therefore, no 
consideration for changes to include in the final report was necessary. 
Triangulation. Triangulation in data collection sources was used to establish 
some degree of trustworthiness as explained by Gall, Gall, and Borg (2007), and to add 
depth to understandings ofthe individual experiences of adolescents with ADHD in the 
ensemble. Student, teacher, and parent interviews were evaluated after coding and 
compared for similar, convergent, and divergent themes. All three viewpoints contributed 
specific perspectives of the adolescents' ensemble participation. Triangulation of data 
collection methods, using interviews, observations, and the research journal, also added 
trustworthiness and depth to the study. These data collection methods allowed me to 
combine a variety of data regarding actual student experiences in band or orchestra to 
create a picture of both the insider (student with ADHD) and outsider (teacher, parent, 
and researcher) views of that experience. 
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Peer debriefing. Peer debriefing included sending segments of the written report 
to my dissertation supervisor to solicit feedback. Reviews and comments from my 
supervisor served as a form of peer debriefing and added to the study's trustworthiness. 
Researcher bias. My career position as a band teacher included the advantage 
of understanding student-teacher interactions and the appearance of student 
achievement in ensembles; however, this also presented personal bias from my role as a 
teacher "inside" the music education profession. To further minimize the effects of 
researcher bias, and to promote understanding of the ernie, or insider, view of ADHD in 
music ensembles as demanded by qualitative studies (Bresler, 1995), I did not select my 
own school or students as participants in this study. 
Establishing Reliability 
In quantitative inquiry, reliability concerns the capacity to replicate a study 
successfully. Although researchers do not generally replicate a qualitative study, the 
research process should be documented just as meticulously. Reliability procedures 
included writing detailed notes, maintaining a research journal of my own reflections 
about observations, and jotting memos to document the process of data collection 
(Creswell, 2009, p. 190; Bloor & Wood, 2006, p. 148). 
Observation notes and the research journal I kept throughout the study may allow 
"others [to] follow the process in the form of an audit trail" (Bloor & Wood, 2006, p. 
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148). Although Bloor and Wood stated that researchers cannot duplicate another's 
process exactly, keeping detailed notes and analytic journals improves reliability by 
allowing others some way to attempt reproducing a study. Segments from observation 
notes and the research journal, as well as statements indicating research procedures, were 
shared with readers in the final report in the form of quoted and summarized data 
presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6. 
Confidentiality 
Confidentiality was vital to ensure honest reporting during participant interviews. 
The research topic of ADHD concerned a child's mental health issue, which is private 
and carries the potential for stigma and labeling (Martin, Pescosolido, Olafsdottir, & 
McLeod, 2007). Before enrolling participants in this study, I fully explained the nature of 
my research and the time commitment and extent of participant involvement. Adult 
participants were required to sign an informed consent form before the study began (see 
Appendices E & G), and student participants were required to sign an assent form to 
indicate voluntary participation (see Appendix F). All consent and assent forms were 
stored in a locked safe at my residence. These forms will be maintained after the 
publication of this study for the period required by law. 
I have taken precautions to safeguard the identity of enrolled study participants to 
preserve their privacy throughout the process, as suggested by Israel and Hay (2006). 
When recording data throughout the study, I did not use any participant names or 
identifying details, such as the name of their actual school site or town. In recorded 
interviews, I did not refer to participants by their names. Each participant and site was 
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initially identified by "Student A," "Teacher A," "School A" and so forth. These labels 
were used to distinguish written observation records, recorded interviews, transcriptions, 
and any other data collected, and were used in a manner understood to the researcher and 
no one else. Participants' names were changed in the final report to protect privacy. 
Pseudonyms were used for individuals and schools in the final dissertation, including 
Charlie Smith, Mrs. Smith, Mr. Stevens, Sam Jones, Mrs. Jones, Mr. Lynch, Luke Miller, 
Mrs. Miller, and Mr. Brown, JFK Middle School, and Pioneer School. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CHARLIE 
Charlie Smith was a 13-year-old, seventh grade boy described by his mother as 
having ADHD diagnosed by a medical practitioner. Charlie did not take medication to 
treat his ADHD but received an IEP at school related to his diagnosis. Charlie and the 
adults who participated in this study described him in contradictory ways, indicating that 
Charlie saw himself differently than the adults with whom he interacted regularly. 
Charlie's mother, Mrs. Smith, described him in only positive terms and maintained this 
perspective throughout our interview. She stated: 
Charlie is the best son. I'm just so happy to have him as my son. He's very 
sensitive, loving, kind, thoughtful, and helpful. I just pinch myself. We're very 
fortunate to have him. I really, really, really feel so blessed as a mother. Yeah, 
he's a great boy. I know he hasn't reached his full teenage years, but he's great. 
He's really wonderful. 
Charlie's band director, Mr. Stevens, said Charlie was 
An above-average clarinet player, especially for a seventh grader. I know he's 
diagnosed with ADHD, because I sat in on the IEP meeting with him. I don't see 
it at times. Most of the time, he's pretty calm in class. Every time he hears another 
noise [in class], he's real distracted easily. So, other than that he's a good kid. 
He's really smart. I mean, I am sure his grades are really high. I haven't checked. 
In high school, he'll probably be close to a 'straight A' student. I think Charlie's 
going to be a great human being when he gets older. I'm not worried about him at 
all. 
Upon my request that he describe himself, Charlie answered as follows: 
Well, I like to solve a Rubik's Cube, and, I like to play clarinet because I just 
think it's really fun to do. Well, I'm just like any other person. I'm living, I'm 
breathing. I don't know, I guess. I have a joking personality. Well, nobody really 
likes my jokes anyway. I like spending time with my dad. And, I like playing 
video games. 
Mrs. Smith described Charlie in extremely positive terms, which seemed as if she 
was attempting to present only the best image of Charlie for our interview. Mr. Stevens 
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described Charlie in general terms with positive comments. His admission that he did not 
know much about Charlie's IEP plan or academic progress, despite having participated in 
the initial IEP meeting, suggested that he did not focus on Charlie as an individual within 
the band but perceived him as being similar to other members of the larger group. 
Charlie's description of himself was similar to Mr. Stevens' description of him, in that he 
viewed himself as average, unremarkable, and in many ways, just like any other person. 
By stating that he had a joking personality but his jokes were unappreciated, Charlie gave 
some indication of social challenges. Charlie attended a suburban middle school with an 
approximate seventh and eighth grade enrollment of 1200 students. The population of 
Charlie's school was composed of60% Hispanic, 25% white, 10% Asian, and 5% 
African American adolescents. In addition, 20% of the students at Charlie's school were 
socioeconomically disadvantaged. Charlie experienced a seven-period per day class 
schedule, although he interacted with only six teachers throughout his day due to a 
two-period block English class. The Wind Ensemble met every day after lunch during 
sixth period. 
Mr. Stevens, Charlie's band teacher, was an experienced director in his 18th year 
of public school teaching. Mr. Stevens began his daily teaching with zero-period jazz 
band at 7 a.m., followed by trips to elementary school band classes throughout the 
morning to teach fifth and sixth-grade bands at Charlie's former elementary school. He 
returned to the junior high school afterward, received an extended preparation period 
during the day, and taught three afternoon band classes. His most advanced group, the 
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Wind Ensemble, was Charlie's class, with a combined seventh and eighth grade 
enrollment of 53 students. 
Nature of Band Participation 
Band participation for Charlie consisted of daily band class, home practice, 
private lessons, festivals, and performances. Prominent themes that emerged within these 
areas included isolation, achievement, and behavior management. 
Isolation 
Charlie seemed to experience significant isolation in band, despite his efforts to 
interact with others. His attempts to engage others were centered on safe, superficial 
interactions during instructional time with patterns of conflict, rejection, and avoidance 
during non-instructional time. The isolation that became apparent in my observations and 
interviews with Charlie was consistent with Hourigan's (2007) description of the 
invisible student being one who is regularly ignored, rejected, or otherwise out of place 
within the band due to a disability or other difference. 
The appearance of friends. The adults I interviewed about Charlie's band 
experiences both described their beliefs that Charlie had friends in band, although he 
appeared to have none. This viewpoint seemed similar to Hourigan's (2007) study, which 
included the description of adolescents with differences as "invisible" because no one 
seemed to notice their lack of social engagement with other band members. Mrs. Smith 
said, 
Yeah, he [has friends]. Let's see. He has, he has friends in band. Urn, he has ... 
well, his one friend Alex. I don't know that they have band together though, but, 
urn ... His other friends, I don't know if he sees them outside of band or at lunch, 
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but I know he was talking about his friend Nate in band, and he felt bad that Nate 
didn't make County Honor Band. That was one of his comments when he got in 
the car. He said, "I feel really bad that my friend Nate didn't make it." 
Mrs. Smith spoke in a tone that seemed hopeful, but her speech was halting and hesitant. 
She was unable to clearly share evidence that Charlie had friends but seemed to believe 
that he did. 
Mr. Stevens also described his belief that Charlie had friends, although it is 
possible these friendships existed outside the band class. "I know he has some friends 
here," he stated. "When I see him at lunch and stuff, he's always hanging out with a 
group of seven or eight kids." Notwithstanding Mr. Stevens' optimistic comments, he 
also indicated that Charlie generally struggled to get along with others. 
Some of the other kids kind of notice that he's a little different. He's kind oflike 
the typical nerdy band or science geek kid. That's what his personality is, and so 
sometimes, I think he's had kind of some teasing stuff before, when he got called 
in [to the school psychologist's office]. But, that's about it. It's like he's just kind 
of a little nerdy still, you know, a little nerdy seventh grader. And so, he has a 
couple of problems fitting in with, you know, everybody else once in a while. But, 
he has a lot of friends. It's not like he is by himself; he has a lot of friends here at 
the school. 
Mr. Stevens dismissed any challenges Charlie might have had as being "normal." By 
using the words "a little nerdy still," Mr. Stevens seemed to believe that Charlie's social 
challenges were something he would probably outgrow. When I asked if there were peers 
who rejected Charlie, Mr. Stevens replied, "Probably, but I think that happens with 
anybody. I think there are probably adults that don't even get along very well, and we all 
have to work together!" He laughed. Again, Mr. Stevens communicated his belief that 
Charlie experienced typical social relationships and challenges. 
Overall, both Mrs. Smith and Mr. . Stevens attempted to reassure me that Charlie 
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fit in, but their comments suggested social isolation in band class much more than peer 
acceptance. In addition, my interviews with Charlie and observations ofhim in band class 
indicated conflicts, rejection, and avoidance behaviors. 
Conflict. Researchers have described children and adolescents with ADHD as 
socially challenged (Barkley et al. 1990), experiencing a general difficulty making and 
keeping good friendships (Whalen et al., 2002). Whether due to his having ADHD or not, 
Charlie faced conflict in social interactions. 
One afternoon, I observed Charlie walking in the back of the band room to 
retrieve a music stand from the full rack near the percussion section. As he 
approached the music stand rack, a percussion student moved toward the rack, 
walked in .front of the music stands, and stood firmly on both feet with his arms 
crossed. Charlie spoke to the student and asked him to move out of the way. I was 
not able to hear the comments exchanged, but the percussionist responded 
verbally and did not move. Charlie raised his right hand, placed it on the other 
student's shoulder, and attempted to physically push him out of the way. Both 
boys had angry looks on their faces. After a few seconds, Charlie walked around 
the other boy, grabbed a music stand, and moved toward his chair. Once there, he 
placed the stand on the floor and began vigorously playing his clarinet until Mr. 
Stevens sat at the podium in the front of the band room to start class. 1 
The exchange at the music stand rack demonstrated social conflict. During an 
interview, I asked Mr. Stevens how Charlie interacted with his peers. He described 
conflicts Charlie had with other students and Charlie's related participation in the Peer 
Helper program. Through this program, Charlie, another student, and the school 
psychologist met to resolve social challenges. Mr. Stevens stated, 
Charlie has gone to [Peer Helpers] before. He had a difficulty way earlier in the 
year with one of the other kids. I don't know what was going on; he didn't tell me 
the story. But, I knew. I could tell. They would 'eyeball' each other once in a 
1 Lengthy descriptions including observation or research journal data have been set apart and 
italicized in block quotes to differentiate this information from participant quotations. 
while. And then, the next day, our school psychologist took them both out. He 
came and got them. And they came back, and everything was . .. I mean they're 
not best friends, but they got along fine after that. 
The conflicts Charlie experienced in band appear similar to the bullying and loneliness 
described by participants in Pugsley's (2008) report. 
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Rejection. Charlie described the peer rejection he suffered during his membership 
in the band. He said that other students generally made fun of and taunted him. He stated, 
"Well, they just, like make fun of me, because whenever I've done something wrong, 
they'll just say to me, 'Charlie (used a taunting voice), ' or something like that. And when 
I tell them to stop, sometimes they don't." Charlie did not seem to know why his peers 
rejected him. 
Charlie used humor in his peer interactions that seemed to fall flat. He explained, 
Sometimes if I am just trying to play a joke, like saying something jokingly, they 
will kind of. .. they'll just say, "Stop! " or something like that. They should show a 
little bit more sympathy. Sometimes they kind of get annoyed with my jokes, and 
I stop. But, if it's just one time I've done a joke or something, I don't know. 
Someone should . .. laugh? 
Although Charlie didn't think other students appreciated his humor, he continued to tell 
jokes. "I like to joke around with most of them," he explained. In his explanation of 
humor attempts, Charlie appeared impulsive and unable to follow social cues, consistent 
with Barkley et al.'s (1990) discussion of ADHD characteristics. Charlie's explanation 
that he was aware his peers did not want to hear his jokes but that he continued to tell 
them anyway may have been evidence of poor social skills, like those reported by Hall et 
al. (1999), who stated that young people with ADHD may perceive social cues but 
inconsistently demonstrate appropriate social skills. 
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Charlie appeared aware that he did not have friends in band class, because he 
explained the reason why friendships couldn't take place in band. He stated that there 
was little time to visit with peers or interact to form friendships in his band class. "Urn, I 
don't know ... they don't really show [that they like me]. We just, like, go into class, do 
our thing, and just, like, leave. And we talk if we can, and then ... that's it." Based on his 
comments, Charlie seemed unaware of the social interactions I had observed taking place 
before and after band class between most other band students, although it was also 
possible that he was not interested in discussing social issues. Charlie ' s failure to notice 
social interactions or choice not to discuss them may have occurred because he actively 
avoided peers at the end of band class on a daily basis. 
A voidance. Charlie was often the first to leave the classroom at the end of the 
period. On three occasions, I observed Charlie loitering near the doorway just inside the 
classroom appearing to intently study group photographs hanging on the wall, while other 
students cleaned up their instruments and music or socialized. 
On my first observation day, Charlie slowly looked over each photo and 
apparently avoided interactions with others. He eventually opened the door and 
slipped out. Mr. Stevens, who was standing near the door, walked outside with 
me. I noticed 5-10 students outside. Mr. Stevens grumbled that his students 
"always tend to sneak out the door a minute or two early." Charlie was 20 feet 
away from the door and still slowly wandering away from the classroom in the 
direction of his next class across campus. Other students who were also outside 
stood by the band room door. A moment later, the bell rang, and Charlie began 
walking more quickly. 
On my second observation day, Mr. Stevens ended the rehearsal and 
stayed on his podium while students frantically cleaned up. Charlie placed his 
clarinet in the case, put his backpack on, and walked to the door with the clarinet 
case hanging from one hand. Within 2 minutes, Charlie was outside the door and 
out of sight. A moment later, the bell rang to end class. 
My third observation took place on the day of the evening concert; during 
class, students were engaged in moving chairs, music stands, and equipment into 
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the cafeteria for the concert. Mr. Stevens asked Charlie and another student to 
help him bring chair racks into the cafeteria from the outside storage unit. At this 
time, Charlie went outside with the other student but did not return. In the 
meantime, another pair of students also went outside and brought in three large 
chair racks. Rather than helping with chair racks, Charlie seemed to drift in and 
out of the cafeteria a few times before disappearing completely for the rest of the 
class period. 
Based on his interview statements and my observations, it appeared that Charlie 
left class early both to avoid social interaction and to avoid being late to classes. During 
an interview, I asked Charlie why he left class early. He stated that the reason he tried to 
leave early at the end of class every day was so that he could reach his next class on time, 
which was at the farthest end of campus from the band room. 
I hate having to just, like run from room 70 all the way to room 10. I'm leaving 
early because I don't want to be late. I wish the passing period was longer. It's 
only 3 minutes, but I wish it were five . 
Charlie also stated that he often ran into people he disliked or considered undesirable on 
the way to his next class and tried to leave early to avoid them. He did not say that his 
"leaving early" strategy interfered with his development of band friendships, but I 
noticed that he did not socialize with peers at the end of class. On days that he did not 
leave early, Charlie stood near the wall of framed group photographs, noticeably away 
from other students, as many of the other band members socialized and visited with each 
other. 
Outside the daily class period, Charlie's isolation continued. At the evening 
concert I observed, Charlie appeared somewhat physically isolated from his peers. Before 
the concert, while other band members spread out on the bleachers and talked with each 
other, Charlie sat alone on one end and loudly warmed-up with a chromatic scale on his 
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clarinet. As soon as the concert was over, he placed his instrument in its case, quickly 
moved toward the exit with his parents, and left without talking to other band members. 
Meanwhile, many parents and band members lingered in the cafeteria and visited socially 
for over 30 minutes. Charlie's physical distance from peers before the concert and lack of 
engagement with peers after the concert appeared to be additional evidence ofthe social 
isolation he experienced in band during the school day. 
Conflict, rejection, and avoidance were three specific elements that continually 
emerged through my analysis of interview and observation data for Charlie. All three of 
these elements contributed to Charlie's social isolation in the band. It is unclear whether 
Charlie's social isolation resulted from his having ADHD or some other factor; however, 
these findings seem consistent with Hourigan's (2007) description of an adolescent with a 
disability who experienced similar isolation in band. Charlie seemed to miss out on the 
social benefits Adderley et al. (2003) and Campbell et al. (2007) reported as sentiments 
ofband members, which included making friends, belonging, and feeling as ifpart of a 
family. 
Motivation 
Charlie's participation seemed focused around his own music learning, 
achievement, and related personal development, all of which appeared to give Charlie a 
sense of belonging despite his social isolation. Charlie's choices to join and continue 
band membership appeared to be a hyperfocus in the second area discussed by Adderley 
et al. (2003), the musical domain. The musical domain was described as a personal desire 
to join band, the appeal of playing and performing, and an individual connection with the 
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instrument. Hyperfocus was described by successful adults with ADHD as a coping 
strategy that allowed them to shift attention-regulation problems into over-focused 
attention in order to be creative, productive, and successful (Holmes, 2005). 
Music learning. Charlie wanted to join band to play an instrument. He joined 
fifth grade elementary school band because he wanted to, not because his parents pushed 
him. This enrollment followed a preparatory fourth-grade general music and recorder 
class. He stated: 
I kind of had this feeling that I just wanted to [join band] at first. And, when band 
turned into something exciting-something more, like a profession-that was 
great. I like being in band. It' s fun to do. And, overall, I've gotten really good at 
doing what I do in band. 
Charlie's statement reflected his satisfaction from learning to play the clarinet and 
growing musically. By using the phrase "like a profession," Charlie indicated that he 
perceived band as more than just a class during the school day and viewed himself as a 
contributor. He may have also considered future music involvement or career 
possibilities. 
Charlie practiced at home and took private lessons. He explained that home-
practice was required by his band director because their music selections were difficult. 
When I asked how much he practiced at home, he replied, "About twice a week, maybe. I 
practice about half an hour during those two days." Charlie's mother held a different 
perception ofhis home practice time. She explained, 
Monday through Friday for about 30 minutes, he sets a timer, and he plays at 
home. He enjoys practicing. There are some days where he would like to do 
something else, but I think he really enjoys it. He knows that, as with anything 
else, it's something that he needs to do along with his homework. He's 
good-natured about doing it. 
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It was unclear whether Charlie really practiced twice weekly or every day, but based on 
my interviews with Charlie and his mother, it appeared that Charlie practiced his clarinet 
at home to some degree and regularly took his music learning beyond the classroom. 
Charlie valued band as the time to learn musically, in contrast to the academic 
work required during most of his school day. Similarly, Adderley et al. (2003) asserted 
that adolescents perceive music ensemble participation as a break from schoolwork 
during the school day, a means to become more "well-rounded" (p. 195), and something 
to look forward to on a daily basis. Charlie stated: 
I really like the band room. I really like to just sit down and play music. It's the 
only time of day when I get to just like relax, play an instrument, sit down, not 
have to write or nuttin', really. 
Charlie looked forward to band and perceived it as the "balanced" part of his school day. 
Charlie reported an individual connection with his instrument, similar to reports 
by adolescents interviewed for Adderley et al. 's (2003) study. He said, 
You see this little callous right here? That's what happens whenever I play. 
There's swelling that appears on my thumb right here (pointed to part ofhis 
thumb). Once I'm done using the thumb rest, I have to kind of move my finger, 
because it'll really hurt. It's been there for a while, so it hurts a lot. And the thing 
with the clarinet is that you gotta have really long fingers like mine to play it. My 
hands are bigger than my mom or my dad's now, just because of it. I think that's 
because of3 years of playing, they might have stretched out ... I don't know. 
Charlie complained about discomfort while playing but seemed more interested in the 
pride of having fingers that were longer than his parents', attributing this to his hard work 
playing clarinet. Charlie's mother added this description of Charlie working hard to play 
clarinet: 
He'll talk about how his face gets really red. You know, when he's talked about 
playing the instrument for a long of a period of time, he says that it's just like a 
workout for his mouth. 
Charlie's apparent fixation, or possible hyperfocus, on various aspects of playing the 
clarinet demonstrates his attachment to the instrument and dedication to playing it. His 
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motivation to participate in band to learn music was evident in Charlie's comments about 
his love for band, his home practice to improve skills, his preference for band as a 
"break" from the rest of his school day, and his personal connection to the instrument. 
Music achievement. Charlie's band participation seemed heavily motivated by 
music achievement expectations. After his first year in band, Charlie took private lessons 
from his band teacher outside the school day and during the summer. Charlie became a 
skilled musician. At the time of this study, he was second-seat clarinet in the junior high 
Wind Ensemble, the most advanced band in his school, and he successfully auditioned 
into the county honor band. 
Although achievement appeared to motivate to Charlie, it may also have been an 
outward display of the intrinsic motivation Charlie felt toward music involvement. He 
stated: 
I like to play clarinet, because I just think it's really fun to do. Private lessons help 
me get better at what I do. Overall, I've gotten really good at doing what I do in 
band. I enjoy playing my instrument, mostly, and getting to just play for other 
people. 
Charlie appeared to remain motivated, both experiencing music achievement and 
enjoying the opportunity to perform. 
Charlie's band director pointed students toward musical achievement, evident in 
the band room decor, instructional presentations, and required honor band auditions. 
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At the back of the room, a bright mural depicting music notes, animated 
instruments, and piano keys filled the space high on the back wall between the 
music lockers and the ceiling. It spanned the entire width of the room's back wall. 
Ten "superior" plaques from band festivals hung at the back of the room below 
one side ofthe mural. Another 17 "superior" plaques hung at the front of the 
room, with trophies stacked tightly on shelves in the corners of the room and 
above lockers on the sides of the room. The remaining wall space at the front of 
the room was completely filled with framed photographs of school bands from the 
current and prior school years and plaques from various performance 
opportunities. 
The awards, trophies, and photos covering most of the wall and shelf space seemed to 
create an atmosphere oftradition, expectation, and achievement. Throughout my 
interviews and observations, Mr. Stevens communicated high expectations for musical 
achievement by teaching band with little talking and almost all instructional time devoted 
to improving the music. He explained: 
We push them pretty hard. You didn't see some of the other stuff we did earlier in 
the year, like all the scales. They've all played the eight major scales-they've all 
got it down. Chromatic, two octaves for all the woodwind players. They all have 
to try out for honor band, that's one of the prerequisites. I tell them a year ahead 
of time, and we have a lot ofkids make it, because we all try out. By the end of 
the year, we can play Grade 4 music, maybe one song. 
Mr. Stevens' emphasis on a high level of musical achievement-playing grade four 
music, a level usually reserved for strong high school bands-established expectations 
for Charlie and other band members. Charlie seemed feel a sense of pride in these high 
expectations that motivated his band participation. He said, 
Well, considering I am in the top band in our town, there's no other music 
ensemble around in town that is this good, I think it's a real privilege to be part of 
this wind ensemble that I'm in. 
Charlie and other Wind Ensemble members participated in honor band auditions 
as an extra-curricular activity. Class time was devoted to preparing students for this 
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experience. Mr. Stevens explained, 
When I try them all out into our Wind Ensemble, I tell them a year ahead of time, 
"You gotta try out for honor band in January." So, that's why we have a lot of 
kids make it, because we all try out. And we will work on it in class a little bit. 
Yeah- there's always a couple ofkids who will come up to me [and say,] "I 
didn't know I had to do this." "Yeah, we talked about this." "Oh, yeah." For the 
most part, it goes well. 
Charlie auditioned for the honor band in January and was selected to participate, along 
with more than 20 other members of his school band. He was ultimately seated 12th in a 
section of25 clarinets. Mrs. Smith described Charlie's honor band participation as an 
achievement and an indication that he had moved into more advanced music learning 
opportunities. She said, 
He was just recently selected for county honor band. So, he's in county honor 
band now. Charlie's done really well in band. And, so it's been a lot of fun for 
him. And, I think with him being in County Honor Band, it's going to even just 
continue to get more exciting for him. 
Charlie approached me at honor band auditions with an excited look on his face after the 
results were posted and smiled when he said, "I made it!" Mr. Steven's emphasis on 
preparing for and competing in honor band auditions gave Charlie the opportunity to gain 
satisfaction and continued motivation through musical achievement. 
Charlie's desire for achievement as external reinforcement was similar to 
statements of a participant in other research regarding band participation (Scheib, 2006), 
although in contrast to Scheib's (2006) participant, Charlie's achievement desires seemed 
inextricably linked to his love for music-making. As Stevens (2000) reported, young 
people who have ADHD may share motivations similar to those of their non-ADHD 
peers and respond similarly to external reinforcement. If Charlie's ADHD impacted his 
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band participation, it did not appear to negatively affect his music-learning and 
achievement motivations. 
Personal development. As a member of the band, Charlie learned perseverance, 
persistence, hyperfocus, and work. Charlie was able to push himself through difficult 
times in band by considering the future benefits. In one of our interviews, Charlie 
reported the desire to persevere though feeling anxious about the sound level in his band: 
"It's really loud! Yeah! When people are practicing, it's just, like, W AAAAHHH! I go 
home sometimes ... my ears kind of hurt, but it pays off." He viewed the trouble of sitting 
through noisy in-class practice periods as beneficial, because it led to better musicianship 
in his band. 
Charlie's persistence in band was demonstrated when he described his band 
director as the "chef' who guided band members toward achievement: 
We mess up sometimes. But, Mr. Stevens just helps us out with that, and he 
metaphorically cooks us to perfection. It's like a turkey. You have to, like, 
massage it to get it in that good, crunchy taste. Soft. Smooth. And, it's just like ... 
you have to put it in at the right temperature. So, he's taking it in and out, 
checking the temperature, and then, when the turkey is ready, we take it out. 
Charlie seemed to consider ensemble achievement something that took time but was 
worth the effort to pursue. The imagery Charlie used to describe band rehearsals might 
have been a metaphor used by his band director. 
Charlie explained his participation in music as both psychologically and 
physically rigorous. He said, 
I thought about this one day. When they give you the opportunity to learn how to 
play music, it's like learning a second language almost. Because, all of the 
fingerings, you've gotta go through everything. And, that's hard work, actually. 
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His description of band participation seemed to convey the idea that music learning and 
achievement took effort and hard work, confirming that he may have used hyperfocus to 
regulate his attention during band. Charlie also viewed his own skills with caution, taking 
care not to overstate his abilities. He said, "I'm intermediate, I guess, because I am still 
learning. I should be the best that I can be, but I also need to be humble, like, have 
humility." The persistence, perseverance, work, and intense focus Charlie learned in band 
seemed to motivate him to continue through challenges and less interesting parts ofband 
rehearsals. 
Charlie's mother and band director both expressed expectations that he continue 
to pursue rigorous goals. His mother shared her hope that Charlie would potentially 
pursue music as a career. Mrs. Smith said, 
I can see him probably going into high school and continuing to play the clarinet. 
We talked about him even learning how to play the saxophone. Over the summer, 
he talked about it, and I think music is going to be something that Charlie is going 
to be doing for some time. He even talked about maybe someday being a music 
teacher. He may decide to do something with that down the road as part of his 
career. 
Mrs. Smith's comments indicated that music was part of Charlie's personal development 
and that she viewed musical growth as an integral part of Charlie's future. Mr. Stevens 
described his expectations that Charlie would apply himself academically in the future 
and achieve, based on his persistence learning clarinet. He said, "I think Charlie's going 
to be a great human being when he gets older. I'm not worried about him at all." Both 
Mrs. Smith and Mr. Stevens led me to believe through their comments that they saw 
personal growth in Charlie that would help him become an achieving, successful adult 
over time as a result of his band participation. 
Music learning, musical achievement, and personal development were three 
specific elements that emerged through my analysis of interview and observation data. 
All three of these elements contributed to Charlie's motivation to join and continue 
participating in band. Due to Charlie's apparent social isolation, these factors seemed 
highly motivating and satisfying in ways that overshadowed his social challenges. 
Charlie's strong interests in music learning and achievement were consistent to some 
degree with Hourigan (2007), who described music learning and achievement as 
intensely motivating for adolescents with differences, and Abril (2011), who described 
music learning as a priority of advanced musicians. Charlie's descriptions of personal 
development were consistent with Adderley et al. (2003), who presented adolescent 
statements valuing the personal development experienced in bands and with Holmes 
(2005) who described hyperfocus as a positive aspect of having ADHD that promoted 
success, clarity, and personal growth. 
Behavior Management 
Charlie described his struggle to maintain focused behavior in band, despite his 
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personal self-management strategies and the external strategies implemented by his band 
director. Similar self-management strategies were reported by children with ADHD in a 
study of their perceptions of teacher help (Sik, 2000). Two hallmark traits of ADHD, 
namely impulsivity and inattentiveness (American Psychiatric Association, 2000), 
appeared consistently throughout my observations and interviews with Charlie. 
Self-management. Charlie managed his behavior during band class by listening 
to the rehearsal, hyperfocusing, self-monitoring, trying to please teachers, and 
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entertaining himself by fidgeting. He explained that during band class, he often found 
himself without something to do. Charlie said that it was a common expectation to sit 
quietly, listening to the rehearsal: 
Mr. Stevens is always doing something with, like, timpani, or he will say, "Bari 
sax and flutes play ... " or "Bari sax, flutes, and percussion, play that. .. " Mr. 
Stevens is fair. He tries not to make everybody bored, really. He does it kinda 
long, but he does it in a fun way, I guess. Like, we all get to listen to everyone, 
and then we're done. When it's our tum to play, they (other students) wait. They 
don't talk or anything. · 
Charlie was aware that much class time was spent working with small groups of students 
while others had to sit quietly. By describing this rehearsal method as "fun," he seemed 
to be deemphasizing the boredom he felt while waiting for his tum to play. 
As Mr. Stevens worked with band members, Charlie turned toward them and 
focused on whatever was happening at the time. For example, during one rehearsal, Mr. 
Stevens stopped the music to correct the trumpet section. He spoke to one trumpeter, who 
replied, "We don't have that part." Charlie turned around and grabbed the top of the 
trumpet student's music stand. With a big smile, Charlie said, "Sure you don't!" The 
trumpet student smiled back, and Charlie took his hand off the stand to tum around. Mr. 
Stevens looked down at the score and studied for a moment without addressing Charlie. 
Throughout the interaction, other band members were still and quiet, making Charlie the 
only student who turned around or responded while Mr. Stevens worked with the 
trumpeters. 
Charlie implied that he understood teacher expectations and how he could meet 
them. He appeared to self-monitor during less-structured class time. 
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I want to show them [my teachers] that I'm like a professional with what I do. I 
mean, ifl act too crazy and stuff, they're going to think that I'm just some crazy 
person that doesn't care about learning. And, they'll assume that I'm the one 
doing things I'm not supposed to be doing in class. 
Charlie motivated himself to control his in-class behavior by trying to please teachers. By 
using the phrase "Ifl act too crazy and stuff," Charlie suggested that he believed 
hyperactive behavior in class would give his teachers the impression that he was not a 
good student. Through this method of behavior management, Charlie also indicated that 
he wanted to develop relationships with his teachers and earn their trust. 
Although he was aware of expected behavior and seemed eager to demonstrate it, 
Charlie often appeared unable to sit still. He often fidgeted to keep himself under control 
during less-exciting parts ofband class. He said, 
I don't know. Maybe, I will just tap my knee, and it'll just go up and down with 
my clarinet. And, it's kind of bouncy, so I'll do that to pass the time. Sometimes, 
little things make you not so bored. I mean, doing something makes it less boring, 
I guess. Sometimes, you just have to wait when Mr. Stevens is doing stuff, or else 
he will just write you up a referral or something. 
Charlie was keenly aware of Mr. Stevens' expectations and attempted to keep even his 
most unfocused, impulsive behavior under control. Although Charlie's boredom while 
waiting may have been typical for any adolescent, it is important to note that Charlie 
perceived his behavior management strategy of fidgeting as a way to avoid additional 
distracting behaviors and inattentiveness. Had Charlie not explained his motivation 
behind these behaviors in one of our interviews, I might have believed his fidgeting and 
looking around to be inattentive, impulsive habits typical ofhaving ADHD. 
Self-monitoring and management strategies were also reported by children with ADHD 
in Sik (2000). 
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External management. Charlie valued his relationship with Mr. Stevens, because 
Mr. Stevens helped him in class, redirected him, ignored him when appropriate, 
sometimes treated him like a friend, and set an example of disciplined behavior. Charlie 
seemed to develop social identity through the relationship with his band director, rather 
than through peer relationships. Although peer interactions appeared isolating, Charlie's 
successful interactions with his band director seemed supportive. Through my 
observations and interviews, I noticed that Charlie's relationship with his band director 
helped him manage the impulsive and inattentive behaviors described by Barkley (1990) 
as common to ADHD. 
Charlie described Mr. Stevens as a knowledgeable, helpful teacher, indicating that 
he valued his relationship with Mr. Stevens and was willing to receive his help. He 
explained this perception as he described the situation of sight-reading a new piece: 
Sometimes, ifl am sight-reading, I will kind of have trouble with the music. And, 
I'll just look it over to see what I can do about it. If Mr. Stevens is there, he helps 
me out. And, he'll just correct me. He'll tell me the right beats to give to it, and 
somehow, it all forms together. He has a good sense ofhumor, and, his laugh is 
kind of cool. I like his laugh. 
Charlie interpreted Mr. Stevens' sense of humor as an affirming part of their relationship. 
He said, "Yeah, he (Mr. Stevens) likes me. He doesn't show it .... Well, he kind of shows 
it in a different way. He likes to just joke around with me. I get his jokes just fine." 
Mr. Stevens seemed to purposefully ignore distracting behaviors Charlie 
displayed during band, possibly because he believed the behaviors to be part of having 
ADHD. 
Mr. Stevens took the baton, sat at the podium, and asked band members for 
attention before talking about two pieces he had passed out. Charlie fidgeted with 
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something on the floor. After the band played I to 2 measures and Charlie failed 
to join in, Mr. Stevens cut them off He did not correct Charlie's lack of 
participation. Mr. Stevens said (using his arms to gesture a cut-off), "This means 
shut-up. If I have to lecture you for 5 minutes about your talking, we aren't going 
to get anything done." He started the group again, conducted with one hand, and 
played trumpet off his score with the other hand. This time, Charlie stopped 
leaning over and began to play. 
In this interaction, it seemed clear that Mr. Stevens chose not to address Charlie's 
inattentiveness but focused his comments on something else instead-something that did 
not appear to be the initial reason Mr. Stevens had stopped the band, because it had to do 
with the way they stopped. 
Mr. Stevens described his perception of his interactions with Charlie during class 
as fairly limited, admitting that he did not feel the need to redirect Charlie very much. He 
said, 
He's pretty much right on it, you know, except for, when I have to tell him. I have 
never had to pull him out of class and talk to him individually about "hey, you 
need to straighten this up," or anything. A couple of other kids I have, so, you 
know, like I said, I think his ADHD is pretty mild compared to-- I have had much 
worse cases where the kid couldn't even sit in a chair (laughs)! 
Mr. Stevens' description of Charlie's ADHD being "mild" supports the idea that Mr. 
Stevens attributed much of Charlie's inattentive or distracted behavior to his having 
ADHD. 
Mr. Stevens redirected Charlie when needed during private lesson time. In an 
interview, Mr. Stevens implied that parts Charlie's lessons were spent working on 
focusing and staying with one topic at a time. He said that he believed impulsive talking 
to be the result of either Charlie's age or his ADHD. He shared an example: 
With private lessons, he'll be playing great, and then all of the sudden he'll be 
super distracted on something. It's just like he totally snaps, or his brain switches, 
and he's going to tell me a story just out of nowhere. It will have nothing to do 
with the music, but all of the sudden he will say, "Hey - you know ... " like 
something has come into his head that he's gotta tell me. And, I don't know if 
that's part of his ADHD or just like a little immature thing. Because some kids 
that are real young, you know, they'll just randomly tell you stories. 
Mr. Stevens continued to describe his patience in working with Charlie and his 
willingness to redirect Charlie toward a musical activity. It appeared that Mr. Stevens 
was supportive in helping Charlie learn to refocus through these interactions. 
Charlie seemed aware that Mr. Stevens supported him by correcting Charlie's 
inattentive behavior. He stated that he occasionally lost his focus during band class and 
needed to be redirected. He explained, 
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Sometimes, I will just be, like, dozing off, looking somewhere, and then Mr. 
Stevens just like snaps me to attention, and he'll be, like, "Charlie!" and I'll just, 
like, get in my position. I feel like he's telling me not to do it again. 
Charlie's description of this type of interaction both indicated his ability to infer what his 
band director wanted from him as well as his desire to master self-control and look good 
in front of others. Charlie confided that he thought that requiring this kind of redirection 
from his band teacher might negatively influence his teacher's opinion ofhim. He 
described this impression by saying, "[Mr. Stevens thinks I am] accomplished, probably, 
and responsible ... I'd probably say half-and-half, because he's caught me talking, and 
he's told me to tum around." 
Charlie's band director continued to demonstrate supportive redirection. On 
another occasion, after Charlie returned from the restroom during class, Mr. Stevens 
immediately redirected him. Charlie had walked into the room, sat down, and picked up 
his instrument. Mr. Stevens raised his arms for the entire band to play. He said, "Charlie, 
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are you ready?" Charlie replied, "Yes." Mr. Stevens said (with conductor arms still in the 
air), "You don't look ready. Get ready." Charlie quickly placed the clarinet in his mouth, 
and Mr. Stevens directed the band to play. One week after this incident, I interviewed 
Charlie and asked him how his interactions with his band director were going, and he 
immediately brought up this incident. He stated that he felt, at times, that his band 
director ridiculed him in class or caught him doing something wrong to make him feel 
embarrassed. Charlie's comments indicated a sense of self-awareness and self-monitoring 
as well as Charlie's knowledge ofhis band director's attention. 
Charlie experienced a clear example of expected behavior through his band 
director during their evening concert. Mr. Stevens modeled focused silence, attentiveness, 
and premeditation. Prior to their performance, I observed the following: 
Wind Ensemble members played a chorale while following Mr. Stevens. He said 
nothing. He warmed them up with "Abide with Me, "stopped after the second 
strain, tuned I 0 to 15 brass players, and then abruptly began the rest of the 
chorale without a word or count off All members of the band were focused on the 
band director and started playing together with him. Throughout the rest of the 
concert performance, band members were attentive, quiet, and focused. They 
played a range of dynamic music, including Holst 's "Mars " and "Jupiter," a 
creative Pachelbel "Canon" with Christmas songs mixed in, and a circus march. 
Mr. Stevens continually modeled the kind of focus and silent attentiveness he expected 
from his students. Charlie appeared to be somewhat motivated by this supportive 
modeling of expected behavior because he responded in an alert manner. 
Mr. Stevens was kind to Charlie and sometimes treated him like a friend. One day 
at the end of class, Charlie joined a small group of other kids at the front of the room, 
crowded around Mr. Stevens' podium. Most of the students were talking to Mr. Stevens, 
but Charlie noticed a small package of Suzy-Q chocolate cakes near the front of the room 
and picked it up. He waved it at his band director and said, "Hey-can I have this?" Mr. 
Stevens said, "Yeah, go ahead." Charlie threw his hand in the air triumphantly and 
shouted "Yes!" Mr. Stevens allowed Charlie to have part ofhis lunch without any 
discussion of whether or not asking for it was appropriate. 
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Charlie's behavior management involved self-management and external 
management strategies that depended on his band director for support. Similarly, children 
with ADHD in other research have reported using self-management strategies along with 
teacher support (Sik, 2000). It seemed that Mr. Stevens chose to ignore some of Charlie's 
less appropriate behaviors purposely, perhaps because they may have been repetitive or 
because Mr. Stevens knew Charlie had ADHD; and it also appeared that some of 
Charlie's less-appropriate behaviors were not redirected or overtly addressed. Mr. 
Stevens' treatment of Charlie's behavior appeared to be accommodating in giving 
structure and redirection as well as tolerant at times. 
Summary 
Charlie Smith experienced isolation from peers in band but found satisfaction 
through music learning, achievement, and a relationship with his band director. Charlie's 
lack of satisfying peer relationships through band participation could be compared to the 
lack of social engagement experienced by Hourigan's (2007) invisible student. Charlie 
encountered conflict and rejection, which led to his avoidance of peers during non-
instructional time. Adults in Charlie's life were mostly unaware of and unconcerned by 
his lack of friends. Charlie seemed to hyperfocus on music learning in ways that were 
similar to the intense focus discussed by Holmes (2005) in successful adults with ADHD. 
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Impulsive and inattentive behavior, two hallmark traits of ADHD (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2000), appeared consistently throughout my observations and interviews 
with Charlie. He implemented self-management strategies similar to those reported by 
children with ADHD in Sik's report (2000), and he was supported by his band director in 
specific ways. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SAM 
Sam Jones was a 14-year-old, eighth grade boy described by his mother as having 
been diagnosed with ADHD by a medical practitioner. Sam took a daily low-dose 
medication for ADHD but did not have a 504 or IEP plan in place at school. Both Sam 
and the adults participating in this study consistently described Sam as a sensitive, 
detail-oriented individual, indicating that all three participants viewed Sam similarly. 
Sam's mother, Mrs. Jones, described Sam as: 
Probably one of the most caring people on the planet. He worries about other 
people before himself, always. He loves being involved with activities, but he's 
usually more worried about everyone else following the rules of those activities 
rather than himself. He has to stop and take a deep breath, and he's learned 
different techniques of managing the frustration he feels when others break the 
rules. He's very concerned with right and wrong. He's also funny. He's got a 
great sense of humor. He's very much like his dad when it comes to, you know, 
when things aren't going well, throw some humor in there and everything will be 
fine. 
When asked to describe Sam, Mr. Lynch immediately discussed Sam's behavior. Mr. 
Lynch gave examples of Sam being distracted by peers and intensely concerned about 
correcting them. He stated, 
When he's not distracted by his neighbor, he does what he's supposed to do. You 
know, I'll ask him to do something-he does it. The issue is being distracted by his 
neighbor. It's kind of hard to move his neighbor when that's the other trombone 
player. If his neighbor's talking, he'll try to get his neighbor to stop talking. If his 
neighbor is doing something, he tries to get his neighbor not to do something. You 
know, ifl ask the band to play, he plays when he's supposed to. Most of the time, 
he focuses on what he's supposed to do until his neighbor's not. And then he gets 
concerned about his neighbors or the people around him. 
Sam described himself as follows: 
I am in eighth grade here; I play trombone. I have been playing for four years. 
And, I like to work backstage with theater stuff. I like being behind the scenes, 
because you get to deal with power tools all the time. I am not good in front of 
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people. I am not comfortable. I like to build and play with my Legos. I build 
houses ... whatever I feel like. I like destroying them too, which is fun. I like 
riding my bike. I am pretty good at playing trombone but sometimes have trouble 
working out harder parts, so I still need work. 
Sam described himself as a person who liked to work behind the scenes as a creator and 
problem solver without being the center of attention. Likewise, his mother described him 
as a person who cared about solving others' problems. Lastly, Sam's band director stated 
that he seemed cooperative and helpful but focused on solving other people's problems 
by insisting they follow rules. Overall, it appeared that Sam was sensitive, creative, and 
alert with a tendency to supervise and monitor others so he could help solve their 
behavior problems or control his environment. 
Sam joined band in fifth grade and steadily advanced in his musical skills. He 
said, "I was kind of 'kicked' into it by my parents. When I said I didn't really want to do 
it, they said, 'Uh-wrong. Bad answer!"' Sam did not take private lessons but was 
exposed to many bands throughout his life, because his father was a band director in a 
nearby town, and everyone in his family played an instrument. Sam had selected 
trombone as his beginning instrument but hoped for a switch to tuba in high school to 
alleviate the pain caused by playing while wearing braces. Over a four-year period, Sam 
had three different band directors. His first band director taught him in elementary fifth 
grade band, and his second band director taught him in middle school sixth and seventh 
grade bands. At the time of this study, Sam was second-seat trombone in the junior high 
Advanced Band, the most advanced ensemble in his school, and he also played in the 
school Jazz Band and county honor band. 
Sam attended a suburban middle school with an approximate sixth to eighth grade 
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enrollment of740 students. The population of Sam's school was composed of 59% 
Hispanic, 32% white, 4% Asian, 4% African American, and 1% American Indian 
adolescents; 57% ofthe students at Sam's school were socioeconomically disadvantaged. 
Sam's school life included a 7-period per day class schedule, with one period of jazz 
band and one period of concert band. His band classes occurred during a two-period 
block between morning break and lunch, with jazz band during 3rd period and advanced 
band during 4th period. Several of Sam's peers also participated in both jazz and 
advanced bands. 
Mr. Lynch, Sam's band teacher, was an experienced director in his 13th year of 
teaching public school music. He was a new teacher this year at Sam's middle school 
after having taught for 12 years in another district. Mr. Lynch was a close friend of Sam's 
parents, and he knew Sam well from years of social experiences outside of school. Mr. 
Lynch began his daily teaching with first-period band and did not have extra classes 
outside the school schedule or at elementary schools. The Advanced Band, Sam's class, 
had an enrollment of approximately 55 students in both seventh and eighth grades 
combined. 
Nature of Band Participation 
Band participation for Sam consisted of daily jazz and band classes, time spent 
"hanging out" in the band room at break times and after school, student leadership, 
volunteerism, home practice, festivals, and performances. Prominent themes that 
emerged within these areas included belonging, control, and behavior management. 
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Belonging 
Sam appeared to experience a strong sense of belonging in band, due to the 
acceptance of peers and close friends, a positive relationship with his band director, and 
his band director's positive approach to music learning. Sam's encounters with others 
centered on acceptance and relationships during instructional time and outside the band 
class. The sense of belonging Sam experienced appeared complimentary to Morrison's 
(200 1) description of band as a culture with its own social norms and benefits, traditions, 
shared experiences, and understandings. Both social and academic factors contributed to 
Sam's sense ofbelonging in band. 
Acceptance. Sam was accepted by his peers and had several genuine friends. 
Other students regularly said "hello" to Sam, and he belonged to a peer group. According 
to both Sam and his mother, he was not a target of bullying or teasing at school. 
Maintaining peer acceptance was important to Sam, and he worked to keep friends 
around. Sam manipulated several of his band friends to remain in the ensemble with him 
despite their desires to drop out. During one of our interviews, he confessed: 
They are still in band because I told them that they couldn't change classes yet. I 
said that class changes were already done, even though they weren't, because I 
didn't want to be stuck playing alone-especially when my best friend (the other 
trombone player) wanted to leave. 
Sam demonstrated that continued peer companionship was more important to him than 
honoring his friends' wishes to leave band. He manipulated his friends but avoided 
sharing the truth with them in order to maintain the feeling of peer acceptance. This 
behavior is similar to reports by Whalen et al. (2002) who reported that adolescents with 
ADHD often favor the acceptance of peers over making consistent morally based 
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decisions. 
Sam continually sought the acceptance of his band peers. For example, during my 
observation when a substitute teacher was present, Sam wrote notes on a clipboard and 
held them up somewhat covertly to Greg, a student who helped lead the class that day. 
Sam's notes to Greg were a strategy to ask Greg to redirect talkative or "misbehaving" 
students before the substitute noticed them or recorded their names on the discipline 
sheet. When I interviewed Sam, I asked him for more information about his strategy. He 
explained: 
If I shouted out the names of talkative or misbehaving students, those names 
would end up written on the back of the discipline sheet. And, the students would 
be in trouble the next day when Mr. Lynch was back. I was trying to help other 
people stay out of trouble. If they had known what I was doing, I would have 
instantly stopped. But, then they would have just kept going the way they were 
(talking, misbehaving) and would have gotten in trouble. You see, one day we had 
a sub, and she had written down the name of our bass clarinet player who wasn't 
actually talking out. She got in big trouble for "talking out" on a sub day-but 
that never should have happened. 
Sam was clearly aware of the need for peer acceptance. He helped manage the class on a 
day with the substitute teacher so that he could protect his peers from disciplinary action. 
Although Sam seemed to want to keep order in the classroom, he did not want his peers 
to notice what he was doing because he believed that they would reject him for helping 
the substitute teacher. By covertly helping to manage the class, Sam satisfied his desire to 
maintain order while simultaneously working for peer acceptance. 
Within the larger peer group, Sam also enjoyed the acceptance of long-term 
friends. Sam described his friends in an interview, saying, 
I have friends. I know most of the band. The first trumpet player, the girl, I've 
known her since preschool. We're friends, and our parents are friends. And most 
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of them (band members), I've known for at least about 2 or 3 years. When I was 
in sixth grade, I was friends with some of the eighth graders who are at the high 
school now, because they were friends with my cousin who came to school here. 
And, I hung out with him in sixth grade, and they were there. So, I think that kind 
of made a little bit of a difference. 
Sam enjoyed relationships with friends who had known him for several years, including 
since preschool. Sam's mother told me during our interview that he had gained additional 
friends from church and Boy Scout participation over the past several years, many of 
whom were also in the band. The presence of genuine friends gave Sam a sense of 
belonging in band. 
Relationships. Sam had positive relationships with family and caring adults. Mrs. 
Jones explained that Sam had always enjoyed positive relationships with adults. Sam was 
supported in his band participation at home by all of his family members, because each of 
them played a band instrument. Sam's band membership was supported through positive 
relationships with his immediate family and his band director. Sam's current band 
director, Mr. Lynch, was a long-time family friend. According to Mrs. Jones, Mr. 
Lynch's placement as band director gave Sam the feeling of safety that led him to 
contribute, volunteer, and help. 
In contrast to a previous school year, when Sam reportedly earned failing grades 
in all of his classes and did not want to get out ofbed in the mornings, during the current 
school year, Sam's mother stated that he was now earning all "A's" and eagerly biked 
himself to school. She said, 
I truly believe it's not just the fact that he's growing up a little and seems a little 
more organized, but Mr. Lynch is there. And for Sam, this is a security blanket. 
This year, he hangs out with Mr. Lynch. Before school, he's in the band room. 
After school, he's in the band room. He'll be making copies for Mr. Lynch or 
helping him. He loves it. 
Mrs. Jones' comment that Sam was maturing and becoming more organized could be 
additional evidence that Sam felt safer and was able to function better as a result. 
Sam had a close relationship with his band director. Mr. Lynch treated Sam 
differently from other band members, but tried to appear as if he was treating Sam just 
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like any other student despite their friendship. In one example of Mr. Lynch's efforts to 
appear equitable, he placed a particular comment on Sam's report card. Sam's mother 
described the comment during our interview: 
Sam received an "A" for the class, but in the comments, it was a remark that Sam 
needed to take his instrument home, basically. It was like study skills needs 
improvement, or something like that. When I asked him why he gave Sam the 
comment despite his extra helping, playing his instrument at school during breaks, 
and volunteering all the time, he said, "Because every kid who doesn't take their 
instrument home gets that comment." I was all, "Alright, that's fair." Sam said, 
"Really, Mr. Lynch? I got straight A's, and that comment! Are you kidding me?" 
It was pretty funny. 
Despite Sam's family relationship with Mr. Lynch outside the band class, Sam's role as 
assistant drum major, and his investments as a volunteer, Sam's report card still reflected 
his failure to take the trombone home for practice. According to Mrs. Jones, this 
indicated that Mr. Lynch wanted to appear as if he did not give Sam "breaks" or special 
treatment. Sam's close relationship with Mr. Lynch existed prior to Sam's enrollment in 
Mr. Lynch's band and did not appear to be related to ADHD in any way. This 
relationship appears to be unique when compared to other literature about adolescents in 
bands and adolescents with ADHD in educational settings. 
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Culture of learning. Sam experienced a positive culture of learning in the band. 
Members of Sam's band seemed to work together with a cooperative attitude to reach 
musical goals. 
Mr. Lynch stopped the band to correct a percussionist. While he did so, Sam and 
five other band members began talking together, appearing to interact happily. 
After a f ew minutes, Mr. Lynch turned toward these students and said, "I haven 't 
been paying enough attention to you, have I?" Sam responded loudly with, "Yes, I 
want way more attention! " The trumpet player standing behind him smiled and 
said something also. The students and.their band director seemed relaxed and 
happy, as if they enjoyed being together. Immediately, Mr. Lynch followed this 
exchange with a smile and a count-off for the next section of music, saying "Ok 
everyone, let 's start at 41!" Then he snapped his fingers, and band members 
began to play together. No one talked through this; band members tapped their 
feet to the beat of the music, and many students looked up at Mr. Lynch while they 
played to stay with his conducting. 
Mr. Lynch managed classes in a friendly manner, speaking to band members calmly and 
patiently. By focusing on the music and setting a positive tone with students, Mr. Lynch 
developed a culture of music learning within his band program. 
Mr. Lynch continued to set the tone for music learning by providing ample 
method books, fingering charts, and other instructional supplies. He posted large 
fingering posters for trumpet, saxophone, flute, clarinet, and baritone/tuba on the walls. 
In the Jazz Band comer, he mounted three jazz rhythm section posters, including "Funk 
Style Tips," "Groove Essentials for the Drum Set," and "Groove Essentials 2.0." All of 
these instructional items seemed strategically placed where students would see them 
clearly and use them. Mr. Lynch faced band classes away from the windows to avoid 
distractions and placed backpack storage cubicles near the entrance of the band room so 
band members would stow nonmusical items and minimize classroom clutter. All 
physical aspects of the band room appeared to have been carefully structured to 
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encourage musical growth and reinforce music making rather than competition. Mr. 
Lynch provided structure and reinforcement, two positive strategies Colwell (2003) 
described as helpful for adolescent band members who have ADHD. Although several 
trophies and plaques were present, they had been set at the top of storage cabinets near 
the comer and were not the central focus. 
The culture of learning Sam experienced in band was evident in the way group 
members interacted outside class time. During one of my observations, I arrived early 
and observed Sam with several other band members "hanging out" during the morning 
break. Five total band members walked around inside the room, playing their instruments 
when I entered the room. Sam walked slowly across the room while playing his 
trombone, and eventually, all five band adolescents met up on one side of the room. Their 
individual practice became a jam session on one of their tunes from 3rd period Jazz Band. 
After they finished playing together, Sam and two other band members set their 
instruments on the floor and began to set up for Jazz Band. The other two adolescents sat 
down in chairs facing each other near the conductor's podium and talked about their high 
school classes for the following school year and auditions for high school band until the 
bell rang. The impromptu playing in which band members had participated seemed 
clearly aimed at music making for pure enjoyment, evidence of a positive music learning 
culture. The activities each ofthe five adolescents engaged in afterward were equally 
cooperative and focused on preparing for additional band experiences. 
Sam seemed to look forward to band as a "break" from the rest ofthe school day, 
spending as much time in the band room as possible. In band, Sam did not have to write 
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and was safe to relax. In our interview, Sam's mother explained that Sam suffered from 
poor coordination and low motor skills. She said, 
His handwriting is still about fourth grade or younger. His handwriting really has 
not improved much since second grade. No matter how hard he tries, his print is 
just terrible. He can't write in cursive. Yes, band is hard. And, he has to read his 
music, and he has to sit there, and he has to focus on what he's doing, but it's not 
writing. He hates writing. And, band gives him a break. It's the time that he can 
just go, and be with ... and I guess it's that his friends are all in there. And, it's not 
academic, it's not. .. "I have to write 12 paragraphs for the English teacher. .. " 
Sam's mother asserted that Sam enjoyed band, because it was different from other classes 
as a different way of learning and knowing that generally did not include writing. The 
perception ofband as a break during the school day was also reported by Adderley et al. 
(2003) and Campbell et al. (2007). 
Peer acceptance, a close relationship with the band director, and a positive culture 
of music learning were three specific elements that emerged through my analysis of 
interview and observation data. Each element contributed to Sam's sense ofbelonging in 
band, which did not seem influenced by his ADHD. A sense of belonging is an element 
common to band participation as presented by Morrison (2001), Adderley et al. (2003), 
and Campbell et al. (2007) and has been described as motivating band members to 
continue participating. 
Control 
Sam's band experience extended far beyond playing in the ensemble to include 
controlling some administrative tasks through management strategies and volunteerism. 
In some ways, Sam seemed like an apprentice band director. The control Sam achieved 
throughout his band participation was unusual when compared with the literature 
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reporting general adolescent experiences in bands (Adderley et al. , 2003 ; Hourigan, 2007; 
Morrison, 2001) but shared some commonalities to Abril's (2011) report ofhard-core 
band members. His behavior appeared to include hyperfocus (Holmes, 2005), the ability 
of successful adults with ADHD to channel attention in order to minimize distraction, 
increase productivity, and improve personal performance. 
Classroom management strategies. As a member ofthe concert band, Sam 
appeared to be intensely aware of other students and used management strategies to help 
them follow rules and procedures. When I initially interviewed him, Sam described his 
band in detail: 
Right now, I think we are at about 55 kids. We dropped about 10 because other 
activities had come up, and conflicts. Some of them, I now wonder why they're in 
here-because all they do is goof around. Distraction. They can't change their 
classes, because the schedule won't allow them to do that. There are no electives 
fifth period. We sound eh! (expressed disapproval) . Ok, where I am sitting, all I 
can hear are mostly percussion and the lower ends, and I like hearing that. They 
sound pretty good. Lately, we've had, I don't want to say "easier songs," but 
they're picking the songs up easier. So they're getting better. 
Through his description of the band, Sam demonstrated his knowledge about the 
enrollment, instrumentation, and progress of the band, which seemed unusually deep for 
his age. He attended to details and thoughtfully considered the quality of ensemble sound. 
Sam cared about keeping the band controlled, but he also used the word "distraction," to 
describe some fellow band members, suggesting that the distractions caused by 
less-focused band members were a real problem for him and took him off-task. 
Sam noticed other band members' poor behaviors during rehearsals and attempted 
to influence them to follow band rules. He described his perception of some band 
members, stating, "They goof around a lot." When I interviewed him, Sam shared an 
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example of an experience when several band members purposely played the wrong sheet 
music as their band director began to conduct a song. "When we go to start a song, 
they're playing a different song. And, I can overhear them talking, saying, 'Hey, let's 
play this one, instead of this other paper. .. huh, huh, huh. ' In the early weeks of school 
this year, that happened a lot." Sam was apparently concerned and bothered about other 
band members diverting rehearsals and behaving poorly, and he emphasized the problem 
this caused for him by describing other students' behaviors in detail. He divulged that he 
often attempted to improve classroom discipline through his own influence. He said, 
"The noise bothers me more this year. So, I try to get people to be quiet more." Sam 
seemed to have raised his level of commitment and to have apparently hyperfocused in 
band because he cared more about Mr. Lynch as the new band director. This contrasted 
with the previous school year, when Sam admittedly disliked the band director and did 
not care as much about whether he or others behaved well during class. 
Sam took a leadership role in his band by managing groups of students when 
routines changed or regular rehearsals were not going to take place. For example, during 
one of my observations, several band members entered the room for class and stood 
around near the inside of the door. Sam stood in the midst ofthis small crowd, waving his 
arm, and announcing in a loud voice, "We're listening to judge comments today, so sit 
down, everyone!" By directing band members at the beginning of class, Sam was able to 
control the chaotic environment during a transition period and help get students under 
control quickly. This seemed a natural part of his job as Assistant Drum Major, and it 
seemed that Sam enjoyed the job of directing others to do something. 
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When substitute teachers worked with the band, Sam led parts of the rehearsal 
using subtle communications from his seat. I observed the band one day when Mr. Lynch 
was absent and a substitute teacher was employed. During this class, a student Drum 
Major (Greg) stood at the front of the room, helping the substitute rehearse the band. 
As Greg prepared to lead a musical selection, several percussion students tapped 
drumsticks and talked in the back of the room. Sam, with his trombone in playing 
position, called out, "What should the drummers be doing?" Greg then gave the 
percussionists directions before starting the piece. In this way, Sam corrected 
distracting student behaviors by alerting Greg, who was already in a position to 
help. Later that same class period, Greg stood next to the substitute teacher 
discussing a piece the band had just finished playing. Sam raised his hand and 
called out, "What should we fix in this song?" 
Sam's guidance alerted Greg and the substitute teacher that class discipline was 
becoming a problem, and they called out a rehearsal number and led band members into 
playing more music. From his seat, Sam made suggestions and guided both Greg and the 
substitute teacher in ways that allowed them to keep band members focused and maintain 
classroom discipline. Sam's observations and desire to help seemed unusual, but Sam 
explained during an interview that because he was an Assistant Drum Major with a father 
who was a band teacher, Mr. Lynch expected him to help-especially on a day with a 
substitute teacher. 
During regular rehearsals, Sam continued to help manage the rehearsal to some 
degree by telling others what was being played. For example, in one rehearsal, Mr. Lynch 
announced a rehearsal number in "The Pink Panther," and several band members yelled, 
"Where?" Sam quickly looked around and said, "30-it's the number in the box." On 
another occasion, when Mr. Lynch announced the starting measure of"48" in a musical 
selection, Sam turned his head to the left and to the right, repeatedly announcing, 
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"Measure 48, measure 48" both times. Sam seemed impulsive and eager to help other 
band members get ready to play. His assistance keeping other band members focused on 
the important aspects of band rehearsals seemed to positively influence classroom 
management and minimize Sam's feelings of distraction that may have resulted from 
having ADHD. 
Volunteer efforts. Sam worked in the band room before and after school, during 
class, and at break times. During these times, he volunteered as a helper to the band 
director. Sometimes, a few of his friends volunteered with him, but Sam volunteered 
regardless of whether other band members joined him. Sam's volunteer work included 
making small instrument repairs, setting up and taking down equipment, and making 
music copies. 
Sam made small instrument repairs under the supervision of his band director. 
Sam's involvement in repairing band instruments became apparent during one of our 
interviews, when I asked him about another student who had played trombone during one 
of my observations. Sam replied, "He plays the euphonium, but his third valve is sticking. 
Its oiled fine; the spring works. It's the casing for it, it looks like it's kind ofbent in a 
little bit." Sam further explained that he worked on small instrument repairs when 
possible and helped manage equipment. 
Sam volunteered in the band by setting up and taking down equipment for 
practices and performances. Sam's two closest friends in band also helped out, although 
most other band participants did not. Sam demonstrated his eagerness to help during one 
of my Advanced Band observations, when the substitute teacher was present. 
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At the beginning of class, adolescents began moving around, cleaning up from 
jazz band, and getting ready for Advanced Band Sam walked up to the conductor 
stand and said to the substitute teacher, "Can I see the roll sheet for the next 
class?" He grabbed it and rapidly moved chairs around into a new seating 
configuration. After he finished setting up for Advanced Band, he and afellow 
student (one of his friends) stood at the front of the room, yelling, "Don 't Play!" 
at a few musicians who blew their trumpets and played on percussion 
instruments. 
Sam took the initiative to set up for class by arranging the chairs and establishing the 
initial behavioral expectations of band members as well. This demonstrated Sam's desire 
to help out, to maintain control, and to prepare both himself and others for band. 
Another way Sam volunteered to help was by retrieving sheet music parts during 
rehearsals, sorting music, and making copies. Sam' s role as a sheet-music helper became 
apparent during one of my observations, when a jazz band student announced that he did 
not have his music at school that day. Sam immediately stood, turned to the other student, 
and asked, "Steve, do you need the original?" As he asked the question, Sam began 
walking in the direction of the music library. The other student declined, and Sam 
returned to his seat. This short exchange illustrated Sam' s eagerness to help and.his 
familiarity with sheet music procedures. Although it was likely unintentional, Sam's role 
in helping with the music library gave him the flexibility he needed to get up and move 
around throughout the class period to calm potential hyperactivity associated with having 
ADHD. Holmes (2005) reported that successful adults with ADHD managed their 
workdays by using coping strategies, which included moving throughout the day to 
reduce hyperactivity. 
Mrs. Jones said that Sam spent a lot of time in the band room before and after 
school, making copies for Mr. Lynch. She explained, "He loves using the copy machine. 
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He loves the fact that he feels empowered somehow by getting to run the copies." Sam 
worked at the copier before and after school, but other band members did not. Sam added 
that using the copier was one of his favorite parts of volunteering to work in the band 
room. He said: 
After school, I can get away with doing something that I'm not supposed to like 
playing with the photocopy machine. Except when it starts doing something 
weird, and it's like, "Why are you doing this? You don't have a paper jam. Ugh!" 
Sometimes I argue with the photocopy machine. There's a drawer on the bottom 
that still says, "no paper," ifyou fill it. You have to have a certain amount of 
paper in it for it to register. And then, it will make a horrible clicking sound, and 
then say, "Paper jam in tray one." When you open it up, there's absolutely 
nothing in there. I think there's something wrong with it. His photocopy machine 
is not smart. Its three years old. 
Sometimes, things did not work out the way Sam wanted them to-the copier broke down, 
the paper jammed-and Sam did not always know how to solve those problems. In 
contrast to participants with ADHD in Pugsley's study (2008), who stated that they felt 
different from others and were bullied for attentional issues, Sam purposefully set himself 
apart from others to become a leader and seemed to hyperfocus in order to control many 
details and supervise his peers. 
Sam invested time and attention to minimize distractions, control the class, and 
control his overall band experience. A close relationship with his current band director 
existed prior to Sam's band membership and placed him in the position to serve, 
volunteer, and meet his own attentional needs by controlling and minimizing distractions. 
Sam had the freedom to tum potential problems into opportunities to help. Sam's strong 
interests in managing the band and volunteering were similar to interests expressed by 
"hard-core" band members (Abril, 2011) whose advanced music experiences allowed 
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them to invest more deeply in the affairs of their band. His intensity appeared similar to 
the hyperfocus described by successful adults in Holmes' (2005) study, who reported 
using hyperfocus to tune-out distractions and increase performance. 
Behavior Management 
Sam's behavior in band seemed to be motivated by his desires to please his 
parents and band director, to become more organized, and to help the band improve. His 
behavior seemed focused by premeditative thinking, self-monitoring, and redirection 
from others when needed. Sam's efforts to manage his own behavior were natural results 
ofhis efforts to control others and his environment in conjunction with the 
responsibilities he embraced as a group member and leader. 
Premeditation. Sam was aware of his personal deficiencies related to having 
ADHD, which included poor organizational skills, a lack of focus, and forgetfulness. 
These traits have been reported in the literature as being common to individuals with 
ADHD (Barkley et al., 1990). Mrs. Jones described Sam's premeditative efforts to 
improve: 
He loves reading about ADHD. He has several books about it, and he reads about 
how his mind works compared to others, and about what he has to do to think 
more clearly. One interesting fact, for me, that I thought was just hysterical, was 
that he asked Santa Claus for organizational skills the last two Christmases. 
That's what he wanted for Christmas- organizational skills. "Somebody help me 
be more organized." 
Sam read about ADHD and tried improve organizationally. Sam appeared to be acutely 
self-aware and genuinely concerned about overcoming his personal deficits. 
- Sam regularly considered his word choices before speaking. In one of our 
interviews, I noticed that Sam sat quietly before answering each of my questions. When I 
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asked whether he liked his current band director, he responded with, "That depends. Will 
my band director read this?" After we discussed that possibility, Sam seemed to relax and 
shared his ideas. Even then, he stopped frequently throughout the interview to correct 
himself, rephrase his thoughts, and clarify what he meant. Several times during the 
interview, Sam asked, "Does that make sense?" Sam clearly wanted to present himself 
and his thoughts in the best possible light and considered his responses carefully before 
and while he spoke to me. 
During band classes, Sam raised his hand and asked questions about the lesson 
agenda before parts of the lesson actually took place. For example, during one of my 
observations in Jazz Band, Mr. Lynch played a judge's comment tape for band members 
to hear and discuss. When the listening activity was finished, he gave band members the 
last 10 minutes of class to complete homework quietly. Sam asked, "Can we lie on the 
floor?" before starting his homework. At the beginning of another class, before the 
rehearsal began, Sam raised his hand and asked, "What is the order of the pieces we are 
playing today?" Sam's questions before activities started in class appeared to be 
preventative thinking designed to help him manage his own behavior and possibly that of 
others as well. 
Self-monitoring. Sam appeared to monitor his own behavior carefully in band. 
During many of my observations, he sat quietly, followed instructions, and avoided 
wiggling or fidgeting. Sam appeared to be on-task and played each time he was expected 
to do so. On one occasion, when Sam acted-out with inappropriate behavior, he reported 
feeling intense guilt and remorse for having done so. In general, Sam seemed to behave 
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better and calmer than most of his classmates. 
Sam frequently ignored the comments of his friends during class in favor of 
remaining quiet and following rules. In an interview, Sam said that most of the time, 
when friends spoke to him during class, he ignored them and did not tum to respond, 
because he knew he would be caught talking out. Sam's statement appeared to be true: I 
observed him choosing not to interact with others on several occasions. On one occasion, 
during Advanced Band, adolescents near Sam visited and socialized during part of the 
rehearsal, but Sam sat stoic, absolutely still, and did not join the conversations. He waited 
quietly for the signal to play and was ready when Mr. Lynch raised his arms and counted 
off the piece. On another occasion, Mr. Lynch seemed to be having trouble getting his 
students' attention. As several band members searched for sheet music, walked to their 
cubicles to look for things, or talked to their seat partners, Sam sat quietly, rested his 
hand on his trombone, and looked toward the front of the room as if awaiting the signal to 
play. In this way, Sam exercised the self-control necessary to remain focused. 
Sam often appeared to focus on listening quietly rather than talking to others, 
even in non-rehearsal situations. 
As Mr. Lynch played judge's comments to the Jazz Band, several band members 
talked over the recording and made comments about the recording while Sam sat 
quietly. When the music judge said, "Nice piano solo, here, " one boy seated in 
the back row tapped his hands together gently as if applauding the pianist, but 
Sam leaned forward with his heels propped up on the chair legs, elbows resting 
on his knees and sat quietly. During the recorded comments of the next piece, 
Cantaloupe Island, the music judge said, "You know, if you look up Cantaloupe 
Island online, you will probably find 20 good examples. You need to listen to get 
an idea of the style. " A few band members began making little comments to each 
other, and Sam stretched his legs straight out in front of him, crossed his arms on 
his chest, and did not say anything to anyone. 
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During the observation I described above, Sam appeared determined to be quiet and 
completely self-controlled during the class period. At times like these, Sam did not 
display any outward hyperactivity or impulsivity common to having ADHD. It is possible 
that he used hyperfocus to think clearly and attend to expected behaviors during these 
times. 
On one occasion, Sam demonstrated impulsive behavior but later discussed 
feeling guilty and wishing he had exercised more self-control. Mr. Lynch said something 
Sam did not like during class, and when Mr. Lynch's head was turned toward other 
students, Sam stuck his tongue out at the band director. Immediately afterward, Mr. 
Lynch began rehearsing a piece, and band members played while he conducted them. 
Sam shared his feelings about his behavior, during one of our interviews. He said, 
That was my first time behaving poorly in class for a while. It kind of felt good, 
but I was kind of ashamed of myself at the same time, because I stuck my tongue 
out at my band director without him knowing, even though I have done it before. 
It was during class, and other kids saw me do it, so .... It kind of felt good, 
because I hadn't done it for a while-but like I said, I was kind of ashamed. I've 
done it before, and he's caught me. And, I got talked-to about that. 
In his comments, Sam indicated that he cared about his own behavior, controlled himself 
in class most of the time, but still wanted to feel like he fit in with peers. Sam also stated 
that he cared about having a positive relationship with his band director and chose 
relatively few rebellious or disrespectful actions in band. By stating that this was his first 
time behaving poorly in a while, Sam implied that he had problems with impulsivity in 
the past. These statements also indicated that Sam used self-monitoring to manage 
ADHD symptoms in band. 
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Redirection. Mr. Lynch reported that Sam often asked questions that seemed silly 
or irrelevant, and that the behavior needed to be addressed. Although Sam generally 
disciplined himself and considered his words and actions before carrying them out, at 
times, he needed redirection. Mr. Lynch said, 
Yeah, he'll ask me questions. Sometimes, it depends, but sometimes Sam will 
treat me like a friend instead of a teacher. Sometimes, I can tell when he's going 
to ask me a ridiculous question, at which I'll just tell him to put his hand down. 
Or, I'll tell him to think before he speaks. And, that's usually when he just puts 
his hand back down and doesn't ask me a question. But, I can usually tell just by 
the look on his face and how he puts his hand up if it's a real question or if it's 
"I'm going to be silly." 
Mr. Lynch explained that his methods of redirecting Sam included ignoring the question 
or verbally redirecting him to think first, considering whether his question was worth 
asking or simply inappropriate. 
Sam seemed able to redirect himself at times. For example, he shared an 
experience that occurred during jazz Band: 
Yeah, okay, I said something one day during jazz band, and it was one ofthose 
questions where you think you know the answer, but you just forget. Everyone 
seemed to get upset with the question, and Mr. Lynch didn't answer. I realized 
that I just needed to stop talking and figure it out later. 
Sam noticed through the way others reacted that he needed to stop asking a question and 
change his focus, and he acted accordingly, successfully redirecting himself. Mrs. Jones 
said that Sam occasionally did not take his medication but seemed able to suppress his 
impulsivity even without mediation. She stated, "He knows the difference between when 
he takes his medicine and when he doesn ' t; and he's able to self-correct some behavior 
stuff when he doesn't take it." Sam chose to monitor and redirect himself at times, 
effectively managing his own behavior. Sam's ability to adjust to social cues was 
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noteworthy, because it differed from Hall et al. 's (1999) conclusion that young people 
with ADHD fail to display appropriate social skills as well as their peers without ADHD 
do. 
Premeditation, active self-control, and redirection were three specific ways Sam 
managed his behavior throughout his time in the band room. Through my analysis of 
interview and observation data, these aspects of behavior management returned 
frequently as major themes governing Sam's positive experiences in the classroom. 
Sam's level of impulse control and self-awareness seemed acute and somewhat unusual 
when compared to reports of adolescents with ADHD, such as Pugsley's (2008) study, 
which included descriptions of adolescent participants with ADHD as moving constantly 
and behaving impulsively while participating in interviews. This finding may suggest that 
Sam's experiences with leadership and volunteerism played significant roles in allowing 
him to channel impulsivity and distractions into useful and appropriate actions. 
Summary 
Sam's band participation included belonging, control, and behavior management. 
His relationships with family, friends, and band director provided the acceptance that 
allowed Sam to fit in at school and in band. The sense of belonging Sam experienced was 
consistent with Morrison' s (200 1) description of band as a culture of its own and 
benefitted Sam academically, socially, and emotionally. Sam managed his behavior in 
band with premeditative thinking, self-monitoring, and redirection when needed. Sam's 
behavior management appeared to be both a possible hyperfocus on controlling his 
environment and a fulfillment of his leadership responsibilities. The commitment Sam 
demonstrated by leading others and investing in the administration of his band was 
similar to the commitment described by "hardcore" band members reported by Abril 
(20 11) but also seemed similar to the hyperfocus reported by adults with ADHD in 
Holmes' (2005) study. 
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CHAPTER SIX: LUKE 
Luke Miller was a 14-year-old, eighth grade boy described by his mother as 
having been diagnosed with ADHD by a medical practitioner. Luke did not take 
medication or have a 504 or IEP plan at school. Luke described himself in few words, 
despite his high verbal skills evident throughout our interviews. When I asked him to 
describe himself, Luke stated, 
I love playing trumpet and being in band. I also draw, and I am a sharpshooter-! 
like shooting guns-and, I like reading a lot. Now, I am about to go into ninth 
grade at Pioneer, and I am really excited about it because I love trumpet, and it's 
really fun to do. I plan to take marching band. 
Luke began and ended his self-description with specific details about playing the trumpet 
and future music plans, which indicated that either band was important to him or that he 
was predisposed to discuss topics related to my study. Luke's mother, Mrs. Miller, 
described Luke as follows : 
My son is great. He's very energetic, and he loves music. He is a great student. He 
loves to practice. He does everything on his own, which is really good. I think his 
love ofmusic came from his sister, because she's been in music ever since junior 
high. So, he kind of followed her path, I guess. It's just like something that they 
do; it's like breathing for them. I don't know where they got that ability, because 
my husband and !-neither of us is musically inclined. But, he just enjoys it. He is 
very caring and loyal. His friends mean a lot to him, and he's just a lovable kind 
of guy. I mean, he's 14 years old, and he still hugs and kisses us and his 
grandparents without being forced. 
Mrs. Miller discussed both musical involvement and family relationships as integral to 
Luke's life, pursuits, and personality. Mr. Brown similarly described Luke in the 
following manner: 
He's probably the best trumpet player I have had for the past 5 years. He is a 
really good trumpet player. He's got a lot of energy-sometimes unfocused, 
sometimes focused. Real good parents. He always comes through. You wish you 
had five of him in your band. You would never need another one. He's pretty 
amazing. He can play anything. 
Mrs. Miller and Mr. Brown both agreed that Luke was an excellent musician, valued 
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family, and had a lot of energy. At the time of this study, Luke played lead trumpet in the 
junior high Wind Ensemble and the Jazz Band, marching tenor drums in percussion 
ensemble, tuba in beginning band, and had recently participated in both county and state 
junior high honor bands. 
Luke attended a suburban middle school (JFK) with an approximate seventh and 
eighth grade enrollment of 1,000 students. The population ofLuke's school was 
composed of 52% Hispanic, 37% white, 4% Asian, 4% African American, and 3% 
American Indian adolescents. In addition, 58% of the students at Luke's school were 
socioeconomically disadvantaged. Luke's school life at JFK included a seven period 
daily class schedule. His band classes occurred at various times throughout the day, with 
"zero period" jazz band before school, beginning band and Wind Ensemble after lunch, 
and percussion ensemble after school. Several of Luke's peers participated in 2-3 
ensembles at JFK and played more than one instrument, although no other student 
belonged to four ensembles. 
Mr. Brown, Luke's band teacher, was an experienced director in his 17th year of 
public school teaching. Mr. Brown began his daily teaching with zero-period JFK Jazz 
Band, taught elementary band at three different school sites, and concluded at JFK with 
three periods of junior high band classes. His most advanced ensemble was the JFK Jazz 
Band, followed closely by Wind Ensemble. Wind Ensemble held an enrollment of 80-90 
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students in both seventh and eighth grades combined. After school, Mr. Brown taught 
private lessons on all of the brass instruments and performed in a local community band. 
Nature of Participation 
Luke's band participation consisted of daily jazz and band classes, percussion 
ensemble, time spent "hanging out" in the band room at break times and after school, 
student leadership, home practice, private lessons, festivals, and performances. Prominent 
themes that emerged within these areas included self-control, music learning, 
achievement, and relationships. 
Self-Control 
Luke displayed challenging behaviors in band. During my observations and 
interviews with Luke, he seemed disorganized and hyperactive, two behaviors associated 
with having ADHD (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Luke made no effort to 
control his disorganization or hyperactivity but defended these as both "normal" and 
another form of musical expression. He hoped that other band members would imitate 
him. Despite these concerns, Luke claimed to use self-control to keep his hyperactive 
behavior within self-imposed limits. 
Disorganization. Luke participated in several music ensembles concurrently, but 
he developed no effective system to keep track of music for each group. In our interview, 
Luke said, 
I am so disorganized. It seems like everyone in our band has their music ready 
most of the time, but I lose stuff. I don't have the music organized at all. I have 
my music kind of together in one binder, and when I have to fmd it, it's a mess. 
The most important stuff is usually on top, but all the rest is just mixed up. I could 
do better, but I think everybody has that same problem. 
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Luke admitted that his disorganization caused problems for him; however, he 
contradicted his own statements about his band peers. He seemed to speak honestly about 
his own skills but used a generalization to sum up his thoughts as a way to diminish the 
appearance of a problem. Luke may have generalized the problem to avoid portraying 
himself negatively. Child participants in Sik's (2000) study similarly expressed 
displeasure at having been called "disorganized" in connection with having ADHD. 
Hyperactivity. Luke was aware of his hyperactivity, stating that he moved 
around while playing, talked excessively, and "messed around." Mrs. Miller and Mr. 
Brown both said Luke was "energetic." During my observations, I noted that Luke 
moved around often while playing the trumpet in jazz band. In an interview, Luke stated, 
I might stand on the chair while I'm playing. I dance around a lot, though, when I 
play. Like, I get "into it" in jazz band, so I move around, and that messes people 
up, or I hurt myself. So .... One time I turned, I hit a music stand, and my arm 
started bleeding-a lot. I have a Band-Aid on it right now. It started bleeding 
again this morning. I am clumsy sometimes. I should stand still, but I don't like 
to. 
Through this description, Luke discussed his hyperactivity while playing the trumpet as a 
form of musical expression. He also mentioned that his movements distracted others and 
caused injuries. Mr. Brown appeared to be very candid about his observations of Luke's 
behavior, stating, "He's always a great player and always the first one to figure 
something out, but he's been really showing his ADHD-side the past two weeks though; 
his behavior was alarming." It was clear that Luke believed he should have remained still 
while playing but did not plan to change this habit. Further, Luke wanted others to copy 
his behavior. In an interview, he said, "I kind of like showing off. When I dance around 
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in jazz band, sometimes the other trumpet players realize what I am doing, and they kind 
of copy me. And, it might pass on to the seventh graders who are going to do it next 
year." 
At the evening concert, I observed Luke vigorously swaying his trumpet from 
side to side while performing with the JFKjazz band. During one song, the student next 
to him also swayed his trumpet. Both boys bounced and danced as they played. Mr. 
Brown did not communicate with the performers during the song but walked through the 
audience instead. As I watched the performance, I did not notice anyone else in the band 
moving or dancing. I concluded that Luke's hyperactive behavior had inspired his fellow 
jazz musician to join in, as he had described in our interview. 
Luke continued to move hyperactively in other ensembles. During one of my 
Wind Ensemble observations, Mr. Brown led students through a rousing rendition of A 
Day at the Zoo. All band members snapped their instruments to playing position and 
played with wide-ranging dynamics and energy. As trombones blared through a sliding 
part, Luke held his trumpet evenly, played with a straight mute inserted, and made good 
eye contact with the band director. The music changed, the trumpet section began to rest, 
and Luke smiled widely at a friend across the room. All members of the ensemble 
seemed focused and distraction-free, except Luke. He began wildly bouncing up and 
down in his chair to the music, with a silly grin on his face, as if making faces to another 
student. I did not see anyone appear to respond to him. Luke wagged his head from side 
to side. When it was his tum to play again, Luke held his trumpet up and began with the 
rest of the trumpet players, bouncing along to the music while playing. After the piece 
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ended, Mr. Brown gave verbal feedback to band members, and Luke stood up quickly, 
adjusted his pants, and sat back down. Luke's hyperactive movements did not keep him 
from successfully participating in the rehearsal, nor did they appear to distract anyone 
else during this observation. 
said, 
Luke talked excessively during band and stated that this got him "in trouble." He 
I get in trouble in band a lot. I just make Mr. Brown so mad sometimes. I'll just 
talk or do something dumb. But, I talk a lot though. It's kind of in me. I won the 
most talkative of the year award at JFK twice-this year and last year both. I tend 
to talk fast and have a lot to say. I think I talk a lot because I usually never get it 
right, whatever I wanted to say. And, I just talk fast, that's what I usually do. I 
have slowed down exponentially over the years, and I get faster sometimes when 
I'm nervous. I am kind of nervous right now, so I am talking fast today too. And 
when I am scared, I speed up. I don't know ifl am all that smart, I just remember 
stuff. 
Luke said that he knew he talked too much, and too fast, and that this was a problem 
during band class. Adolescent participants with ADHD in Pugsley ' s study (2008) 
displayed similar behaviors of talking too much and too frequently. Luke's constant 
talking appeared to result from low self-control, with any control exerted solely to slow 
his speech rather than to limit himself. He attributed his talking problem to personality, 
making no apologies for his habit. Luke made a conscious choice not to change, because 
his perception of the talking indicated that he did not believe it needed to be controlled. 
Luke's hyperactivity, manifested in his moving around and talking during band, 
was compounded by negative behaviors he called "goofing" or "messing-around." Mr. 
Brown said, "If we don't have some kind of direction and leave some gray area, he does 
not know how to sit down and be quiet. He's kind of a spaz, but a real good kid." Mr. 
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Brown seemed aware of Luke's hyperactivity but did not appear to focus on it during 
class. His method of correction simply involved redirecting Luke. "We have a great 
rapport. Ifhe crosses the line, I'll just say, 'Luke,' and he kind of looks at the ground as if 
he's just been scolded by his dad. And, he hangs his head in kind of an 'Oh, I'm sorry' 
pose. But you know, he's just a ... an interesting kid," he explained. Mr. Brown did not 
appear interested in curbing Luke's behavior problems long-term. 
Luke discussed his hyperactive behavior with me in an interview. Luke said, 
I might get in trouble with Mr. Brown for just messing around too much. I follow 
the rules most of the time, maybe. I do mess around with the rules sometimes, but 
I will stay in check and only go just so far over the line. I can get away with a 
little talking sometimes, and a little messing around. I can't get away with "stupid 
stuff," though, like hurting people or anything like that-I'm not going to do that, 
though. And, messing everything up, I won't do that either. Mr. Brown has only 
had to speak with me privately about my behavior one time. He just told me to 
"knock it off," because I tend to get really mad kind of fast, and it's a weakness of 
mine. I kind of got mad at some guy who hit my trumpet, and it fell. And, I just 
got very mad. 
Luke's "messing-around" apparently included the loss of self-control, such as the anger 
incident he described. He indicated that he was aware there were acceptable limits, and 
that he controlled himself to some degree in an effort to stay near these limits although 
pushing their boundaries. 
Luke's hyperactivity appeared to be a distinct symptom of ADHD as described by 
Barkley et al. (1990). Through my analysis of observations and interviews, the theme of 
self-control emerged as a quality Luke appeared to lack, based on his severely 
hyperactive behaviors. In contrast to the appearance of low self-control, Luke believed he 
controlled his own actions sufficiently. Luke's perception of his behavior as "acceptable" 
when it was actually inappropriate based on his band director ' s stated expectations is 
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consistent with the conclusions of Hoza et al. (2004) and Evangelista et al. (2008) who 
asserted that adolescents with ADHD generally perceive their performance as being 
much better than it really is. Luke was not likely to begin moderating his hyperactivity 
due to his perceptions that the movement was a form of appropriate musical expression 
and that his excessive talking was an acceptable personality trait. 
Music Learning 
Luke appeared intrinsically motivated by music learning. His thirst to learn music 
developed at a young age and increased over time. The desire for music learning that 
became apparent in my observations and interviews with Luke was similar to themes 
presented by Adderley et al. (2003), of adolescents having early music exposure, 
enjoyment of learning musical skills, and thoughts about their own musical development. 
Luke hyperfocused on music learning to the extent that he became more advanced than 
his peers and a natural leader. Holmes (2005) described hyperfocus as a coping strategy 
implemented by successful adults with ADHD to productively channel attention and 
effort. 
Early exposure. Luke was exposed to music early in life through his older sister, 
who participated in band several years before Luke was old enough to join. He began 
taking trumpet lessons from Mr. Brown in the 3rd grade although still too young to 
participate in his school's fifth grade band program. Luke stated, 
I started band in third grade with Mr. Brown in private tutoring, because I knew 
him-my sister was playing bass in the junior high band with him. And, I really 
wanted to play trumpet, so I started playing that. In fourth grade, I started going to 
the jazz workshop he did at JFK every summer, and then in sixth grade, I got to 
join the jazz band here, because I was going to Lakewood Elementary, across 
from JFK, and I could walk here in the mornings. 
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Mrs. Miller agreed that Luke started playing the trumpet at a young age, but she added 
that the local elementary band teachers discouraged Luke's early start. Mrs. Miller said, 
"The music teachers kept telling me not to do it, because he was too young. He really 
wanted to play the trumpet. And, I thought to myself, 'You know, I'm not going to listen 
to them, I'm going to let him take the lessons and see if he enjoys it .... Because, if he's 
asking me to try it, why not?"' 
Luke's family was supportive and open to his musical interests despite the 
discouragement of others. His mother provided resources and opportunities for Luke to 
pursue music learning. Luke took private lessons for 5 years and discontinued lessons 
during his eighth-grade year. Luke's early exposure to music allowed him to participate 
in rich musical opportunities throughout elementary school and junior high, providing 
him with enjoyment and motivation to continue participating. 
Hyperfocus. Luke immersed himself in music learning by practicing frequently 
on multiple instruments and contemplating various aspects of his playing. Abril (20 11) 
stated that "hardcore" band members deeply valued music learning, which distinguished 
them from participants in other studies who valued achievement and non-musical 
components of music participation (Scheib, 2006; Wayman, 2004). Although the 
participants in Abril's study were 17-and 18-year-old high school band members and 
Luke was 14, Luke appeared to lose himself in making music and to value music learning 
highly like participants in the Abril study. Successful adults with ADHD have described 
their ability to hyperfocus as a coping strategy that allows them to perform at a higher 
level than their peers by intensely focusing on preferred activities while eliminating 
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distractions (Holmes, 2005). 
Luke hyperfocused on music learning. He spent a great deal of time and mental 
effort in this pursuit. He practiced the trumpet 45-90 minutes daily and played various 
instruments an average of five or more hours each day. Luke confirmed his intense 
musical focus in one of our interviews. He said, 
I am lead trumpet in jazz band and advanced band, and I am the only tuba player 
in beginning band. I am the only tenor drum player for drum line. I like trumpet 
the best, but I also play other instruments. I am learning to play trombone, I can 
play a little bit of guitar and piano. And, I would like to learn all of the 
instruments, maybe. As a musician, I am not sure what my level is. I really have 
no clue. I am not expert yet, so I guess I am ... borderline advanced? 
Luke's statement implied that even though he was becoming a mature musician, he 
believed he had room to continue learning. Mrs. Miller discussed his drive to play by 
stating, "He loves to practice and I don 't have to make him do it." According to Mrs. 
Miller, Luke practiced the trumpet intensely during his sessions, took a break, and often 
returned to play more music on the same or other instruments "just for fun." In fact, Luke 
filled his "free" time with learning as many instruments as possible for his own 
enjoyment. Luke displayed the ability to hyperfocus in his drive to play instruments for 
long time periods. 
Luke thought about his own musical development, considering activities and 
ideas that could make him a better trumpet player. Luke stated that playing multiple 
instruments helped him to improve on the trumpet. 
I also play tuba, and this has given me more air power now for the trumpet, 
instead of just the little bit I used to have. It didn't wreck my embouchure. It's a 
great idea not to just stay on one instrument, but to try another instrument. 
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Because I have played multiple instruments, it's helped me a lot with everything 
on the trumpet. 
Luke's perception that other musical activities improved his trumpet playing was 
evidence that he considered his own musical development and that he focused on breadth 
in his music studies. 
Luke also intensely focused narrowly on various aspects of his trumpet playing, 
setting goals for himself to overcome his shortcomings. He said, 
I need to work on ending high notes without dying out so fast. Like, I have hit a 
double G before over the octave, but my lips hurt after a while and I need to work 
on getting more endurance in my lips. Sometimes, my lips hurt more because I 
have played for a long time. I heard that when you lie on your back it's easier to 
play, because like, your airway is more open. I need to memorize all of my scales; 
I only know a couple right now, memorized. 
Luke's hyperfocus on music and playing the trumpet appeared to be similar to statements 
from "hard core" high school band members in Abril's study (2011) and the reported 
work habits of successful adults with ADHD (Holmes, 2005). Luke channeled his energy 
into becoming a strong musician and viewed music as part ofhis identity. 
Luke's identity of being a trumpet player and musician is supported in literature 
as a common element of band participation for high school-aged adolescents (Abril, 
2011; Adderley et al., 2003), however the intensity with which he pursued musical 
interests seemed unusual for his age compared to middle-school musicians described in 
other literature (Hourigan, 2007; Scheib, 2006). This unusual intensity may be explained 
by an intrinsic love of music, by Whalen et al. (2002), who found that boys with ADHD 
had significantly higher levels of intensity than their peers and Holmes (2005), who 
reported that hyperfocus was a positive aspect of having ADHD that promoted creativity, 
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productivity, and success. 
During our interviews, Luke spoke of music as part of his identity by comparing 
his trumpet to a body part. He stated: 
My trumpet's like another hand. Playing isn't even like a chore or anything I have 
to do, to me. It's just another part of my life, like breathing and eating. I love 
every part of it, like just learning all the new music I get to learn. Just playing, it's 
like my trumpet is another part of me. 
Luke's description of his trumpet as a part of himself, and playing it as a natural bodily 
function, indicated that he enjoyed the instrument and played it frequently. 
Mrs. Miller also described her perception that Luke seemed physically bound to 
his trumpet. She stated, 
He enjoys all of the instruments, but his trumpet is like an appendage to him. His 
hom is like his baby-he just loves it. Someone who doesn't play music wouldn't 
get it. It's just like something that they do. It's like breathing for them. It's like 
part of him physically. He has tried to take it everywhere, but sometimes it has to 
stay home! 
Mrs. Miller seemed to have a sense of humor about Luke's desire to take the trumpet 
with him everywhere he went and understood his feelings, although she was not a 
musician. As part of Luke's intense connection to his instrument, he shared his learning 
with peers and demonstrated musical leadership. 
Musical leadership. Luke led his peers by example. He described his own 
learning with apparent gratitude. He said, 
Every day I learn something new that I probably would not know. Mr. Brown 
gives us random facts, sometimes. When I go to music events, like when I went to 
state honor band, I learned a lot of other things from other people that I didn't 
know. I always learn a new thing every day. And, I learned I can do things with 
my instrument with people and just try to act social, so it's a great way to get to 
know people and learn skills in life. It teaches you determination and hard work, 
to get somewhere you want to go. 
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The learning and other benefits Luke experienced in band seemed to empower him to 
have more patience with other band members and gave him the desire to help them 
become better musicians. In this way, Luke's hyperfocused approach to learning and 
growth placed him in a position to improve the social skills that might otherwise have 
been weak in a young person with ADHD (as noted by Barkley at al., 1990). 
Luke decided to lead other trumpeters in the band because he wanted to share the 
concepts he had learned. He said, 
I lead the trumpets, and sometimes I lead all of the brass. I keep them in check 
most of the time, and I get them ready and everything. And I tell them what to do, 
and if something helped me as a player, I share it. Mr. Brown didn't set me apart 
as a leader, I just knew I needed to be the leader, so I stepped up and helped out. 
Luke's leadership role did not appear to emerge out of a need for recognition but rather 
from a genuine desire to help others. Luke's leadership toward peers during periods of 
hyperfocus contrasted the hyperactive behaviors he displayed at other times. 
Although Luke said that Mr. Brown had not designated him as a leader, it became 
clear that Mr. Brown had extreme expectations of Luke and treated him differently than 
other adolescents. Luke stated that Mr. Brown placed higher expectations on him, which 
may have occurred because he started learning an instrument younger than other band 
members, developed musical skills quickly, advanced beyond his same-aged peers, and 
continued developing technique. Luke described the intense pressure he felt from ·band 
directors to perform at a high level: 
Mr. Brown thinks I am a pretty good student, and he expects a lot from me. So, 
that's a good thing, I guess, because he drives me forward, to work harder. And 
now, I will have to go over to the high school band, and that band director will 
probably push me a lot more, because they all expect a lot from me. Then again, I 
expect a lot from myself too! It keeps me going. 
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Most of the time, Luke seemed to think others' high expectations were a good 
influence on him and propelled his musical growth forward. This was supported by his 
description of Mr. Brown occasionally choosing pieces for the entire band in order to 
feature Luke's advanced skills. Luke stated, 
Sometimes Mr. Brown chooses a song just because I will play a solo on it. 
Because he taught me private lessons from third through seventh grade, Mr. 
Brown has trust in me about what I can do, and he knows I can do some things 
some other people can't on the trumpet. So he can choose music that might be too 
difficult for most of the band to play, but I will be able to play it. 
The special treatment Luke experienced when Mr. Brown selected music planned 
specifically around his playing abilities changed when Luke unexpectedly needed to miss 
a performance. Luke's impending absence prompted the band director to consider 
cancelling the upcoming jazz band performance, stating that none of the other trumpet 
players would be able to play Luke's solos. Although Mr. Brown's high expectations and 
special treatment generally motivated Luke, on this occasion, these expectations openly 
stifled other trumpet players and prompted Luke to advocate for his peers. In our 
interview, Luke reflected on the situation, saying, 
It kind of makes me mad, sometimes, when Mr. Brown doesn't really believe in 
the other trumpet players. I know they are really good and can play much better 
than he thinks they can. He's only fair sometimes. He does not treat all musicians 
equally. He treats me differently. Even though the other trumpeters play a lot, he 
always gives me more of the "spotlight." At times, I want to move it onto 
someone else. I know I can do things, but I know that my other trumpet players 
can do it too, and they're really good. And sometimes he doesn't see that because 
he is blinded by me, I guess. 
Luke was keenly aware that other band members needed the attention and opportunity to 
develop musically to remain motivated, and he seemed willing to share the "spotlight" to 
help his peers have that opportunity. 
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Early exposure, hyperfocus, and musical leadership were specific themes that 
emerged as integral to Luke's music learning and motivating to his continued band 
membership. Luke remained enthusiastic about learning music, continued to invest time 
and effort into playing instruments, and led his peers to continue developing as well. 
Luke's ability to focus intensely on music activities likely resulted from his having 
ADHD, a possibility supported in the literature (Holmes, 2005; Whalen et al., 2002). 
Achievement 
Although Luke's band experience emerged from a sincere love of music learning, 
achievement also played a role in his development. The early mastery of musical skills 
brought opportunities and awards for Luke. The emphasis on achievement that became 
apparent in my observations and interviews with Luke could be compared to the extrinsic 
focus noted by Scheib (2006), who discussed the perception that middle school band 
participation was centered on extrinsic rewards, achievement pressures, and competition. 
Mr. Brown expected achievement from band members, and his band room 
reflected this expectation. Across the front of the room, there were seven large group 
pictures, accompanied by five festival performance awards and two superior plaques. 
Five more festival performance awards hung on the right side ofthe room. There were 
more than 50 marching band trophies shelved on the left-side wall. Judging by their 
height, these appeared to be first or second place awards. Mr. Brown valued visual 
evidence of achievement and communicated this to band members and parents. 
One evening, I attended the band's "Gala Concert," where all of the JFK 
ensembles performed. The Tastee-Freeze van sat outside the front door of the gym, with 
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soft-serve cones for sale, and band parents who sat just inside the door sold tickets to 
their spaghetti dinner and raffle. Throughout the evening, various bands, ensembles, and 
soloists performed. Mr. Brown announced the year's achievements for each group, 
informing parents that the Wind Ensemble earned a superior plaque at festival that spring. 
During the Jazz Band performance, Mr. Brown announced the certificates and trophies 
earned at several jazz festivals and presented medals to recognize solo award recipients. 
He presented "outstanding student" awards, and he discussed the specific achievements 
of each recognized band member. Mr. Brown had used old trophies the band earned in 
prior years as a form of recycling, having replaced the nameplates with new ones bearing 
the award recipient's name and the year. Luke received the Outstanding Jazz award and 
several Outstanding Solo medals. Mr. Brown described Luke as "a special musician" and 
"one of a kind" during the presentation, statements he did not make about any other 
student. Near the end of the evening, Mr. Brown presented Luke with the 2 112' tall Most 
Outstanding Musician trophy. After the event had ended, Luke wore a lump of medals 
around his neck and held two 2 1/2' trophies. The success and resulting recognition Luke 
achieved could be the result ofhyperfocus, which participants in Holmes' (2005) study 
described as helping them tune out distractions in order to work productively, creatively, 
and intensely. 
The awards presentation that Mr. Brown presented during the Gala Concert 
clearly demonstrated an emphasis on recognition and achievement. During an interview, 
Mr. Brown described music learning as his primary goal and also shared his expectations 
to push band members toward achievement. Mr. Brown started his comments by 
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highlighting his personal achievements and those of a few of his band members: 
I've gotten the Band Educator award and Jazz Educator award. So, somebody out 
there thinks I'm doing ok. I have some completely amazing students, too. They 
are just phenomenal players. My tuba section has two eighth graders in it, and 
they are tough as nails. You can just hear them throughout the balance, and they 
both made county honor band. My trombone players - two of them made the 
honor band also, and one made state. I have a clarinet player who made honor 
band, he was second chair, but I think he was short-changed because he should 
have been first chair. 
Mr. Brown valued achievement as demonstrated by specific attainments and visual 
displays, and he encouraged his band members to work hard, enjoy making music, and 
stand out among musicians. Mr. Brown's comments about honor band chairs and playing 
abilities ofhis students indicated that he viewed achievement as the sign that his students 
had learned music well and mastered playing abilities. He recognized band members who 
met his expectations by presenting them with awards to publicly validate their growth 
and achievement. 
Luke embraced the ideal of achievement and recognition, and he communicated 
this to me during one of our interviews. He explained, "We have had really good bands 
here for the past many years-since the school opened-and we've mostly earned really 
good trophies." In Luke's estimation, earning "good" trophies meant that a band was high 
quality. Luke emphasized his appreciation of achievement by sharing his final grade with 
me. "I have a 4.0 in band, I got my final grade already. I checked. I am very happy with 
that. It's a good grade, it's perfect," he declared. Although his ability to hyperfocus on 
musical pursuits also promoted achievement, Luke's achievement interests did not seem 
unique to having ADHD. Scheib (2006) described the primary focus of middle school 
bands as being achievement-oriented. Stevens (2000) reported that young people with 
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ADHD may share motivations similar to those of their peers without ADHD and respond 
similarly to external reinforcement. 
Relationships 
Luke experienced social rejection and later acceptance as a band member. 
Because Luke developed musical skills that were advanced for his age, his early music 
achievements led to precocity and boasting that turned older peers away. As he matured 
and learned how to work with his peers, he gained social acceptance and began to view 
band peers as another family. 
Social rejection. Luke attributed his social challenges to precocity rather than to 
having ADHD; however, social rejection has been reported in other research as a 
common experience of young people with ADHD (Pugsley, 2008; Sik, 2000). Luke 
described himself during his early trumpet-playing years as "cocky" and stated that he 
struggled to get along with others. Mrs. Miller also shared her perspective about Luke's 
peer-rejection. She explained, "He was this young little elementary school kid who was 
playing better than the eighth graders and seventh graders-that was kind of hard. The 
kids were mean to him. They were unpleasant." Luke continued to participate in the 
ensemble despite peer rejection because he loved music and enjoyed the challenge. 
The following year, he humbled himself and turned a missed honor band 
opportunity into a time to improve his social skills and overcome peer-rejection. 
In seventh grade, Luke auditioned for county honor band but did not "make" the band. 
He was apparently surprised to have not been selected, so his mother discussed his 
boastful attitude and its relationship to rejection with Luke. 
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He just assumed that he was going to make it, and I told him that I didn't think he 
played his best at honor band try-outs because he had a big head. After we talked 
it out, he started to listen. I told him that I thought he had a great talent, but that 
nobody would want to him play in their band or to be his friend if he had a crappy 
attitude, no matter how well he played-especially in high school. I told him he 
could only change how others looked at him by making different decisions. After 
that conversation at the middle of last year, he really changed. He became much 
more humble. And with that, I think he became a much better player. Now, he 
tries more to teach the other kids how to do things instead of showing off. He 
explains things instead of just telling them they can't do it. Mr. Brown has seen 
the difference in him as well. 
Mrs. Miller played an important role in changing Luke's perspective so that he would be 
open to developing positive social skills. Her statement corroborated Luke's previous 
comments about believing his fellow trumpet players were capable and needed to be 
treated fairly by the band director. 
Performance opportunities came to Luke because of his improved attitude and 
continued musical growth. He participated in eighth-grade honor band and state honor 
band. Luke used these performance opportunities to develop friendships with others who 
shared the same experiences and achievements, rather than boasting about these 
achievements to lower-performing band members at JFK. Through musical 
achievements, Luke increased his circle of friends and improved his social skills. In an 
interview, he stated, 
I used to be really cocky-especially in sixth grade, and so that kind of hurt me 
and was a bad thing for me. I had an attitude problem. So, I changed around and 
am not like that anymore. So, everyone in the band talks to me now, and I feel 
pretty accepted. I realized that I needed to share with other people what I can do, 
and all of my fellow trumpet players are capable of doing whatever I can do. 
There are some really good players in my section. I want to share parts with these 
other kids, because I like having friends to talk with, and they understand me. I 
am seen as a better person than I was before. 
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Luke used music achievements to develop friendships, and he turned toward fellow band 
members to share knowledge, nurture, and help them, rather than competing with them. 
Family. Luke's band participation involved his immediate family and his 
perception of peers as a family group. He was accepted by others, sought to increase his 
circle of friends, and communicated frequently with band friends. Luke's early 
motivation to begin music studies was a result of family influence, similar to statements 
by Adderley et al. (2003) regarding the initial exposure to music and participating in band 
for family reasons. Luke's current perception of band as another family could also be 
compared to participant statements from the same study. Luke's recent social experience 
in band was significantly different from the isolation presented in Hourigan's (2007) 
report of a student with a disability. · 
As stated earlier in this chapter, Luke's immediate family influenced his decision 
to begin studying music. Luke valued his family, and he stated that he followed his 
sister's example by learning to play an instrument. Mrs. Miller described her support of 
his musical interests, which included ignoring music teachers that discouraged his early 
start, and she provided him with instruments and lessons. Beyond his immediate family, 
Luke viewed his band peers as a second family. In an interview, he described his feelings 
about his friends: 
To me, it's like another family because I have people that I trust and that are my 
really good friends. Band's introduced me to many really great people. It's 
important to be part of this band because I love band a lot. It's been a big part of 
my life. The people that are my closer friends, who I hang out with most of the 
time, are really nice. They just respect that we all like band-that we're all into 
this, and it's like one big happy family. And then there are some people that really 
don't care. Like, they're in it because either their parents forced them into it, or 
their siblings did it, and they kind of have to do it too. But, they're okay too, 
because they still contribute to the band. 
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Luke discussed both his closer band friends and others who were not as committed but 
were still a part of the ensemble. His acceptance of uncaring band members indicated that 
he tried to appreciate everyone for their contributions, rather than remarking that these 
individuals were unwanted. Luke shared his philosophy of the social atmosphere at 
school in general compared to band: 
If you don't really do anything at school, you're kind of a "loner." Or, you have 
people that you know but you don't really want to go outside your comfort zone 
and go meet other people. With band, you meet people every day because you are 
together in band class. Also, I meet a lot of people at competitions and 
championships-especially when I made "state," or "county." There were many 
different people from around the state, and they became my great friends. I still 
keep in touch with them on Facebook or on my phone. 
Luke's perception of band peers as a family included the larger community of band 
musicians beyond his school band program, illustrated by his statement of meeting 
people at county and state honor bands. Luke continued to communicate with others he 
met through band experiences and further explained that he felt that band peers really 
understood him because of their shared experiences. Participants in Adderley et al. 's 
(2003) study expressed similar sentiments of perceiving band friendships as family. 
Luke's experience of attaining social success in band might not have been related to his 
having ADHD, but his intensity in pursuing friendship in general appeared to be. 
Summary 
Luke's band participation included varying degrees of self-control, music 
learning, achievement, and relationships. His music experiences began in private lessons 
that allowed Luke to develop an early relationship with music and with his band director. 
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Luke suffered through peer rejection for several years but transformed his peer 
relationships after experiencing a disappointment and adjusting his goals. As a maturing 
musician, Luke began to use music achievements as a means to make new friends and 
grow socially while learning advanced musical skills to help his section mates, partially 
overcoming the weak social skills common to young people with ADHD. Luke 
hyperfocused on music learning and peer relationships but gave his excessive talking 
problem and hyperactivity little regard. Instead, he described his impulsive and 
hyperactive traits as appropriate and celebrated these as part of his unique personality. 
Luke's mother and band director appeared pleased with his musical developments and 
concerned with his ADHD symptoms to a lesser degree. Luke learned much from band 
participation in musical, social, and personal ways. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This dissertation centered on a qualitative research study of the band participation 
experiences of three adolescents with ADHD, to discover what these individuals 
experienced and valued, if anything, about their band participation. Discovering the 
experiences of adolescents with ADHD who participate in band will add to the body of 
knowledge regarding what adolescents experience and value about their band 
participation and help readers understand what academic, interpersonal, and behavioral 
challenges are presented during band participation for adolescents with ADHD. The 
following research questions were addressed: 
1. What is the nature ofband participation for three adolescents who have been 
diagnosed with ADHD? 
2. How do adolescents with ADHD, their music teachers, and their parents 
describe the band participation of adolescents with ADHD? 
3. In what ways do adolescents with ADHD interact with their music teachers 
and peers in bands? 
Qualitative methods were used because of the complex nature of ADHD, the 
subjective individual perceptions anticipated, and the lack of previously completed 
research in this field (Creswell, 2007). Study participants were three adolescent boys of 
similar ages with ADHD (Charlie Smith, age 13 in grade 7; Sam Jones, age 14 in grade 8; 
and Luke Miller, age 14 in grade 8), their band directors (Mr. Stevens, Mr. Lynch, and 
Mr. Brown), and their mothers (Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Jones, and Mrs. Miller). I investigated 
participants' experiences through three methods of data collection: interviewing, 
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observing, and recording my reflections in a research journal. I analyzed data by 
transcribing interviews and coding data using manual procedures and HyperResearch 
software, summarizing, and selecting representative quotes. Following analysis, I 
compared findings to the conceptual framework designed for this study (see fig. 1, p. 16). 
Findings 
Interviews, observations, researcher reflections, and analysis led to several 
specific findings in this study. In this section, I present across case findings that appear to 
be specific to this study and findings that are similar to those of other research. 
Comparisons to existing research are presented throughout the findings. Findings are 
presented in a section focused on what participants valued about their band participation 
and in response to the research questions and ordered by importance, with more 
noteworthy findings presented first. 
What Adolescents with ADHD Valued 
Charlie, Sam, and Luke valued various aspects of their music ensemble 
participation similarly to adolescent participants who did not necessarily have ADHD as 
reported in other research (Abril, 2011; Adderley et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2007; 
Hourigan, 2007 & 2009; Parker, 2011; Scheib, 2006). This finding is noteworthy, 
because it suggests that although individuals who have ADHD may present behavioral 
challenges that impact their social, academic, and occupational successes (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2012), they value the same musical, non-musical, and social 
components of band membership that individuals who do not have ADHD also value. 
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Musical domain. All three participants in this study valued music for its own 
qualities. Charlie expressed music as "fun to do," and stated that he "like[ s] to just sit 
down and play music." Sam said, "It's about having fun playing your instrument," and 
Luke said, he enjoyed "just playing" music. Throughout my interactions with these young 
men, I observed and listened to evidence that they each truly enjoyed band for the 
purpose of learning music, making music, and performing for others. 
Participants in other research shared similar sentiments, stating that they valued 
band participation because in band, they were able to lose themselves in music-making 
(Abril, 2011), learned musical skills and liked playing music (Adderley et al., 2003), and 
gained meaning from performing music (Campbell et al., 2007). In Hourigan's (2007) 
study of an adolescent with a disability in middle school band, although the student did 
not articulate what he valued about the experience, tutors and the researcher each 
described his apparent joy in the musical experience itself, suggesting that he valued 
music-making. Some literature was missing evidence of adolescents' valuing music for 
its own sake, such as Scheib's (2006) study of one middle school band member, where 
non-musical aspects were the reported sole focus, and Wayman's (2004) investigation of 
middle school general music students, who believed music was much more valuable for 
listening than for performing. 
Non-musical domain. Although they each specifically valued their band 
participation for its music learning and performance opportunities, Charlie, Sam, and 
Luke also valued many non-musical aspects of their participation. Charlie described his 
membership as "a profession," and described the feeling of personal accomplishment that 
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he valued, stating, "I've gotten really good at what I do." Sam valued his own 
development as someone who could contribute to the overall group 's success in a 
leadership role. Luke stated that he valued "learning new things and random facts," and 
"learn[ing] skills in life," such as "determination and hard work." Luke also indicated 
that personal validation was a valuable part of his band participation when he stated that 
his grade was a "4.0 in band .... It's perfect." Additional comments by participants 
indicated that Charlie, Sam, and Luke all valued band as "a break," "a time to relax," and 
a time to "not have to write." Personal development, stress-relief, and identity formation 
that resulted from their band participation was important to all three participants. 
Other researchers reported varying degrees of adolescents' valuing non-musical 
aspects of music ensemble participation. Some reported that adolescents valued music 
class as "fun" and "stress-relieving," and band ensembles as a break from other classes 
(Adderley et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2007). Abril (2011) noted that only one hardcore 
band member specifically discussed valuing non-musical aspects of participation, stating 
that she valued finding identity and gaining increased emotional awareness. Hourigan 
(2007) did not report whether the study participant who had a disability valued non-
musical aspects of his band membership. Scheib's (2006) participant appeared to value 
her band membership for achievement, competition, and extrinsic rewards. In two 
studies, researchers reported that adolescents valued band participation for opportunities 
to increase maturity and self-confidence, learn life lessons, gain leadership skills, form 
identity, learn to work, and develop character (Adderley et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 
2007). 
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Social domain. Charlie, Sam, and Luke all valued band membership for its social 
aspects, which included friendship, acceptance, belonging, student-teacher relationships, 
group identity, a sense of community, and mutual respect. Charlie indicated that he 
valued the group identity of being a part ofhis band, stating, "It's a privilege to be part of 
this Wind Ensemble that I'm in." He also valued the mutual respect of being in an 
organized social unit, describing, "When it's our tum to play, they don't talk or 
anything." Sam valued belonging, friendship, and acceptance. H stated that being in band 
meant "being with your friends." Luke said that he valued band as a "great way to meet 
people," describing band peers as "family," and discussing the sense of community he 
felt with musicians beyond his school after having performed in honor bands. 
Just as Charlie, Sam, and Luke each valued social aspects of their band 
participation, adolescent participants in other research reported valuing social 
components ofbeing in bands. Hardcore band members in Abril's (2011) study stated 
that they valued peers as a family and valued working withpeers collectively to meet 
musical goals. These sentiments were previously reported by adolescents in Adderley et 
al.'s (2003) study, who reported that they valued the sense offamily, community, and 
acceptance they experienced in band, and by adolescents in Campbell et al. ' s (2007) 
study, who reported that they valued making new friends, belonging, and feeling as if 
they were part of a band family. The middle school band participant in Scheib's (2006) 
study and student with a disability in Hourigan ' s study (2007) did not report valuing 
aspects of their band participation. 
In general, Charlie, Sam, and Luke valued band participation for musical, non-
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musical, and social aspects similarly to adolescent participants in other research. Jellison 
and Flowers (1991) reported, "Perhaps the most notable outcome of this study is the 
similarity of responses between students with disabilities and their nondisabled peers" (p. 
328). In the same spirit, I assert that my study participants with potentially disabling 
ADHD valued the all of the same components ofband participation adolescents who did 
not necessarily have ADHD in other research also valued. 
The Nature of Band Participation 
After I analyzed and reviewed the data in response to research question one, I 
noted two fmdings that appear to be specific to my study and several fmdings that are 
similar to those of published literature. Findings that appear to be specific to this study 
include close relationships with band directors and hyperfocus utilized by all three 
adolescents with ADHD. Findings similar to those of other literature include the use of 
compensating and self-monitoring strategies, the experience of band as a culture, diverse 
music learning and achievement experiences, and motivations similar to adolescents 
without ADHD. 
Findings specific to this study. Positive band participation for Charlie, Sam, and 
Luke included a close relationship with their band directors. Charlie developed a 
relationship with his band director over time, through private lessons during a two-year 
period. Charlie enjoyed his band director's humor and personality, and he considered Mr. 
Stevens to be a friend. Sam worked alongside his band director completing various band 
management activities during non-instructional time. Mr. Lynch was a close friend to 
Sam long before he became Sam's band director, and he gave Sam special privileges like 
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exclusive use of the copier. Luke developed a close, long-term relationship with his band 
director after starting private lessons in third grade. Mr. Brown treated Luke differently 
from other students in that he expected more from him and permitted rule violations in 
class. 
Previous research about adolescent band experiences (Adderley et al., 2003; 
Hourigan, 2007; Scheib, 2006) does not include the finding of students having close 
relationships with their band directors. Other educational research about adolescents with 
ADHD involves findings that teachers generally have negative attitudes toward working 
with students who have ADHD (Berglof, 2007; Doak, 2003). Sik (2000) reported that 
students with ADHD believe teachers help and listen to them, but this researcher did not 
report closeness in the teacher-student relationship. Pugsley (2008) reported one study 
participant as having a closer relationship with adults rather than peers, and in music 
education, Moss (2009) reported adolescent band members who were blind or had visual 
impairments also experienced close relationships with adults-although the close 
relationships noted in Moss' study may have been directly related to accommodations 
needed for blindness. The conclusion that the three adolescents with ADHD in my study 
experienced close relationships with their band directors is an important contribution of 
this study. 
All three adolescents with ADHD in this study hyperfocused to pursue interests 
and to help manage the challenges of having ADHD. Although Holmes (2005) reported 
hyperfocus as a coping strategy used by successful adults with ADHD, participants in the 
present study were adolescents. This difference suggests the use ofhyperfocus by 
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adolescents with ADHD may be a finding specific to this study when compared to the 
literature. Charlie, Sam, and Luke hyperfocused to channel attention. Charlie 
hyperfocused toward music learning and seemed to find joy in playing the clarinet. Sam 
hyperfocused toward controlling the classroom environment, managing his apparent 
dislike for distraction and disorder while successfully serving in a leadership role. Luke 
hyperfocused on music learning on a broader scale than Charlie, practicing for long 
periods, learning several instruments, and enrolling in four school ensembles. It is unclear 
whether participants were aware of their hyperfocusing abilities. No participants seemed 
typical, as defined by Scheib (2006), because all participants were high-achieving 
mus1c1ans. 
Findings similar to other literature. The three adolescents with ADHD in this 
study employed their own compensating and monitoring strategies to manage impulsivity 
and distraction. This finding is similar to one reported by Sik (2000). Each boy held a 
different belief about his own behavior management. Charlie redirected himself through 
fidgeting, which seemed to work for him at times. Sam managed himself by managing 
others first. Sam also asked for clarification during classes in order to anticipate what 
would occur and mentally prepare. Luke behaved in an out-of-control manner many 
times but thought his impulsive and hyperactive behavior was appropriate, musically 
expressive, and worthy of imitation. Luke's monitoring strategy was to stop hyperactive 
and impulsive behaviors before they became hurtful to others; however, Luke lacked 
perspective regarding the actual appropriateness of his behaviors. All boys were 
self-aware, although only Charlie stated that he intentionally fidgeted to manage his own 
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behavior. 
Participating in band for Charlie, Sam, and Luke included daily classes, evening 
concerts, rehearsals outside the school day, honor band opportunities, secondary 
instruments, and possible leadership roles. This finding is similar to the description of 
band culture by Morrison (2001) and the findings of Adderley et al. (2003) for general 
students. Home practice was not consistent across cases. All participants experienced one 
teacher over a long period, although Sam was the only student who had experienced more 
than one band teacher over the course of his participation. Sam and Luke experienced 
student leadership while serving in leadership positions themselves. Student leadership as 
a component of band participation was a finding Abril (20 11) noted. All participants 
experienced a sense of belonging in some specific way, which was also a finding reported 
by Adderley et al. 
Music learning and achievement are central to the nature of band participation but 
differ in their degree of importance to participants with ADHD. This finding is similar to 
findings of Abril (2011). All participants also shared some themes discussed by Adderley 
et al. (2003). All three participants varied in the degree to which they practiced at home, 
took private lessons, valued music learning, and prized achievement. None of the band 
directors in this study specifically required home practice or counted practice toward a 
grade in band, and participants varied in their home-practice habits. Charlie practiced a 
few days a week and took private lessons, Sam did not practice at all, and Luke practiced 
at home 45-90 minutes daily and then continued to practice other instruments afterward. 
All three boys excelled at music learning and seemed intrinsically motivated to 
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learn music, although they initially joined band under different circumstances and with 
different motivations. Luke begged his parents to allow him to learn an instrument when 
he was in third grade, two years before band classes were offered at school. He 
eventually participated in every possible ensemble available to him and learned multiple 
instruments. Sam did not want to join band but was "kicked" into it by his parents, who 
were both musicians and one a band director. Sam learned quickly, although he never 
took private lessons. He participated in jazz band, advanced band, and county honor 
band, took a leadership role, and served as assistant drum major. Charlie began band in 
fifth grade, started private lessons shortly afterward, and participated only in the 
advanced ensemble at his school and the county honor band, with no leadership 
involvement. All participants were accepted into the county honor band, and Luke was 
accepted into the state honor band. All three boys expressed satisfaction about music 
learning. Luke described a passion for music that surpassed the other participants in depth 
and breadth. 
Charlie, Sam, and Luke were motivated by external factors that commonly 
motivate adolescent band members who do not necessarily have ADHD. This finding is 
similar to the findings of Jellison and Flowers ( 1991 ), who noted that children with 
disabilities are motivated to participate in music similarly to their peers without 
disabilities, Scheib (2006), who described the external motivations of one middle school 
adolescent band member, and Stevens (2000), who asserted that adolescents with ADHD 
are motivated similarly to their peers who do not have ADHD. Adolescents with ADHD 
who participate in bands value many of the same elements other band members without 
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ADHD also care about, namely social interaction, music learning, and achievement. 
Charlie was motivated by the prestige of his band in the community, music learning, 
achievement, and the hope of social acceptance. Sam valued program administration and 
leadership more than other study participants did. He extended himself in ways that 
seemed similar to being an assistant band director, while still attempting to remain 
socially acceptable. Sam was motivated by leadership, volunteer opportunities, and social 
acceptance. Luke was motivated by peer relationships, music learning, and overall band 
participation. 
Descriptions by Adolescents with ADHD, Their Music teachers, and Their Parents 
Individual statements by adolescents with ADHD, their music teachers, and their 
parents led to two findings specific to this study and several findings similar to those of 
published literature in response to research question two. Findings that appear to be 
specific to this study include diminutive descriptions of individual music abilities and the 
reportedly uninformed but successful use of support strategies by band directors toward 
adolescents with ADHD. Findings that appear to be similar to those of other research 
include experiencing positive band director and parental perceptions of band 
participation, viewing band as a "break" in the school day, and experiencing diverse 
social interactions. 
Findings specific to this study. Charlie, Sam, and Luke described their musical 
skills diminutively, even when their skills were advanced. This finding directly 
contradicted findings reported in other research (Evangelista et al., 2008; Glen, 2006; 
Hoza et al., 2004; Stevens 2000). Charlie, Sam, and Luke were diminutive when speaking 
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about their own musical skills and abilities. Charlie said, "I'm intermediate, I guess, 
because I am still learning .... I also need to be humble." Sam described his musical skills 
conservatively. He explained that he tried every day to improve but sometimes felt 
frustrated working out a rhythm or difficult part and needed more work. Luke suggested 
that he had room to continue learning. He said, "I am not sure what my level is. I really 
have no clue. I am not expert yet. I need to work on ending high notes without dying out 
and getting more endurance." All participants described their own musical skills 
diminutively, opposing the findings of Glen (2006), who reported that adolescents with 
ADHD report their abilities as more advanced or better than they actually are. 
The band directors in my study may say that they are uninformed or unprepared to 
use accommodation strategies that support students with ADHD, but they often use 
strategies well. In other literature, teachers reported lack of knowledge or preparation 
coupled with inability to work effectively with adolescents who had ADHD (Doak, 
2003). Band teachers in particular reported frustration and job dissatisfaction when 
working with adolescents who had ADHD (Courtney, 2010) or off-task and inattentive 
behaviors, which are two possible ADHD symptoms (Heston et al., 1996). In the present 
study, band teachers described adolescents with ADHD in various ways, including 
"immature," "nerdy," "energetic," and "spazzy." Further, ADHD symptoms exhibited by 
all three participants were perceived by band directors as immaturity and junior high 
awkwardness, rather than a disorder. Although all band directors in this study seemed 
uninformed about ADHD, each effectively redirected adolescents with ADHD much of 
the time. One band director, Mr. Lynch, structured his entire classroom to minimize 
distraction and help all students focus better, which may have also helped Sam. Mr. 
Stevens described ways he worked with Charlie to minimize talking during private 
lessons and redirect Charlie's impulsivity. Mr. Brown said that he had to give clear 
direction and leave no "grey areas" in order to set Luke up for success. 
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Findings similar to other literature. Band teachers and parents in my study 
described the band participation of Charlie, Sam, and Luke positively, acknowledging 
their music achievements and abilities. This finding is similar to the report of band 
director perceptions by Courtney (20 1 0), who stated that band directors believed 
adolescents with ADHD played as well as their peers. Mr. Stevens described Charlie as 
an above-average clarinet player who was usually "right on" in class. Mr. Lynch 
described Sam positively, although he was not specific about Sam's playing abilities. Mr. 
Brown described Luke as the "best trumpet player" he had taught in years and as "pretty 
amazing; he can play anything." Each ofthese young men enjoyed the support of family, 
who played a role in their band membership. Charlie's mother stated that she was proud 
ofhis participation and accomplishments, and she held a vision ofhis continued success. 
Sam's parents both played instruments, and his mother described high expectations for 
her son's continued involvement and achievement. Luke's family inspired him to begin 
music studies and helped focus his efforts throughout his participation. Luke's mother 
described him as a great musician. The parents of Charlie, Sam, and Luke each discussed 
supporting their sons in band, and all parents expressed pleasure in seeing their sons play 
an instrument. 
The adolescents with ADHD in my study described band participation positively, 
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as their band directors and parents did, as something between a "break" in the school day 
and an opportunity to become lost in music learning. This finding was also reported by 
Adderley et al. (2003) and Campbell et al. (2007). Charlie and Sam described band as a 
welcome break in the school day, especially from writing activities they each perceived 
as tedious in other classes. Luke's responses indicated that he viewed band as one 
component of a larger involvement with music that permeated all parts of his life. Charlie 
expressed pride in his instrument, stating that he believed playing the clarinet made his 
fingers grow larger. Sam and Luke described spending a significant amount oftime 
"hanging out" in the band room outside class time and contributed to the leadership and 
operations of the band program. Charlie did not state that he spent extra time in the band 
room during the day, and the room was not open during the lunch period. However, he 
described taking private lessons from his band director outside the school day. None of 
the participants described their band participation or their connections with their 
instruments in exactly the same ways, but all expressed positive sentiments about band 
membership and some type of connection to their instrument. For example, Charlie 
described band as "something exciting" and "fun to do;" Luke stated, "I love every part 
of it, like just learning all the new music I get to learn." 
Charlie, Sam, and Luke did experience social interactions of the same quality. 
This finding is similar to the assertion of Adderley et al. (2003) in a study of general band 
students. Social relationships, or the lack thereof, were important to all three boys. 
Charlie suffered from social isolation and appeared to compensate for this by developing 
a relationship with his band director. Although this relationship was satisfying to Charlie, 
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he continued to reach out to peers throughout class. Sam had long-term close friends in 
band from early childhood and gained an additional group of band peers during the 
seventh grade that continued to remain his friends. Sam enjoyed a sense of belonging 
from peer acceptance and long-term friendships in his band. Luke won social acceptance 
by developing his musical skills at a high level and then shared his knowledge in 
nonthreatening ways with others around him. He gained friends with every new band 
opportunity and seemed keenly aware of how precious these relationships were. Only one 
participant, Charlie, experienced the social isolation presented by Hourigan (2007), 
although Sam and Luke had struggled in the past. The social challenges discussed by all 
participants were similar to reports in literature by Barkley et al. (1990) and Hallet al. 
(1999). 
Interacting With Music Teachers and Peers 
Data regarding interactions between the three adolescents with ADHD in this 
study and their peers or band teachers yield two findings specific to this study and two 
similarities to published literature. Positive interactions between Charlie, Sam, and Luke 
and their band directors is a finding specific to this study when compared to other 
literature. The presence of positive peer relationships with adolescents who have ADHD, 
resulting from advanced musical skills and leadership positions, is a second finding that 
appeared specific to this study when compared to the literature. One finding similar to 
those of other research is the inappropriate interactions instigated by Charlie, Sam, and 
Luke. 
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Findings specific to this study. Charlie, Sam, and Luke interacted with their 
music teachers in respectful ways, generally seeking or developing close relationships. 
As discussed in response to research question one, I did not find literature reporting 
specific positive relationships between adolescents with ADHD and music teachers. 
When redirected by Mr. Stevens, Charlie immediately complied and behaved 
respectfully. Although Sam was observed sticking his tongue out at Mr. Lynch, he 
explained that he felt ashamed and explained that his usual behavior was much more 
respectful. Luke showed respect for Mr. Brown when redirected or given instructions. In 
other research, teachers report struggling to work with adolescents who have ADHD 
(Doak, 2003; Greene et al., 2002), but no other research reports specific positive 
interactions between adolescents with ADHD and their band teachers. 
Adolescents with ADHD experience positive interactions with peers when they 
also have advanced musical skills and leadership position in the band. Charlie 
experienced significant social isolation, and although he demonstrated advanced musical 
skills, he demonstrated no leadership in the ensemble; however, Sam and Luke 
experienced peer acceptance, demonstrated advanced musical skills, and served in 
leadership roles within their bands. Sam seemed to use his leadership role as a way to 
interact with most peers, which could mean that Sam's leadership role was a means to 
build relationships with individuals outside his closer circle of friends. Luke helped 
members of his section and advocated for them at times, using his leadership position to 
naturally build peer relationships. Both Sam and Luke had experienced social challenges 
until seventh grade, but in eighth grade, their improved musical abilities led to peer 
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acceptance and positive social interactions. No research was found that reports improved 
social interactions for adolescents with ADHD when advanced skills or leadership are 
demonstrated, therefore this appears to be a unique finding. 
Findings similar to other literature. The adolescents with ADHD in my study 
interacted with peers in inappropriate ways at times, which included talking during 
rehearsals, when remaining quiet was expected, hyper-monitoring, correcting peers, and 
trying to control them. These findings are similar to Pugsley's (2008) observation 
descriptions of adolescents with ADHD, Loe and Feldman's (2007) assertions about 
adolescents with ADHD, and the stated behavioral symptoms of ADHD (American 
Psychiatric Association, 201 0). Charlie interacted with peers in distracting and sometimes 
taunting ways during rehearsals, and he told jokes his peers did not want to hear. 
Charlie's inappropriate social interactions were highlighted by Mr. Stevens, who 
explained that Charlie had attended peer counseling to resolve peer problems. Sam 
enjoyed social acceptance but experienced some conflict between the adult role of 
managing the band and the adolescent role of "fitting in." Sam monitored others 
excessively and corrected or controlled them during much of his band time. Luke made 
faces across the band and talked excessively at times. Luke bounced around and behaved 
hyperactively, leading some band members to follow his sometimes dangerous and 
inappropriate example. Sam and Luke also interacted appropriately with peers, often 
redirecting others and modeling appropriate skills or behavior, therefore the finding that 
adolescents with ADHD interact inappropriately should not be overgeneralized. 
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Discussion 
The conceptual framework developed for this study included two specific 
concepts: (a) contexts of school bands, and (b) ADHD as a behavioral disorder that 
potentially causes disability or health strategies. I used the framework as a tool 
throughout the research process to link fmdings with the literature, to organize concepts 
throughout the study, and to make meaning from the data. In the following section, I 
present a concluding discussion of the conceptual framework based on general study 
findings. 
In order for the framework to fully illustrate the nature of band participation for 
adolescents who have been diagnosed with ADHD in the present study, additional 
categories were added and linked to the existing categories of "disability and/or 
behavioral challenges," "health strategies and strengths," "band participation for students 
with ADHD," and "relationships with band director and peers." The nature of band 
participation for adolescents who have ADHD can be understood using the expanded 
conceptual framework. 
Contexts of Middle School Bands 
Middle school bands appear to be environments that included traditions, customs, 
group hierarchies, long-term teachers, leadership opportunities, achievement, identity 
formation, and a sense of belonging (Adderley et al., 2003). Using the context of school 
bands to bind the study, I was able to approach my discovery of what adolescents with 
ADHD experienced in band with some background knowledge in order to identify any 
unusual findings that emerged. 
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Figure 2: Conceptual Framework illustrating the main ideas studied and discovered 
through data analysis: the context of junior high bands, the disability or behavior 
challenges of ADHD and health strategies of having ADHD, relationships with peers 
and band directors, and overall band participation. 
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Band participation for adolescents with ADHD in the present study was similar to 
band participation of adolescents who do not specifically have ADHD as reported in the 
literature (Abril, 2011; Adderley, 2009; Adderley, Kennedy, & Berz, 2003; Scheib, 
2006). Band participation consisted of a range of music-learning and achievement 
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aspects, including secondary instruments, daily band classes, evening concerts, rehearsals 
outside the school day, honor bands, home practice, one teacher over a long duration, 
private lessons, and achievement. Not all study participants engaged in all musical and 
achievement aspects of band participation listed here, but all aspects were available 
components of band participation. 
In addition to the music learning and achievement aspects of band participation, 
the adolescents with ADHD in the present study experienced non-musical components, 
which included possible leadership roles, belonging, the experience of "band culture," a 
"break" in the school day, diverse social interaction or social isolation, positive band 
director perceptions, positive parent perceptions, opportunities to volunteer in the band 
room, and "hanging out" in the band room. I expanded the conceptual framework 
illustration to reflect additional details of non-musical aspects, music learning, 
achievement, and social relationships that emerged through data analysis and my 
presentation of findings. Although additions have been made, the framework remains a 
flexible tool to organize thinking about adolescents who have ADHD and participate in 
bands, rather than a definitive structure intended to encompass all aspects of the 
phenomenon (as suggested by Maxwell, 2005). 
ADHD as a Behavioral Disorder that May Cause Disability or Health Strategies 
The music-learning and achievement, non-musical aspects, and relationship 
conceptual framework domains were affected by disability and/or behavioral challenges 
as well as health strategies and strengths in several ways. For example, both 
musical/achievement and non-musical components of band participation were impacted 
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by the disability or behavioral challenges ofhaving ADHD as well as an individual's 
ability to employ health strategies and strengths, such as hyperfocus or self-monitoring. 
One example of this relationship was illustrated by Charlie; having admitted that he often 
felt off-task or distracted in band class, he subsequently monitored himself and chose to 
fidget in order to avoid becoming hyperactive. By noting that he was off-task or 
distracted, Charlie brought attention to a potentially disabling situation. Then, by 
monitoring himself and choosing a health strategy such as fidgeting to avoid 
hyperactivity, Charlie demonstrated adaptive behavior and self-awareness that allowed 
him to moderate his ADHD symptoms. In another example, although not all adolescents 
with ADHD may be disabled by the behavioral characteristics of ADHD, Luke's chronic 
disorganization and hyperactivity impacted his band membership. On one occasion, Luke 
stood on a chair while playing, fell, and cut himself on a music stand. He acknowledged 
that he should calm down as a form of self-monitoring, but he also acknowledged his 
own unwillingness to manage or change the behavior. Luke's behavioral challenges 
impacted his music learning when he was removed from class to be treated for the injury, 
because he missed rehearsal time. 
By situating ADHD as a behavioral disorder that potentially includes disability 
and that may involve health strategies, I was able to rely on a clear definition of ADHD 
as a lens through which I viewed Charlie, Luke, and Sam as individuals with a variety of 
complex behaviors and traits. The conceptual framework served its purpose to bind the 
study, set forth assumptions and beliefs about the main things studied, and function as a 
resource from which to describe the experiences of adolescents with ADHD who 
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participated in school bands. 
Limitations 
From the outset, I established a view of ADHD as potentially disabling with 
possible health strategies in a literature-supported conceptual framework that did not 
account for typical adolescent behaviors. This viewpoint was necessary to define and 
focus various aspects of this study, however such a focus may have produced a bias 
toward perceiving typical adolescent behaviors as ADHD symptoms. Typical adolescent 
behaviors were not the focus of this study, and a discussion of typical adolescents was not 
included because peers were not observed, and only one study was found documenting 
typical adolescent behaviors (Fine, 1973). Therefore, follow-up investigations should 
specifically explore symptoms of ADHD when compared to typical adolescent behaviors. 
Band directors' unwillingness to distribute recruiting materials to all band 
members may have restricted the final selection of adolescent participants to band 
members who already had close relationships with their band directors and who were 
highly-achieving musicians. Band directors at each of the four final qualifying schools 
were supplied with recruiting letters to share with band members and their parents to 
facilitate the recruitment process, but no band directors were actually willing to globally 
distribute these letters. Instead, band directors eventually gave these letters to adolescents 
they knew or believed had ADHD. This selection process potentially introduced band 
director bias and may have diminished the likelihood of locating typical adolescents with 
ADHD or typically-performing band members. Charlie, Sam, and Luke were all highly-
achieving musicians who may have been selected by their band directors as students they 
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knew well, and who might represent them more positively under observation than other 
potential participants with ADHD. The investigation of more typically-achieving 
adolescents who have ADHD or individuals with ADHD who do not have close band 
director relationships could produce different findings from those of this study. 
The research questions could have been more fully answered if additional data had been 
collected over a longer duration. Data were collected over a three week period for each 
case, and no problems occurred during the data-collection phase of this study; however, 
during the data collection process, two of the band directors mentioned that I had not 
been able to see specific work they conducted earlier in the year leading up to the present 
skill-level of the band. Additional observation data conducted earlier or later in the 
school-year could have promoted a more complete picture of band participation for each 
adolescent studied, more fully answering the research questions. This possibility stems 
from the fact that band classes are conducted over the course of a school year and include 
different components at different times of the year. For example, the beginning of the 
band year may include instrument check-outs, early learning activities, and other 
components not included during the period of data collection for the present study. 
Performance outings may occur later in the year. Relationships between adolescents and 
their peers or teachers may be better observed over time rather than in a three-week 
period. 
Implications 
The purpose of my study was to discover what three middle school band students 
with ADHD experienced and valued, if anything, about their band participation. The 
findings and discussion presented earlier in this chapter have implications for music 
education practitioners and school administrators. 
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Practitioners, such as band teachers and other music educators, may benefit from 
this study by considering the challenges and potential abilities of adolescents with ADHD 
who participate in music ensembles. As a band teacher and researcher, my own 
understanding of ADHD has broadened. I was surprised to learn that the symptoms of 
having ADHD did not negatively impact adolescents' overall band participation, and that 
participants in my study did not seem to suffer in band from academic challenges 
suggested in the literature (American Psychiatric Association, 2012; Loe & Feldman, 
2007) as typical for adolescents with ADHD. I suggest practitioners consider my study 
findings when planning classroom management and leadership positions in bands. For 
example, a student who has ADHD and manages impulsive behavior by fidgeting may 
not need severe discipline but an accommodation instead. Because each adolescent study 
participant experienced difficulties making new friends through seventh-grade, band 
directors should also watch for signs of social isolation and reach out to those who may 
appear to be at risk. Adolescents who have ADHD may be more suited for positions of 
leadership than they seem, because these individuals may monitor others well and notice 
details. Overall, I suggest that band directors observe and get to know their band 
participants well in order to consider the distracting ADHD symptoms and potential 
strengths that may develop under a band director's mentoring. 
School administrators are in a position to support students and teachers on a daily 
basis as well as to provide professional development opportunities for teachers and 
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school staff members. School administrators can benefit from the findings ofthis study 
by recognizing that adolescents who have ADHD may benefit academically, socially, and 
personally from band participation. Charlie was reported to have worked with the school 
psychologist to solve peer relationship challenges in a program that was likely supported 
by school administrators. Understanding that adolescents who have ADHD may perform 
well and experience positive relationships in bands, administrators can support students 
who have ADHD by providing them with opportunities to enroll in band classes and by 
offering peer mediation and behavior modification programs as needed. Administrators 
can provide professional development in working with adolescents who have ADHD to 
teachers and school staff members at the school and district levels to empower them to 
better understand and work with adolescents who have ADHD, or send teachers to 
specific conferences and non-district trainings focused on ADHD. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Although the findings presented in this study inform readers about what three 
adolescents with ADHD who participated in bands experienced and valued, additional 
questions remain. For example, to enjoy a positive social experience in band, do 
adolescents with ADHD need close relationships with band directors or leadership roles? 
Do musically average adolescents who have ADHD hyperfocus on music learning? Do 
girls with ADHD share similar experiences with their male counterparts? Do elementary 
and high school band members with ADHD have similar band participation experiences 
to the participants in the present study? 
Given the brief "snapshot" of adolescent band experiences represented in this 
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study, a similar study should be planned implementing a longitudinal design to determine 
whether motivational, academic, social, and behavioral themes endure. A quantitative 
survey study could be employed to investigate the degree of band dropouts who have 
ADHD compared to peers who do not have ADHD to determine whether adolescents 
with ADHD drop out of band at a different rate than their peers. 
The participants in this study were selected because they were demographically 
similar, but these criteria may have restricted a full answer to the research questions for 
dissimilar adolescents with ADHD who participate in band. Because all three participants 
in this study were high-achieving musicians, additional research targeted at average 
musicians with ADHD would further the present study. Additional research on this topic 
involving adolescents with ADHD from both gender groups and additional grade levels 
could yield a more complete understanding of what band participation is like for 
adolescents with ADHD. Elementary and high school students have not yet been 
investigated, nor have females. A similar study should be planned with a broader range of 
male and female participants aged 11-17 in elementary, middle, and high schools. 
Closing 
Adolescents with ADHD face several challenges during their band participation. 
Like my former student who tossed M & M's into the sousaphone bell, many adolescents 
with ADHD exhibit impulsive, off-task, or distracted behavior and participate in bands. 
In this qualitative case study, I explored the experiences and challenges of adolescents 
with ADHD who participate in bands. Other research indicated that students were often 
disorganized, bullied, ignored, treated improperly by teachers, and academically 
unsuccessful. In contrast, the adolescents with ADHD in this study experienced close 
relationships with their band directors, structure, support, varying degrees of social 
success, musical success, and academic success. All three adolescents with ADHD 
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valued musical, non-musical, and social aspects of their band participation in ways that 
were similar to their peers who did not have ADHD as reported in other research. In 
response to the research questions, findings produced six unique themes when compared 
to other research, which revealed challenges and positive aspects of band participation for 
students with ADHD. Overall, through this study it has become apparent that the 
experiences of adolescent band students who have ADHD are similar to those of 
adolescents without ADHD in many ways; however, some band membership experiences 
of adolescents with ADHD appear unique when compared to the reported band 
experiences of adolescents without ADHD (Adderley et al., 2003; Scheib, 2006) and to 
the experiences of adolescents with ADHD in other settings (Daniels, 2006; Pugsley, 
2008; Sik, 2000). 
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Boston University College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 




My name is Bethanie Hansen, and I am a doctoral student at Boston University. I am also 
a high school band teacher. I am preparing to conduct a study, to be reported as a doctoral 
dissertation, and I would like your consent to study students in your school band or orchestra 
program. This study will implement interviews and observations to better understand students 
with diverse needs. I will observe music class six times and an extracurricular event one time. I 
will interview one student on three different occasions, the music teacher, and a parent. 
The entire study will take place over a period of two months. I will take precautions to 
protect the privacy of your students by substituting fictitious names in the final report, and I will 
not videotape or photograph your students. All information obtained for this study will be held in 
strict confidence and may not be disclosed unless required by law or regulation. Interview data 
will be treated confidentially and may not be disclosed, unless required by law or regulation. 
Because this study uses a digital sound recorder, for the purpose of transcribing and analyzing 
interviews, the study records may be examined, in confidence by the device manufacturer or 
auditors. Interview data and recordings will be stored in a locked safe in my home and destroyed 
at the end of the research. 
Please understand that in the event injury occurs resulting from the research procedures, 
medical treatment will be available at area hospitals. However, no special provision will be made 
for compensation or for payment for treatment solely because of participation in this study. This 
paragraph is a statement of Boston University's policy and does not waive any legal rights. 
Participation is voluntary. Refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to 
which the participant is otherwise entitled and you may discontinue participation at any time 
without penalty or loss of benefits to which you may otherwise be entitled. 
If you have any questions regarding the research or your participation in it, either now or 
at any time in the future, please feel free to ask them. The researcher, Bethanie Hansen, who may 
be reached at (559)349-3693, will be happy to answer any questions you may have. Thank you 
for considering granting your permission for me to conduct this study at your school site. 
Bethanie L. Hansen, Boston University Doctoral Student 
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Dear Band or Orchestra Director, 
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My name is Bethanie Hansen, and I am a local high school band director and a Doctoral 
student at Boston University. As part of the Doctorate of Music Arts in Music Education degree 
program, I am completing a study of students with ADHD and their participation in secondary 
instrumental music ensembles. I would like to invite you and one of your students to participate 
in this study. 
The time commitment for you, the teacher, would include 1-4 hours for an interview 
outside of class time, with a brief follow-up meeting to verify my notes from our interview. I will 
need to digitally record our interview, so I can transcribe it later. When the study is finished, I 
will destroy these materials for your privacy. 
I would also like to visit your music class seven times to observe interactions and 
learning. I will sit quietly without disrupting your rehearsal. In addition, I will want to interview 
one of your students on up to three occasions, also checking with that individual for transcription 
errors afterward. 
Your participation in this study will contribute much to the knowledge base regarding 
music teaching and learning, and classroom management for our profession. To thank you for 
your time and participation, I will be happy to buy you lunch in the form of a gift card to your 
favorite restaurant when it is finished. 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Bethanie L. Hansen 
(559)349-3693 
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Boston University College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
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Dear Parent, 
I am studying students who have ADHD in music ensemble classes. If your child has 
been diagnosed with ADHD and is currently participating in a music ensemble, please take a 
moment to answer the questions below and return them by mail, or visit this survey on the 
internet at http://www .surveymonkey. com/s/7Y7WC9N. 
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Based on your responses, your child may be eligible to participate in this study. If selected to 
participate, I will contact you by phone to discuss participation. The study will involve up to three 
interviews with your child at school about his or her experiences in music class, an interview with 
the music teacher, informal observations of the music class, and one short telephone interview 
with you. 
Printed results of this research will not include personal information about your child, 
teacher, school, or city. This study will inform music teachers and researchers about how students 
with ADHD experience instrumental music classes, potentially improving music teaching and 
learning. If your child is enrolled in the study, he or she will be given a free pizza coupon 
afterward as a "Thank You" for participating. 
Please contact me if you have any questions related to this study and your child's potential 
participation (559)349-3693 . 
Thank you, -~tlz2tav-4-~ -
Bethanie L. Hansen, Doctoral Student 
Please mark the box which best represents your response: no yes 
I. My child has been formally diagnosed with ADHD by a professional DO 
2. My child plays an instrument in a music group at school 
3. My child has another disabling condition (please specifY:------' BB 
DO 4. I am willing to allow my child to be interviewed about his or her participation in music class for research purposes. I understand that checking this box is not an 
agreement to participate, and if my child is selected, I will be formally asked for my consent. 
Parent First Name only: Contact phone # RESPOND BY MAIL: Please mail 
this form by 10/15 to: Music Participation Study, 3234 W. Sedona Ave, Visalia CA 93291; or RESPOND VIA 
INTERNET: http://www.smveymonkey.com/s/7Y7WC9N 
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I will read the following statement to parents and teachers who agree to participate in this study, 
and I will also give them a written copy of this statement: 
I am a current Boston University Doctoral Student in the Music Education DMA 
program, and I am also a full-time high school band director. I would like permission to enroll 
you as a participant in a research study, as part of my dissertation work. This research will 
explore the experiences of students who have ADHD in public school music ensembles like band 
and orchestra. 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary, and you can withdraw at any 
time. The total time commitment will be approximately 30-45 minutes for parent/guardians and 
3-4 hours for music teachers to complete interview procedures. Observations will take place 
during regular music classes and events and will not impact your personal time in any way. All 
responses will be documented without individual names or identifying information and will be 
confidential. 
The information you provide will be published without identifiable information. Your name will 
be changed for the printed report, and the names of your school and town will also be changed to 
protect your privacy. If you have questions, concerns, or complaints about this research study, 
you may contact me at (559)349-3693 (bethanie@bu.edu) or Dr. Ron Kos at Boston University 
(617)353- 3350 (rkos@bu.edu). Feel free to ask questions at any time. You may obtain further 
information about your rights as a research subject by calling the BU CRC IRB Office at 
(617)358-6115. 
APPENDIX E: INFORMED CONSENT FORM, PARENT 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
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Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
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RESEARCH CONSENT FORM 
Parent Consent and Permission for Minor's Participation 
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Title of Project: EXPERIENCES OF THREE STUDENTS WITH ATTENTION DEFICIT 
HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) IN THE SECONDARY INSTRUMENTAL 
MUSIC ENSEMBLE: INTERVIEWS, OBSERVATIONS, AND REFLECTIONS 
Principal Investigator: Bethanie L. Hansen 
Study Background 
I am a Boston University student in the Music Education DMA program and a full-time 
high school band director. I would like permission to enroll both you and your child as 
participants in a research study, as part of my dissertation work. You are being asked to 
participate because you have responded to the parent letter that your child brought home from 
band class recently, and your perspective will be helpful in our learning about your child's 
experiences in band at school. Your child is being asked to participate because he or she is 
currently enrolled in a band class at school and has ADHD. 
This research will explore the experiences of students who have ADHD in public school 
music ensembles. Much research has already been conducted to study teacher perceptions 
regarding ADHD in education, but no research has yet been published about young people with 
ADHD in school music ensembles. 
Your participation and your child's participation in this study are completely voluntary, 
and you or your child can withdraw at any time. You will be one of approximately nine total 
subjects asked to participate, and your child will be one of three total band students asked to 
participate in this study. The total time commitment will be approximately 1 hour for you and 3-4 
hours for your child to answer interview questions. Your child may be interviewed on three 
different days if necessary. Observations will take place during regular music classes and events 
and will not impact your child's personal time in any way. We expect the information collecting 
stage of this study to last for two months, with the entire study to last up to 15 months, to allow 
time for data analysis, writing, and compiling the final report. All responses will be documented 
without individual names or identifying information and will be confidential. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to discover what band participation experiences are like for three 7-
lih grade students who have Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). The methods 
used to discover what your child's band participation is like will include an interview with you, 
an interview with your child's band teacher, up to three interviews with your child, and 
observations of your child in band class and at one after school performance or practice. 
What Happens in this Research Study 
After you agree to participate and to allow your child to participate in this study, you will be 
interviewed one time about your child's band participation. Your interview will take place at a 
time and location mutually agreeable between you and the principal researcher. This interview 
will be recorded so it can be transcribed afterward. Sometime later, you will receive a typed copy 
of the interview by mail or e-mail and will be able to review it for accuracy. After you have 
reviewed the interview transcript and communicated with the researcher, your participation in this 
study will be finished. 
Next, your child's band teacher will be contacted to set a schedule for classroom observations and 
a teacher interview. Your child will be observed in band class on six different days within a two 
month period and on one day at an after school performance or practice. The researcher will take 
notes during these observations and write about what was observed. Your child's band teacher 
will be interviewed one time about your child's participation in band. This interview will be 
recorded so it can be transcribed afterward. 
Lastly, your child will be interviewed about his or her participation in band. The interview may 
take place on 1-3 occasions for a maximum of3-4 hours. This interview will be digitally 
recorded and transcribed afterward. Sometime later, the transcription of the interview(s) will be 
presented to your child for review, and the researcher will meet with your child one last time to 
discuss the accuracy to the transcription. All research procedures involving the music teacher and 
your child will take place at your child's school. 
Risks and Discomforts 
There are no known risks associated with participation in this study. It is possible that participants 
may experience some discomfort, emotional stress, stigma, embarrassment, inconvenience or 
potential loss of privacy or confidentiality. Individuals are free to take a break or withdraw from 
the study if needed. 
To minimize potential risks, observations and interviews will be scheduled in advance at 
participants' convenience. Interviews will be implemented in a confidential manner, out of sound 
and sight of other students. Data will be recorded without participants' names to protect privacy, 
and the final report will be published with fictitious names and void of identifying demographic 
and geographic details. No individuals will be questioned about ADHD, the students' specific 
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challenges related to ADHD, or any other medical or mental health data excluding initial 
screening for participation. To minimize the risk of stigma associated with this study and labeling 
with ADHD, students will not be informed that their peer is being studied or what criteria was 
used to select this student to be studied. In addition, music teacher interviews will be scheduled 
near or at the end of data collection. 
There may be unforeseen risks to the study. If new risks are identified the study staff will update 
you in a timely way about any new information that might affect your health, welfare, or decision 
to stay in the study. 
Benefits 
You or your child may receive no benefit from participating in this study. Through this study, we 
expect to illuminate perceptions and experiences in band for adolescents who have ADHD. We 
will bring together the understandings of a parent, a child, and a teacher for each case to better 
understand individual student experiences. 
If successful discovery of content truly important or unique to these young people is achieved, 
completion of this study will fill a distinct gap in the literature. No other researchers have 
published reports considering experiences of students who have ADHD in the performing music 
ensemble to date. 
This study may become a unique contribution to the literature regarding music teaching and 
learning; this may lead members of the broader music education profession who read this report 
to pursue additional learning opportunities to better understand the perceptions of students who 
have ADHD or other disabilities in music classes; researchers may feel motivated to further study 
students who have ADHD using other paradigms or methodologies; and it may be determined 
that more research is needed in areas of special populations to better prepare music educators. 
Alternatives 
Your alternative is to not participate in this study. 
Costs/ Payments 
There are no known costs to you or your child for participating in this research study except for 
your time. You and your child will not be paid to participate in this research study. 
Confidentiality 
Any identifiable data that is collected from you and your child will not be recorded. Only the 
investigators will know who you are. The investigators will take appropriate care to protect the 
confidentiality of your private information. However, there is a slight chance that others could 
learn information about you and your child from this study. 
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Data will be stored locked files only accessible to Bethanie Hansen, the Principal Investigator, 
and Dr. Kos, her dissertation advisor, and will be destroyed at the end of the research. The signed 
consent forms will be kept separate from the research data in a locked safe. 
Your information may be used in publications or presentations. However, the information will not 
include any personal information that will allow you to be identified. 
Information from this study and study records may be reviewed and photocopied by the sponsor, 
the institution and by regulators responsible for research oversight such as the Office of Human 
Research Protections, and the Boston University Institutional Review Board. 
Voluntary Participation 
Taking part in this research is voluntary. You and your child have a right to refuse to take part in 
this study. If you and your child decide to be in this study, you or your child can refuse to answer 
any question if you wish. If you decide to be in this study and then change your mind, you can 
withdraw from the research. Refusal to participate will not involve any penalty or loss ofbenefits 
to which you are otherwise entitled. 
If there are any new findings during the study that may affect whether or not you or your child 
wish to continue to take part in the research, you will be told about them as soon as possible. The 
investigator may decide to stop your or your child's participation in the study without your 
consent. This might happen if he/she decides that staying in the study will be bad for you or your 
child or if he/she or the sponsor decides to stop the study. 
Contacts 
If you have questions regarding this research, or if you or your child has a research related injury, 
either now or at any time in the future, please contact Bethanie Hansen, the Principal Investigator 
at (559) 349-3693 (bethanie@bu.edu), or Dr. Ron Kos at Boston University (617) 358-5178 
(rkos@bu.edu). Feel free to ask questions at any time. 
You may obtain further information about your rights as a research subject by contacting the 
Boston University Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research at 617-358-6115 or 
irb@bu.edu. 
Agreement to Participate 
By signing this consent form, you are indicating that you have read this consent form or it has 
been read to you. You are also indicating that you have been given the opportunity to ask 
questions about the study and all of your questions have been answered to your satisfaction. 
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By signing the consent form you are indicating that you voluntarily agree to participate in the 
study, and that you agree to let your child also participate in the study. You will be given a copy 
ofthe consent form to keep if you wish. 
Name of Subject 
Signature of Subject Date 
Printed name of person obtaining consent 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 
APPENDIX F: ASSENT FORM, STUDENT PARTICIPANT 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
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Children 12-17 Years of Age 
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Title of Project: EXPERIENCES OF THREE STUDENTS WITH ATTENTION DEFICIT 
HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) IN THE SECONDARY INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
ENSEMBLE: INTERVIEWS, OBSERVATIONS, AND REFLECTIONS 
Principal Investigator: Bethanie L. Hansen 
Study Background and Purpose: 
We want to tell you about something we are doing called a research study. A research study is 
when researchers collect a lot of information to learn more about something. A research study 
may be like a science experiment or collecting information to solve a mystery. The researchers 
are doing this study to learn more about what band experiences are like for students who have 
been diagnosed with ADHD. We would like you to be in the study because you are a student in 
grades 7-12, you are enrolled in a band ensemble, and you have ADHD. 
After we tell you about it, we will ask if you'd like to be in this study or not. 
What Happens in this Research Study 
If you agree to be in the study, two things will happen . First, you will be observed during band 
class on six different days and during an after school band performance or rehearsal on one 
additional day. Second, you will be interviewed up to three times. The research will take place at 
your school, during your band class and at an after school performance or practice. The research 
will last for up to two months, with observations or interviews on 8-1 0 visits. 
Risks and Discomforts 
Some things that you may not like may happen because you are in this research. There are no 
known risks or discomforts expected, however, these are some of the things that might or could 
happen: 
• You might feel uncomfortable being observed or interviewed about your band experiences. 
• You might think other students or adults know about your participation in this study. 
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• You might worry that others will know that you have ADHD, and that they will talk with you 
or other people about it. 
• You might feel embarrassed because you are being observed in class, and you might feel 
being interviewed is inconvenient. 
Also, there is a chance that people, including your parents, may find out some private information 
about you from this research. There may be some other things that happen that we don't know 
about right now. If we find out about any of these things we will let you know and you can decide 
if you want to stay in the research or not. 
We hope to avoid all of these potential risks while working with you during this study. We will 
schedule observations and interviews with you at a time that is convenient and agreeable to you. 
We will interview you privately, where other students and teachers will not listen to your 
answers. We will record your interview without using your real name, to protect your privacy, 
and we will not use the name of your school or town either. You will not be asked about your 
ADHD or any other personal health information. Everything we talk about in the interview will 
be about your experiences in band class and at band activities. 
We will not tell any other students that we are observing or interviewing you. In the final written 
report, we will use a fake name to describe your band experiences and leave out anything else that 
will personally identify you to other people, to preserve your privacy. 
Benefits 
You will not receive any special benefits from participating in this study. Even though you might 
not benefit, if you participate in this research it could help others by giving them an 
understanding of what your band experience is like. This might lead to more research, and it 
could lead others to have a greater awareness of how young people who have ADHD experience 
band. 
Costs/ Payments 
The only cost to you for this research is your time. You will not be paid to participate in this 
research study, but when it is finished, you will receive a gift card for a meal valued at $20 or less 
to thank you for completing the entire study. This token is meant to show our appreciation. 
Confidentiality 
The researchers will do their best to keep the information that you tell them private. They will 
explain to you how they will do this. They will tell you if they plan to tell your parents, teachers 
or others any information that they learn from you while doing this research. 
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Even though they will try to keep the information private there is a chance that someone who is 
not part of the study will learn some private information about you if you join this research study. 
Ask the researchers about this if you have any questions. 
This agreement will be stored in a locked safe. Our interviews with you will be digitally recorded 
and typed out afterward. We will show you part of the typed interview later to ask if you agree 
with what was typed. Digital recordings, typed records, and computer files will be stored in a 
locked filing cabinet and deleted when the study is over, after the time required by law. 
Voluntary Participation 
Do you have to be in this study? No, you don't. No one will make you if you don't want to do 
this. Just tell the researcher if you decide not to do it. No one will be mad at you or change how 
they take care of you because you don't want to participate. 
If you decide to join and then later change your mind it is ok. If you decide to join but then don't 
want to answer some of the questions now or later that is ok. 
Contacts 
If you have questions regarding this research or if you think you are being hurt by the research 
now or later, you or your parents can contact: 
Bethanie Hansen at (559) 349-3693orbethanie@bu.edu . 
You can also contact Dr. Ron Kos at Boston University at (617) 353-3350 (rkos@bu.edu). Feel 
free to ask questions at any time. You or your parent can ask questions about your rights as a 
participant in·this study by calling the Boston University IRB Office at (617) 358-6115 . 
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Agreement to Participate 
If you sign this assent form, it means that you have read it or it has been read to you. It also 
means that you have been given the chance to ask questions about the study and your questions 
have been answered. If you sign this, it means that you are agreeing to participate and no one is 
forcing you . 
The researchers will give you a copy of the consent form if you wish. 
Name of Subject 
Signature of Subject Date 
Printed name of person obtaining consent 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 
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Music Teacher Participant 
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Title of Project: EXPERIENCES OF THREE STUDENTS WITH ATTENTION DEFICIT 
HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) IN THE SECONDARY INSTRUMENTAL 
MUSIC ENSEMBLE: INTERVIEWS, OBSERVATIONS, AND REFLECTIONS 
Principal Investigator: Bethanie L. Hansen 
Study Background 
I am a Boston University student in the Music Education DMA program and a full-time 
high school band director. I would like permission to enroll you as a participant in a research 
study, as part of my dissertation work. You are being asked to participate because you have 
indicated informally that you are willing to participate in this study, because you have a student 
and his or her parent who are both willing to participate in this study, and your perspective will be 
helpful in our learning about your student's experiences in band at school. 
This research will explore the experiences of students who have ADHD in public school 
music ensembles. Much research has already been conducted to study teacher perceptions 
regarding ADHD in education, but no research has yet been published about young people with 
ADHD in school music ensembles. 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary, and you withdraw at any time. 
You will be one of approximately nine total subjects asked to participate. Your total time 
commitment will be approximately 1 hour for an interview, fifteen minutes to schedule classroom 
observations, and seven days within a two month period to allow observations to take place in 
your band class. You may also be asked to help find an appropriate location at the school to 
conduct interviews with your student. We expect the information collecting stage of this study to 
last for two months, with the entire study to last up to 15 months, to allow time for data analysis, 
writing, and compiling the final report. All responses will be documented without individual 
names or identifying information and will be confidential. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to discover what band participation experiences are like for three 7-
12th grade students who have Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). The methods 
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used to discover what your student' s band participation is like will include an interview with you, 
an interview with your student's parent, up to three interviews with your student, and 
observations of your band class and at one after school performance or practice. 
What Happens in this Research Study 
After you agree to participate in this study, you will be interviewed one time about your student's 
band participation. Your interview will take place at your school. This interview will be recorded 
so it can be transcribed afterward. Sometime later, you will receive a typed copy of the interview 
by mail or e-mail and will be able to review it for accuracy. 
Next, you will be contacted to arrange a schedule for classroom observations and student 
interviews. Your student will be observed in band class on six different days within a two month 
period and on one day at an after school performance or practice. The researcher will take notes 
during these observations and write about what was observed. Your child's band teacher will be 
interviewed one time about your child's participation in band. This interview will be recorded so 
it can be transcribed afterward. 
Lastly, your student will be interviewed about his or her participation in band. The interview may 
take place on 1-3 occasions for a maximum of3-4 hours. This interview will be digitally 
recorded and transcribed afterward. Sometime later, the transcription of the interview(s) will be 
presented to your student for review, and the researcher will meet with your student one last time 
to discuss the accuracy to the transcription. All research procedures involving you or your student 
will take place at your school. 
Risks and Discomforts 
There are no known risks associated with participation in this study. It is possible that participants 
may experience some discomfort, emotional stress, stigma, embarrassment, inconvenience or 
potential loss of privacy or confidentiality. Individuals are free to take a break or withdraw from 
the study if needed. 
To minimize potential risks, observations and interviews will be scheduled in advance at 
participants' convenience. Interviews will be implemented in a confidential manner, out of sound 
and sight of other students. Data will be recorded without participants' names to protect privacy, 
and the final report will be published with fictitious names and void of identifying demographic 
and geographic details. No individuals will be questioned about ADHD, the students ' specific 
challenges related to ADHD, or any other medical or mental health data excluding initial 
screening for participation. To minimize the risk of stigma associated with this study and labeling 
with ADHD, students will not be informed that their peer is being studied or what criteria was 
used to select this student to be studied. In addition, music teacher interviews will be scheduled 
near or at the end of data collection. 
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There may be unforeseen risks to the study. If new risks are identified the study staff will update 
you in a timely way about any new information that might affect your health, welfare, or decision 
to stay in the study. 
Benefits 
You may receive no benefit from participating in this study. Through this study, we expect to 
illuminate perceptions and experiences in band for adolescents who have ADHD. We will bring 
together the understandings of a parent, a child, and a teacher for each case to better understand 
individual student experiences. 
If successful discovery of content truly important or unique to these young people is achieved, 
completion of this study will fill a distinct gap in the literature. No other researchers have 
published reports considering experiences of students who have ADHD in the performing music 
ensemble to date. 
This study may become a unique contribution to the literature regarding music teaching and 
learning; this may lead members of the broader music education profession who read this report 
to pursue additional learning opportunities to better understand the perceptions of students who 
have ADHD or other disabilities in music classes; researchers may feel motivated to further study 
students who have ADHD using other paradigms or methodologies; and it may be determined 
that more research is needed in areas of special populations to better prepare music educators. 
Alternatives 
Your alternative is to not participate in this study. 
Costs/ Payments 
There are no known costs associated with participating in this research study except for your 
time. You will not be paid to participate in this research study. 
Confidentiality 
Any identifiable data that is collected from you. Only the investigators will know who you are. 
The investigators will take appropriate care to protect the confidentiality of your private 
information. However, there is a slight chance that others could learn information about you from 
this study. 
Data will be stored locked files only accessible to Bethanie Hansen, the Principal Investigator, 
and Dr. Kos, her dissertation advisor, and will be destroyed at the end of the research. The signed 
consent forms will be kept separate from the research data in a locked safe. 
Your information may be used in publications or presentations. However, the information will not 
include any personal information that will allow you to be identified. 
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Information from this study and study records may be reviewed and photocopied by the sponsor, 
the institution and by regulators responsible for research oversight such as the Office of Human 
Research Protections, and the Boston University Institutional Review Board. 
Voluntary Participation 
Taking part in this research is voluntary. You have a right to refuse to take part in this study. If 
you decide to be in this study, you can refuse to answer any question if you wish. If you decide to 
be in this study and then change your mind, you can withdraw from the research. Refusal to 
participate will not involve any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. 
If there are any new findings during the study that may affect whether or not you wish to continue 
to take part in the research, you will be told about them as soon as possible. The investigator may 
decide to stop your participation in the study without your consent. This might happen if he/she 
decides that staying in the study will be bad for you or if he/she or the sponsor decide to stop the 
study. 
Contacts 
If you have questions regarding this research or have a research related injury, either now or at 
any time in the future, please contact Bethanie Hansen, the Principal Investigator at (559) 349-
3693 (bethanie@bu.edu), or Dr. Ron Kos at Boston University (617) 358-5178 (rkos@bu.edu). 
Feel free to ask questions at any time. 
You may obtain further information about your rights as a research subject by contacting the 
Boston University Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research at 617-358-6115 or 
irb@bu.edu. 
Agreement to Participate 
By signing this consent form, you are indicating that you have read this consent form or it has 
been read to you. You are also indicating that you have been given the opportunity to ask 
questions about the study and all of your questions have been answered to your satisfaction. 
By signing the consent form you are indicating that you voluntarily agree to participate in the 
study. You will be given a copy ofthe consent form to keep ifyou wish. 
Name of Subject 
Signature of Subject Date 
Printed name of person obtaining consent 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 
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APPENDIX J: STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
1. Tell me about yourself. 
2. Tell me about your school. 
3. Tell me about your band/orchestra. 
a. How many students are in the ensemble? 
b. How noisy is your band or orchestra? 
c. How organized if your band or orchestra? 
d. What does it mean to belong to this band/orchestra? 
4. Tell me about other people who belong to the band/orchestra. What are your classmates 
like? 
a. Are others in your ensemble good musicians? 
b. Do your peers practice at home? Why/why not? 
c. Do your peers like you? Why/why not? 
d. Tell me about your music teacher. What is he/she like? 
5. Tell me about your teacher. 
a. Do you like your teacher? 
b. What do you like/dislike about this teacher? 
c. Is your teacher helpful? 
d. Is your teacher fair? 
e. Does your teacher respect all students? Do they respect him/her? 
6. Tell me about your membership in the band/orchestra. 
a. Where do you sit? 
b. Why did you join? 
c. What parts do you find enjoyable? Unenjoyable? 
d. Do you have a role in the group? What do you believe your role is? 
e. What is your level of musicianship? 
f. Do you learn anything in band/orchestra? Tell me more about this. 
g. Do you find this class interesting? Boring? What makes it feel this way? 
h. What kinds of things are graded in this class? 
1. What is your grade right now? 
J. How do you feel about the grade you are getting? 
k. Is home practice required? 
1. Do you practice at home? 
m. Do you ever get in trouble in this class? 
n. Do you ever skip this class? 
o. Have you ever been recognized for doing well in this class? 
p. Tell me about your behavior in the band/orchestra. Do you follow the rules? 
What can you get away with? Do you find it hard or easy to know what the 
teacher expects? 
q. What does your music teacher think of you as a student? 
r. Do you think your teacher likes you? 
s. Describe your interactions with your teacher. How does he/she treat you? 
t. Do you think he/she treats you the same or different than other students? 
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APPENDIX K: BAND DIRECTOR INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
1. Tell me about yourself as a music teacher. 
2. Tell me about your band/orchestra. 
a. What do you believe it means to belong to the ___ band orchestra? 
b. Do you measure student achievement? If so, how? 
3. Tell me about the people who belong to the band/orchestra. 
a. What kind of musicians are your students? 
b. Do students interact with each other? How? 
c. Do students interact with the teacher? How? 
4. Tell me about [name of student being observed]. What kind of student is he/she? 
5. Describe [name ofstudent]'s participation in your band/orchestra. 
a. What does this student do, if anything, during class? Extracurricular events? 
Non-structured time? 
6. Does [name of student] interact with you? If so, tell me how this student interacts with 
you. 
a. What happens during class? During extracurricular events? During non-
structured time? 
7. Does [name of student] interact with peers? If so, tell me how he/she interacts with peers. 
8. Do peers interact with [name of student]? If so, tell me how they interact with this 
student. 
9. Do you have anything else to share about this student or your [band/orchestra]? 
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APPENDIX L: PARENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
2. Tell me about your [son/daughter- child' s name]. 
3. I would like to know more about [his/her] participation in the school band/orchestra. 
What can you share with me about this? 
4. What kinds of things does [child' s name] say about band/orchestra when [he/she] is at 
home? 
a. After a day at school 
b. After a big concert or performance 
c. After something important to [him/her] is happening? 
5. Overall, how do you think it ' s going with band/orchestra? 
6. Does [he/she] practice the band/orchestra instrument at home? Tell me a little more . .. 
7. Does [he/she] have any friends in band/orchestra? 
8. What do you think about your child's music teacher? 
9. What, in your opinion, does your child think of [his/her] music teacher? 
10. Is there anything else you can share with me, or that you would like to share with me, 
about your [son/daughter]'s participation in the band/orchestra? 
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